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Optimized Wireless Transmission of Stereo Images and 3-D Reconstruction on
Hardware
Apurva Naik, Gourang Mulay, Arti Khaparde
Department of Electronics and Telecommunication
Maharashtra Institute of Technology
Pune, Maharashtra, India
Emails :{apurva.naik, gourang.mulay, arti.khaparde} @mitpune.edu.in
Abstract—Stereo images are captured using cameras connected
to PC. These images are segmented and stored in the
compressed form. The compressed segmented images are
transmitted to the ARM-9 processor based system by using
ZIGBEE wireless module. These images, when received at the
receiver end, are recovered, and a 3-D image is generated on
the TFT display. Depth levels are also estimated from
segmented stereo images and transmitted through ZIGBEE
module to ARM-9 processor based hardware. Depth levels
received at the hardware are used to control a robot. This
proposal is a prototype that can be implemented for vision
based industrial applications. The present paper deals with the
transmitter-receiver link for stereo images and movement of
robot proportional to estimated depth levels.
Keywords-ZIGBEE;
Particle
Swarm
Optimization;
Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization; Fractional Order
Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization; robot; SAM-9M-10-G45-EK.

I.

INTRODUCTION

As humans, we perceive the three-dimensional
structure of the world around us with apparent ease and also
estimate depth of view very easily. There is a need for
developing such perception of depth with ease using
computer vision and embedded technology similar to
humans. The methods designed for 3-D generation,
especially using embedded system which has limited
resources, should use lesser computation and lesser memory
with greater accuracy. Focus of the present paper is
binocular stereo vision, which uses two cameras placed at
baseline distance and captures two views of image
commonly known as left and right view of image. After
basic processing steps like camera calibration and
rectification, clustering based segmentation techniques are
applied on left and right views.
Initially, well-known clustering algorithms like Kmeans and Mean shift are used for segmentation of stereo
images. It has been shown that biologically inspired
algorithms like Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO),
Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO), Fractional
Order Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization (FO-DPSO)
can be successfully used to segment the stereo images.
There are significant advantages of using above algorithms
for segmentation and also these methods give compression
of stereo images. Segmentation based techniques are
preferred over edge based technique for stereo matching
because dense disparity map is obtained due to

segmentation based stereo matching. Stereo matching
algorithms are applied on segmented images to generate
disparity maps and compressed 3D images are generated
without disturbing depth levels in the image. The
comparison between the disparity of the original stereo
image pair and that of the segmented image pair is carried
out. The reconstructed 3D images are analyzed based on
compression ratio (CR) and Peak-Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR). Segmented images are given to the disparity
estimation algorithm. Depth levels are estimated with the
help of disparity values obtained from the disparity
estimation algorithm.
A single camera image does not give information
about depth levels. Information about depth is required in
several applications such as satellite imaging, robotic vision,
target tracking and automatic map making. Hence, stereo
matching uses minimum two views for processing. Basic
aim of stereo matching is to extract depth information from
image. Most of stereo imaging algorithms have been left
largely unexplored and not implemented on hardware in last
decade probably due to memory and hardware constraints
and lack of resources on hardware. The primary aim of this
paper is to analyze the existing stereo matching algorithms
on segmented stereo images and wireless transmission of
these images and estimated depth levels to a portable
hardware. The hardware is able to display these images in 3D form on TFT display. The hardware is also able to drive a
robot (Simple DC motor driven linear assembly, which
moves exactly the calculated distance) depending on depth
levels which are received by receiver.
The movement of a robot can be used in robotic
vision applications. Until recently, stereography was used
either for entertainment purpose or DEM (Digital Elevation
Model) for depth analysis of sea bed [1]. This novel
approach will help us to control the unmanned vehicle to
perform the numerous tasks in medical, mining applications
and in the volumetric analysis of water reservoirs, etc.,
which requires the knowledge of depth. For example, one of
the applications that can be developed is for computer-aided
surgery. Images can be captured with the help of a
stereoscopic endoscope. These images can be transferred to
the control room. By performing an analysis and using
depth information, the surgeon can instruct a robot to
perform certain tasks. This paper is the extension of our
previous work [1]. In the previous paper, wireless link
between PC to PC was used. In the present paper, the
second PC is replaced by ARM-9 evaluation kit SAM-9M-
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10-G-45-EK. The second objective of this paper is also a
development of low cost prototype for vision application.
For capture of actual stereo images, the distance between
two webcams should be at least 6cm, as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Block diagram of camera setup.

The camera should be placed at a distance of 1.8m
from the object to be captured [1]. For estimation of the
focal length, which is required for depth calculation camera
calibration, the toolbox of MATLAB [2] has been used. For
estimating the focal length of the camera, 20 images of a
chess board, each image having a different orientation from
the other were taken. A procedure [2] was followed and the
focal length obtained was approximately 670 pixels. Focal
length is verified with another method, i.e., simple „lenses
law‟ in optics and the focal length obtained was 17.47 cm.
These values are further utilized in calculation of depth from
disparity.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the experimental setup of the entire system.
Section III describes segmentation methodology and
compression achieved for storage of 3-D images before
transmission. Section IV describes stereo matching
algorithms used and depth estimation. Section V describes
the ZIGBEE module and protocol. Section VI gives details
of hardware on which 3-D image is generated and also used
for wireless transmission of depth and control of robot.
Section VII gives results and discussion. Conclusion and
future work that can be done in the present project are
described in Section VIII.
II.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Experimental setup consists of two Logitech C-310
webcams, one general purpose PC, one ARM-9 based
microprocessor SAM-9M-10-G-45 evaluation kit, one robot
assembly, 4 ZIGBEE modules (two coordinator node and
two router node). ZIGBEE modules have been used for
transmission of real-time images and depth values. In the
present setup, ZIGBEE module of DIGI Company (XBee
RF Modules) is used. ZIGBEE standard operates on the
IEEE 802.15.4 physical radio specification and operates in
unlicensed bands including 2.4GHz, 900MHz and 868MHz.
Each ZIGBEE module is connected to a PC via a Serial to
USB Convertor for communication with MATLAB
program. MATLAB has been used to segment the image
data, and then transmit data to the router nodes. This
segmented image data is used to generate a 3-D image on
the hardware connected to router node. For segmentation of

captured real-time stereo images various segmentation
algorithms like Mean shift segmentation, K- means
clustering, Particle swarm optimization, Darwinian Particle
Swarm Optimization, Fractional order Darwinian particle
swarm optimization [3-12] are used. The segmentation not
only gives compression in stereo image size but also retains
depth levels that are present in the image. Compression
achieved due to segmentation saves wireless transmission
bandwidth as well as reduces memory requirement when
images are to be stored on the memory of hardware board.
The Segmented images are applied as input to the disparity
algorithm to estimate the depth values. The coordinator
node of ZIGBEE module sends this depth data directly to
the hardware. Another router node receives the depth data,
which is then decoded, and these decoded values are used to
control the robot. Block diagram of hardware
implementation of stereo matching for wireless transmission
is shown in Fig. 2. There is also a provision of transmission
of the same data through USB port of PC if wireless link
fails.

Figure 2. Hardware implementation of stereo matching .

III.

SEGMENTATION METHODOLOGY

For so me ap p li cat io n s like stereo vision and
matching, whole images cannot be processed, as it not
only increases the computational complexity, but it also
requires more memory [4]. Purely pixel-based methods are
insufficient to express information of the image. The human
identifies the objects by analyzing features of the objects
such as color, texture and shape. The basic algorithm for
stereo matching is not very complicated but is
computationally exhaustive and limits its usage for real-time
applications. Purely pixel-based methods used for stereo
matching are insufficient to express information of the
image. The quality of matching can be improved if a label is
assigned to each pixel of the left and right image such that
pixel with same label shares same intensity value. This
forms different regions in the image that are more
meaningful than individual pixels. This process of
partitioning an image, commonly called as segmentation, is
used prior to stereo matching. Thus, segmentation-based
stereo matching is new methodology introduced.
Fig. 3 explains the complete methodology of
proposed segmentation based stereo matching. Initially, the
performance of algorithms is tested using the Middlebury
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data set [13]. The algorithms are tested for real time images
also. Dataset images do not require camera calibration and
rectification steps. Real-time image inputs require camera
calibration. These image data are applied to five different
segmentation algorithms shown in Fig. 3. One more reason
behind using segment based methods is that these
techniques perform well in reducing the ambiguity
associated with texture-less regions and enhancing noise
tolerance.
These segmented images are applied to disparity
estimation algorithms to create 3-D image and disparity
map. There are two different disparity estimation algorithms
to which segmented stereo images are applied as input. The
result of stereo matching is disparity map and 3-D image.
The performance of stereo matching is verified for various
segmentation algorithms. To keep the computational
complexity down, an algorithm relying on local Winner
Take All (WTA) optimization was compared against Line
Growing (LG) algorithm. The same sequence of steps is
applied to real-time images also, and approximate depth
values for real-time views are estimated.

A. Clustering based segmentation Technique
Segmentation, the process of partitioning a digital
image into multiple objects is widely used method in image
classification and recognition. It is a low-level image
processing task aiming at partitioning an image into
homogeneous regions. The result of image segmentation is a
set of regions. Image segmentation techniques can be
grouped into several categories such as edge-based
segmentation, region-oriented segmentation, histogram
thresholding and clustering algorithms.

Figure 4. Segmentation based stereo matching system.

Figure 3. Complete Methodology for 3-D reconstruction and
depth estimation.

Proposed segment-based stereo matching performs
four consecutive steps. First, it segments the reference
images using robust segmentation method; second, it gets
initial disparity map using local match method; third, a
plane fitting technique is employed to obtain disparity
planes. Finally, optimal disparity plane assignment is
approximated by using optimization methods. Proposed
segmentation-based stereo matching system is shown in Fig.
4. After segmentation, Winner Take All or Line Growing
algorithm is applied for stereo matching. For depth
estimation Line Growing algorithm is used.

For present work, clustering based segmentation
techniques were used to partition image into segments. The
advantage of using segmentation-based matching over edgebased matching is that it reduces the mismatch in low
texture region and occluded areas.
In the literature, various methods are available to
cluster data sets. Broadly, they can be classified as
parametric (a kind of density is known) and non-parametric
(a form of density is not known) methods. In a parametric
method like K-means clustering, prior assumptions of the
number of clusters are made. This is a function
minimization technique, where the objective function is the
squared error distance measure. In non-parametric methods
such as Mean shift clustering and Particle Swarm
Optimization, no prior assumptions are made on the number
of clusters. Mean shift is a procedure for locating the
maxima of a mapped function given a set of discrete data
points sampled from that function. The computational time
and fitness value are most important indicators for
clustering algorithms. All algorithms of this kind come into
a class of statistical based algorithms. Statistical measures
reduce dimensions of data and retain information. These
kinds of methods are explored in the present work.
Segmentation technique based on calculating mode is called
Mean shift clustering [4]. The state of the art is to employ
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Swarm-Based collective intelligence, also called
biologically or nature inspired algorithms to image
segmentation [6-12]. Key issues in the design of any
clustering based segmentation are the choice of number and
type of features used, the distance metric chosen to measure
similarity, data reduction techniques used, and pre and post
processing routines applied.
Moreover, in real time
applications, using high-speed algorithm is the main
objective. Particle Swarm Optimization is a recently
proposed population based stochastic optimization
algorithm that is inspired by social behaviors of animals like
fish schooling and bird flocking. PSO has superior search
performance for many hard optimization problems with
faster and more stable convergence rates [14]. PSO
converges in the early stages of the searching process but
saturates or terminates in the later stages. It is hard to obtain
any significant improvements by examining neighboring
solutions in the later stages of the search. Sometimes PSO
algorithms may get trapped in local maxima or minima, and
there is need to apply algorithms like Darwinian Particle
Swarm Optimization (DPSO). Starting with basic
segmentation algorithms such as Mean shift clustering and
K-means, the proposed work implements bio-inspired
methods for segmentation of stereo images like Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO), Darwinian Particle Swarm
Optimization (DPSO) and Fractional Order Darwinian
Particle Swarm Optimization (FO-DPSO). Comparison of
traditional PSO with DPSO and FO-DPSO for stereo image
segmentation is discussed in the sections given below. The
following segmentation algorithms were implemented prior
to stereo matching.







Mean shift
K- means
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).
Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization
(DPSO).
Fractional order Darwinian Particle Swarm
Optimization (FO-DPSO).

1) Mean Shift Segmentation
Mean shift is a nonparametric iterative algorithm or
a nonparametric density gradient estimation using a
generalized kernel approach. Mean shift is one of the
most powerful clustering techniques. Mean shift algorithm
was introduced by Fukunaga and Hostetler [4]. It considers
feature space as an empirical probability density function.
Probability distribution function for discrete image data
values is given as the set of discrete pixels. Probability
values cannot be larger than 1 (100%). Therefore, the first
constraint is that the area under the entire probability
distribution function should be 1:
∫

( )

∑

(1)

where N is the number of the pixels in PDF image,
and
is the width and height of a pixel respectively. If the
input is a set of points, then Mean shift considers them as
sampled from the underlying probability density function. If
dense regions (or clusters) are present in the feature space,
then they correspond to the mode (or local maxima) of the
probability density function. The groups associated with the
given mode using Mean shift can also be identified. For
each data point, Mean shift associates it with the nearby
peak of the dataset‟s probability density function. For each
data point, Mean shift defines a window around it and
computes the average of the data point. Then it shifts the
centre of the window to the mean value and repeats the
algorithm till it converges. After each iteration, the window
moves to a denser region of the dataset.
At the high level, the Mean shift algorithm can be
stated as follows:




Fix a window around each data point.
Compute the mean of data within the window.
Shift the window to the mean and repeat until
convergence.

The Mean shift technique comprises of two basic
steps: a Mean shift filtering of the original image data and a
subsequent clustering of the filtered data points.
a) Mean Shift Filtering
Let x1, x2, xn where n is the number of data points in
d-dimensional space. In the Mean shift clustering, each data
point is shifted to the average of the other data points in its
neighborhood. This is done by using a Gaussian kernel,
based on Euclidean distance between two data points (r),
which is given by
( )

(2)

The dense regions in the feature space correspond to
the local maxima of the underlying distribution. The
filtering step of the Mean shift segmentation algorithm
consists of analyzing the probability density function
underlying the image data in feature space. Consider the
feature space composed of the original image data
represented as the (x, y) location of each pixel, plus its color
in L*u*v* (derived from lab color space with all
components guaranteed to be positive) space. The modes of
the probability density function underlying the data in this
area will correspond to the locations with highest data
density. For segmentation, the data points close to these
high-density points (modes) should be clustered together.
Filtering step in the Mean shift consists of finding the
modes of the underlying probability density function (pdf)
and associating with them any points in their basin of
attraction. For a data point x in feature space, the density
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gradient is estimated as being proportional to the Mean shift
vector:
̂( )

∑

(||

∑

(

||)
)

–x

(3)

where xi are the data points, x is a point in the feature space,
n is the number of data points (pixels in the image), and g is
the profile of the symmetric kernel G.
Here, the simple case where G is the uniform kernel with
radius vector h is used. Thus, the above equation simplifies
to
̂( )

*

∑

+

(4)

where
represents the sphere in feature space
centred at x and having spatial radius (spatial range to
consider while computing mode) radius
(RGB range),
and the represent the data points within that sphere. For
every data point (pixel in the original image) x, the gradient
estimate (Eqn. (4)) is iteratively computed and x is moved in
that direction, until the gradient is below a threshold
(threshold for the convergence). Thus, the points
where ̂ ( )
, i.e., the modes of the density estimate
were calculated. Afterwards, the point x was replaced with
x‟, the mode with which it is associated. Finding the mode
associated with each data point helps to smooth the image
while preserving discontinuities. If two points and are
far from each other in feature space, then
does not
contribute to the Mean shift vector gradient estimate, and
the trajectory of will move it away from . Hence, pixels
on either side of a strong discontinuity will not attract each
other. However, filtering alone does not provide
segmentation as the modes found are noisy. This “noise”
stems from two sources. First, the mode estimation is an
iterative process; hence, when it converges within the
threshold provided with some numerical error and secondly
when an area in feature space is larger than
and
where the colour features is uniform or has a gradient of 1.
Since the pixel coordinates are identical by design, the
Mean shift vector will be 0 in this region, and the data
points will not move and hence may not converge to a single
mode.
b) Mean Shift Clustering
After Mean shift filtering, each data point in the
feature space has been replaced by its corresponding mode.
Some points may have the same mode, but many may not
have despite the fact that they may be less than one kernel
radius apart. In the original Mean shift segmentation paper,
clustering is described as a simple post-processing step in
which any modes that are less than one kernel radius apart
are grouped together and their basins of attraction (regions
for which all trajectories lead to the same mode) are merged.

This suggests using single linkage clustering, which actually
converts the filtered points into segmentation. Typically, the
Mean shift is run for each point, or sometimes points are
selected uniformly from the feature space.
c) Effect of Mean Shift Parameter Variation
The Mean shift filtering stage has two parameters
corresponding to the bandwidths (radii of the kernel) for the
spatial ( ) and color ( ) features. Slight variations in
can cause large changes in the granularity of the
segmentation. Fig. 5 shows left and right views of original
Tsukuba image. By adjusting the color bandwidth, the
different segmented views of Tsukuba are illustrated in Fig.
6 and Fig. 7. The optimum values obtained for RGB image
are spatial range
of 40, RGB range
of 3, and the
threshold for convergence as 3. This is significant problem
with respect to using Mean shift segmentation as a reliable
pre-processing step for other algorithms, such as stereo
matching.
Mean shift clustering uses single point for locating
modes (local maxima). Recently, researchers have become
interested in finding multiple local optima of a given multimodal function in a d–dimensional search space. For this
purpose, nature-inspired techniques are used.

Figure 5. Left and right views of original Tsukuba Image.

Figure 6. Segmented left and right views of Tsukuba using Mean shift
segmentation technique (hr=3).

Figure 7. Segmented Views of Tsukuba using Mean shift segmentation
Technique (hr=2, hr=4).
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2) K-means Clustering
The K-means algorithm does not have the above
mentioned problems. The K-means algorithm typically
requires only O (kN) operations, so that K-means algorithm
can be applied to the relatively large dataset. To reduce
computations, segmentation was carried out using K-means
algorithm. K-means is one of most popular clustering
algorithms. It is simple, fast and efficient. It can be
compared with the Mean shift on the some parameters. One
of the most significant differences is that K-means makes
two assumptions – the number of clusters is given as input,
and the clusters are shaped spherically (or elliptically).
K-means is one of the simplest unsupervised learning
algorithms for solving clustering problem. The procedure
follows a simple and easy way to classify a given data set
through a certain number of clusters (in present application
k=3) fixed a priori. The main idea is to define k centroids,
one for each cluster. The next step is to take each point
belonging to a given data set and associate it to the nearest
centroid. When no point is remaining, the first step is
completed, and an early grouping is done. At this point recalculate k new centroids as barycenters of the clusters
resulting from the previous step. After these k new centroids
are calculated, a new binding has to be done between the
same data set points and the nearest new centroid. A loop
has been generated. As a result of this loop, the K centroids
change their location step by step until no more changes are
done, and centroids do not move anymore. Finally, this
algorithm aims at minimizing an objective function; in this
case, a squared error function. The objective function is:
∑

()

Figure 8. Segmented left and right views of Tsukuba using K-means
segmentation technique.

K-means clustering are shown in Fig. 8 with the value of
K=3. The performance of the above algorithm may be
affected by the chosen value of K. Therefore, instead of
using a single predefined K, a set of values might be
adopted. It is important for the number of values considered
to be reasonably large, to reflect the particular
characteristics of the data sets. At the same time, the
selected values have to be significantly smaller than the
number of objects in the data sets, which is the primary
motivation for performing clustering. To find a satisfactory
clustering result, numbers of iterations are carried out with
different values of K. The validity of the clustering result is
assessed only visually without applying any formal
performance measure. With this approach, it was difficult to
evaluate the clustering result for multi-dimensional data set
like images. Since K-means clustering is used as a preprocessing tool, the focus was on the effect of the clustering
results on the performance of the stereo matching algorithm.
In an attempt to improve performance for multidimensional
data set, three different algorithms that are based on Swarm
Intelligence were considered.

(5)
3) Swarm Intelligence based Clustering Algorithms

where

()

is a Euclidean distance measure between
()

a data point
and the cluster center an indicator of the
distance of the n data points from their respective cluster
centres. The algorithm is composed of the following steps:
1. Place K points into the space represented by the objects
that are being clustered. These points represent initial
group centroids.
2. Assign each object to the group that has the closest
centroid.
3. When all objects have been assigned, recalculate the
positions of the K centroids.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer move.
This produces a separation of the objects into groups
from which the metric to be minimized can be
calculated.
K-means is very sensitive to initializations. A wrong
initialization can delay convergence or sometimes even
result in false clusters. Similarly, K-means is sensitive to
outliers but the Mean shift is not very sensitive. Results of

In image segmentation, the decision to assign a pixel
to a particular class is simultaneously based on the feature
vector of the pixel and some additional information derived
from the segmentation step. To make this approach
practical, an accurate segmentation of the image is needed
[11]. Thresholding is one of the most commonly used
methods for the segmentation of images into two or more
clusters [7]. Thresholding techniques can be divided into
two different types: optimal thresholding methods and
property-based thresholding methods [19]. Algorithms in
the former group search for the optimal thresholds that make
the threshold classes on the histogram reach the desired
characteristics. Usually, thresholds are selected by
optimizing an objective function. The later group detects the
thresholds by measuring some selected property of the
histogram. Property-based thresholding methods are fast,
which make them suitable for multilevel thresholding. The
task of determining n − 1 optimal thresholds for n-level
image thresholding could be formulated as a
multidimensional optimization problem. To solve such a
task, several biologically inspired algorithms have been
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explored in image segmentation [6-19]. Bio-inspired
algorithms have been used in situations where conventional
optimization techniques cannot find a satisfactory solution,
or they take too much time to find it, e.g., when the function
to be optimized is discontinuous and cannot be
differentiated and having too many nonlinearly related
parameters [17]. One of the best-known bio-inspired
algorithms is particle swarm optimization (PSO) [18]. The
PSO consists of a number of particles that collectively move
in the search space (e.g., pixels of the image) in search of
the global optimum (e.g., maximizing the between-class
variance of the distribution of intensity levels in the given
image). A general problem with the PSO and similar
optimization algorithms is that they may get trapped in local
optimum points, and the algorithm may work in some
problems but may fail in others. To overcome such a
problem, the Darwinian PSO (DPSO) was presented [16]. In
the DPSO, multiple swarms of test solutions performing just
like an ordinary PSO may exist at any time, with rules
governing the collection of swarms that are designed to
simulate natural selection. More recently, an extension to
the DPSO using fractional order calculus (FO-DPSO) to
control the convergence rate of the algorithm is proposed.
[17] The clustering algorithms mentioned above are applied
to the segmentation of stereo images in the Middlebury
dataset, and real-time images. Tuning of PSO parameter
values for segmentation that will be useful in stereo
applications is carried out. Experimental results show that
the PSO based clustering algorithm performs better than
well-known clustering algorithms (K-means and Mean shift
that are already explained above) in all measured criteria.
The introduction to these algorithms is presented in
following sections.
a) Image segmentation using Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO)
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an optimization
technique developed by Dr. Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy in
1995, inspired by social behavior of bird flocking or fish
schooling. The particle swarm concept originated as a
simulation of the simplified social system. The original
intent was to simulate the choreography of birds of a bird
flock or fish school graphically. However, it was found that
particle swarm model can be used as an optimizer. Consider
the following scenario: a group of birds are randomly
searching for food in an area. There is only one piece of
food in the area being searched. All the birds do not know
where the food is. But they know how far the food is. So the
effective strategy is to follow the bird that is nearest to the
food. PSO learned from the scenario and used it to solve the
optimization problems. In PSO, each single solution is a
"bird" in the search space called as "particle." All of the
particles have fitness values that are evaluated by the fitness
function to be optimized and have velocities that direct the
flying of the particles. The particles fly through the problem
space by following the current optimum particles. Suppose a

global optimum of an n –dimensional function is to be
located. The function may be mathematically represented as
(

)

(⃗⃗⃗⃗)

(6)

Where is the search variable vector, which represents the
set of independent variables of the given function. The task
is to find out such a ⃗⃗⃗⃗ , that the function value (⃗⃗⃗⃗) is either
minimum or maximum denoted by
in the search range. If
the components of assume real values, then the task is to
locate a particular point in the n-dimensional hyperspace
that is a continuum of such points. There are two key steps
when applying PSO to optimization problems viz. the
representation of the solution and the fitness function. One
of the advantages of PSO is that PSO takes real numbers as
particles. For example, to find the solution for f(x) = x12 +
x22 + x32, the particle can be set as (x1, x2, x3), and fitness
function is f(x). Then the standard procedure can be used to
find the optimum. The searching is a repetitive process, and
the stop criterion is that either maximum iteration number is
reached, or the minimum error condition is satisfied. It is
not easy to find optima for some functions. To locate global
optima quickly on such functions require parallel search
techniques. Here, many agents start from different initial
locations and go on exploring the search space until some of
the agents reach the optimal global position. The agents may
communicate among themselves and share the fitness
function values found by them. PSO is multi-agent parallel
search technique. Particles are conceptual entities, which fly
through the multidimensional search space. At any
particular instant, each particle has position and velocity.
The position vector of the particle with respect to the origin
of search space represents the trial solution of the search
problem. At the beginning, a population of particles is
initialized with random positions marked by vectors (⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ )
and random velocity (⃗⃗⃗ ). The population of such particles is
called a “swarm” S. A neighborhood relation N is defined in
the swarm that determines whether any two particles
are neighbours or not. Thus, for any particle P, a
neighborhood can be assigned as N (P), containing all the
neighbors of that particle. A traditional strategy is N=S for
each particle, i.e., any particle has all the remaining particles
in the swarm in its neighborhood. Each particle P has two
state variables viz., its current position
and its current
velocity
. It is also equipped with small memory
comprising its previous best position and velocity.
The PSO has following algorithmic parameters
)(
 Maximum and minimum velocity (
): it
determines the maximum change one particle can
take during each iteration.
 An inertial weight factor.
 Three uniformly distributed random numbers
and that respectively determine an influence of
global best and local best on the velocity update
equation.
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Two constant multiplier terms and known as
“swarm confidence” and “self-confidence”,
respectively along with multiplier . The value
selected for
are such that equal weight is
assigned to each term in PSO velocity equation.
The number of particles N: the typical range is 20 40. Actually, for most of the problems, ten particles
is large enough to get good results. For some
severe or unusual problems, one can try 100 or 200
particles as well.



To model the swarm, each particle „n‟ moves in a
multidimensional space according to position ( ) and
velocity ( ) values. The position and velocity values are
highly dependent on
[i].

local best ( ̌ ):

[ii].

personal best (pbest), which is the best
solution (fitness) it has achieved so far

[iii].

neighborhood best ( ̌ ) , i.e., best position of
its neighbour and global best ( ̌ ) i.e., the
best value, obtained so far by any particle in
the population of the swarm.

After finding the three best values, the particle updates its
velocity and positions with the basic PSO equations
(̆
(̌

)

)

(̌

)
(7)
(8)

The coefficients ,
assign weights to the
inertial influence, the global best, local best and the
neighbourhood best when determining the new velocity
respectively. Typically, the inertial weight is set to a value
slightly less than 1.
are constant integer values
that represent “cognitive” and “social” components.
Different results can be obtained by assigning different
influences for each component. For present work, which
uses PSO for image segmentation, neighborhood best is not
considered and hence,
is set to zero. The parameters r1,
r2, r3 are random vectors with each component is a uniform
random number between 0 and 1. The intent is to multiply a
new random component per velocity dimension, rather than
multiplying same component with each particle‟s velocity
dimension.
The particles in the PSO are evaluated for the fitness
function, which is defined as the between-class variance
of the image intensity distributions. Equations (7) and (8)
are modified to (9) and (10) given below to suit the basic

equation for image segmentation
component in RGB image.
(

(
(

(

operation

of

red

))

))

(9)
(10)

vR is the particle velocity; XR is the current particle
(solution) and for the present application it is pixel intensity
in the red component of the image and randomly generated
using the maximum and minimum intensity values using the
histogram. is an inertial factor. The parameters „pbest‟
and „gbest‟ are defined as stated before. rand () is a random
number between (0,1).
are specified as above.
is a unity matrix of size (N,1) matching the matrix
dimensions of gbest and XR..
Each candidate solution can be thought of as a
particle “flying” through the fitness landscape finding the
maximum or minimum of the objective function. Similar
equations can be written for green and blue components in
the image.
Table I shows the steps in PSO algorithm used.
Table I. PSO ALGORITHM
Main Program Loop
Initialize swarm Position ( ) , Velocity ( ) , Local Best ̌ ,
Neighbourhood Best ( ̌ ), Global Best (̌ )
Loop:
for all particles evaluate the fitness
of each particle using Equation
(4.17)
update (̌ ) , ( ̌ ) and ( ̌ )
update
end
until stopping criteria (convergence)

In the beginning, the particles‟ position is randomly
set within boundaries of the search space. The search area
will depend on the number of intensity levels L. For the
present application, images are 8-bit images and particles
are deployed between 0 and 255.
Fig. 9 shows segmented views of Tsukuba using
PSO algorithm. The segmentation time is not the same in
each run for the same parameter values. It is found by
averaging over ten runs of the algorithm.

Figure 9. Segmented left and right views of Tsukuba using PSO
segmentation technique.
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b) Image Segmentation using DPSO
In search of a better model of natural selection using
the PSO algorithm, the Darwinian Particle Swarm
Optimization (DPSO) was formulated [16]. Here, many
swarms of test solutions may exist at any time. DPSO is an
extension of PSO algorithm. The concept of natural
selection (Darwinian principle of survival of the fittest) is
used to enhance the ability of PSO algorithm to escape from
local optima. Many simultaneous PSO algorithms are run on
groups of swarms in the same image. While running
multiple swarms on the same image, a simple selection
mechanism is applied. Each swarm individually performs
just like an ordinary PSO algorithm with some rules
governing the collection of swarms that are designed to
simulate natural selection.
The traditional PSO-based segmentation is compared
with the DPSO-based segmentation method to determine the
n-1 optimal n-level thresholds on a given image. In DPSO,
when a search tends to a local optimum, the search in that
area is simply discarded and another area is explored. Here,
at each step, swarms that get better are rewarded (extend
particle life or spawn a new descendent) and swarms that
stagnate are punished (reduce swarm life or delete particles).
To analyze the general state of each swarm, the fitness of all
particles is evaluated and the neighborhood and individual
best positions of each of the particles are updated. If a new
global solution is found, a new particle is spawned. A
particle is deleted if the swarm fails to find a fitter state in a
defined number of steps. Remove particles, and spawn a
new swarm and new particle:
[1] When the swarm population falls below minimum
bound, and
[2] The maximum threshold number of steps (search
counter
) without improving the fitness
function, is reached.
After the deletion of the particle, instead of being set to
zero, the counter is reset to a value approaching the
threshold number, according to:

the swarm collection are also selected. If the swarm initial
population number is not obtained, the rest of the particles
are randomly initialized and added to the new swarm. A
particle is spawned whenever a swarm achieves a new
global best, and the maximum defined population of a
swarm has not been reached. Like the PSO, a few
parameters also need to be adjusted to run the algorithm
efficiently:






The basic assumptions made to implement Darwinian PSO
are:
 The longer a swarm lives, the more chance it has of
possessing offspring. This is achieved by giving
each swarm a constant, small chance of spawning a
new swarm.
 A swarm will have its lifetime extended (be
rewarded) by finding a more healthy state.
 A swarm will have its life reduced for failing to
find a more fit state.
DPSO algorithm is indicated in Table II. The results
obtained after DPSO segmentation of Tsukuba image are
shown in Fig.10.
Table II. DPSO ALGORITHM
Main Program Loop

1.

)

*

+

(11)

where
is the number of particles deleted from the
swarm over a period in which there was no improvement in
fitness. To spawn a new swarm, a swarm must not have any
particle ever deleted, and the maximum number of swarms
must not be exceeded. Still, the new swarm is only created
with a probability of
with f a random number in [0,
1] and NS the number of swarms. This factor avoids the
creation of newer swarm S when there are large numbers of
swarms in existence. The parent swarm is unaffected, and
half of the parent‟s particles are selected at random for the
child swarm and half of the particles of a random member of

For each swarm in the collection
Evolve Swarm algorithm

Evolve Swarm Algorithm

1.
2.

2.

3.

(

Initial swarm population.
Maximum and minimum swarm population.
Initial number of swarms
Maximum and minimum number of swarms
Stagnancy threshold

For each swarm in the collection
Allow the swarm to spawn a
new swarm
Delete “failed” swarms.

3.
4.
5.
6.

For each particle „n‟ in
the swarm „S‟.
Update Particle‟s
objective function
Update Particle Bests
Move Particle.
If swarm S gets better
Reward swarm
If swarm S has not
improved Punish swarm

c) Image Segmentation using FO-DPSO
After application of PSO and DPSO algorithms to
number of images, it has been observed that PSO is fast but
not efficient (for finding the global optimum) and DPSO is
efficient (for finding the global optimum) but speed of
algorithm is less. It has been recently proved for
benchmarking optimization problems that, the FO-DPSO is
faster than the PSO (the most well-known optimization
algorithm in terms of speed) and more efficient than the
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DPSO (in order to find the global optimum while avoiding
local optima) [17]. Therefore, FO-DPSO algorithm was
selected as the next algorithm for segmentation of images
achieving both important goals at once. More specifically,
due to its convergence speed, this optimization method is a
primary solution to a segmentation of high-resolution
images.

Figure 10. Segmented left and right views of Tsukuba using DPSO
segmentation technique.

In Fractional Order Darwinian‟s Particle Swarm
Optimization, several swarms compete using Darwin‟s
survival-of-the-fittest principles and use fractional calculus
to control the convergence rate of the algorithm. Using
those principles, the FO-DPSO enhances the ability of the
PSO algorithm to escape from local optima by running
several simultaneous parallel PSO algorithms, each being a
different swarm on the same test image, and applies a
simple selection mechanism. When a search tends to a local
optimum, the search in that area is just discarded, and
another area is examined instead. As in PSO and DPSO
discussed above, at each step, swarms that show
improvement are rewarded (extend particle life or spawn a
new descendent), and swarms that stagnate are punished
(reduce swarm life or delete particles). The approximate
Grünwald–Letnikov FC [17] definition allows using the
concept of the fractional differential with (alpha) α, 0 ≤ α ≤
1, to control the convergence rate of particles. Each particle
a within each different swarm S moves in a
multidimensional space according to position.( [ ])
[ ]
and velocity ( [ ]) . The position and
velocity values are highly dependent on the local best ̃ [ ])
and global best ( ̃ [ ]) information. The coefficients w, ρ1,
and ρ2 are assigned weights, which control the inertial
influence, i.e., according to “the globally best” and “the
locally best,” respectively, when the new velocity is
determined. Typically, the inertial influence is set to a value
slightly less than 1.
and
are constant integer values,
which represent “cognitive” and “social” components.
Tuning these parameters properly will lead to better results.
The parameters r1 and r2 are random vectors, with each
component a uniform random number between 0 and 1. The
intent is to multiply a new random component per velocity
dimension, rather than to multiply the same component with
the velocity dimension of each particle. The value greatly
affects the inertial particles. With a small α, particles ignore
their previous activities, thus ignoring the system dynamics
and being susceptible to get stuck in local solutions (i.e.,

exploitation behavior). With a large alpha, particles will
present a more diversified behavior, which allows
exploration of new solutions and improves the long-term
performance (i.e., exploration behavior). If the exploration
level is too high, then the algorithm may take too much time
to find the global solution. Based on the experimental
results from [17], a fractional coefficient of α = 0.6 is used,
thus resulting in a balance between exploitation and
exploration. Segmented Tsukuba image using FO-DPSO
technique is shown in Fig. 11.
Memory complexity of the FO-DPSO is larger than
the PSO and DPSO since it intrinsically has memory
properties related to the fractional extension. Due to the
truncation order of the approximate fractional derivative, it
needs to track the last four steps of each particle‟s velocity
that depends on the number of components C (i.e., R, G, and
B) of the image. The computational complexity of the
algorithms was considered, excluding the first computation
of (7) and (8). This may be accomplished because the three
algorithms require the same initial computation that depends
on the size of the image. After that initial setup, the three
algorithms may be adjusted in such a way to ensure a
similar computational complexity. Likewise, the
computational complexity of the three algorithms will
increase with the number of desired thresholds n. The PSO
computational complexity depends on the number of
particles
within the population, the DPSO and FO-DPSO
computational complexity depends on the accumulated
number of particles within each swarm, i.e., ∀s NS. The
Computational complexity of both DPSO and FO-DPSO
will be inferior to the PSO by defining the maximum
number of particles within each swarm as
wherein
swarms.

,

represents the maximum number of allowed

Figure 11. Segmented left and right views of Tsukuba using FO- DPSO
segmentation technique.

It has been observed after application of swarm
based segmentation algorithms that these algorithms are
robust algorithms. Once the initial fine tuning of the
parameters is carried out for the particular application, the
results are consistent. The intention of carrying out
segmentation was to reduce the size of the stereo image that
further reduces storage requirement for the 3-D generation.
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The first level of optimization is achieved here, which stores
stereo images in the compressed form. The compression will
be useful for storing images in embedded prototype for the
3-D generation. Fig. 12 shows compression achieved due to
various segmentation techniques for three images in the
Middlebury dataset. The segmentation algorithms are tested
for 50 different stereo images including actual camera
images and it has been observed that 95% confidence
interval for compression, for Mean shift, K-means, PSO,
DPSO, FO-DPSO algorithms lies between (78.58, 86.01),
(51.48, 61.54), (79.59, 86.22), (79.70, 86.22), (79.49, 86),
respectively.
400
350
300
250
Image size
200
in KB
150
100
50
0

Tsukuba
Teddy
Cones

Segmentation Technique
Figure 12. Reduction in size of three images from Middlebury dataset.

IV.

STEREO MATCHING

The disparity refers to the difference in image
location of an object seen by the left and right eyes,
resulting from the eyes' horizontal separation (parallax). The
brain uses the disparity to extract depth information from
retinal images in stereopsis. In computer vision disparity
refers to the difference in horizontal coordinates of similar
features within two stereo images. Considering a single
pixel in left image, to compute its correspondence in the
right image a variety of search techniques can be used to
match pixels based on their local appearance as well as the
motions of neighboring pixels. In the case of stereo
matching, some additional information is available, namely
the positions and calibration data for the cameras that took
the pictures of the same static scene. This information can
be utilized to reduce the number of potential
correspondences, and hence speed up the matching and
increase the reliability of matching.
Stereo matching algorithms perform the following
four steps:
1) Matching cost computation by applying global cost
function
2) Cost (support) aggregation viz. Instead of
comparing single pixels, compare small window
areas
3) Disparity computation and optimization
4) Disparity refinement

In this paper, the disparity is computed using Winner Take
All (WTA) algorithm, which uses step 1, 2, and 3. Also, the
disparity is computed using a second algorithm, i.e., Line
Growing algorithm that uses all the four steps mentioned
above and it treats disparity as energy minimization
function. The first algorithm comes in the class of local
algorithms because it calculates disparities using a window
centered on each pixel. The second algorithm comes in the
class of global algorithms involving global optimization.
The first component of any dense stereo matching algorithm
is a similarity measure that compares pixel values in left and
right views to determine how likely they are to be in
correspondence. The most common pixel-based matching
costs include sums of squared intensity differences (SSD)
and absolute intensity differences (SAD). We have used
SAD as measure for Winner Take All algorithm, and SSD
for line growing algorithm. Sum of Absolute Differences
(SAD) is one of the simplest of the similarity measures,
which is calculated by subtracting pixels within a square
neighborhood between the left or reference image IL and the
right or target image IR followed by the aggregation of
absolute differences within the square window, and
optimization with the Winner Take All (WTA) strategy
[21]. If the left and right images exactly match, the resultant
will be zero. Disparity for each point is computed by finding
the cost of matching point (
) in the left image to
point (
) in the right image using Sum of Absolute
Differences (SAD). It is described by the following
equation:
∑(

)

(

)

((

) )

(12)

A. Segmentation Based Stereo Matching
The disparity is computed with two techniques. First
is the Winner Take All algorithm that is a local algorithm
finding out disparity with SAD. The second algorithm the
line growing algorithm is a global algorithm that employs
Sum of Squared Differences (SSD) and carries out filtering
of the disparity map. The second algorithm results in higher
computation time due to SSD cost function and filtering
steps.
1) Simple Winner Take All Algorithm
The disparity is computed using SAD cost function
as shown in Fig. 13. As a result, we get three sets of
disparity cost. Optimization of these three sets is done by
using Winner Take All method. This method inspects the
cost associated with each disparity set via window centered
on each pixel. The disparity with smallest aggregated cost is
selected and given as estimated disparity map.
Disparity estimation was done for different sets of
image pairs as follows:
1. Left and right original images
2. Left and right segmented images using Mean shift
algorithm, K-means, PSO, DPSO, FO-DPSO.
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Figure 13. Process of disparity estimation.

The disparity maps obtained using various
segmentation techniques are shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 14 (a)
shows disparity map obtained using stereo matching of
original Tsukuba image. Fig. 14(b), 14(c), 14(d), 14(e), and
14(f) show disparity map obtained using Mean shift, Kmeans, PSO, DPSO, FO-DPSO algorithms applied to
original images and after application of WTA, respectively.
The above algorithms were tested using a large number of
epipolar rectified test image pairs. From the results obtained
for each of them, it was observed that the algorithm gives
good results for each type of image pairs and every kind of
segmentation. Tsukuba image pairs contain texture-less
areas such as the table and the lampshade. It also contains
thin structures such as the rods of the lamp. Tsukuba image
contains many objects of different size at different depths.
Disparity map output is obtained in less than 1 second for
five segmentation techniques.

(a)

(b)

a) Advantages of Winner Take All Algorithm
 Fast Implementation and can most easily be
optimized.
 Algorithm being simple can be easily implemented
in a microcontroller.
b) Disadvantages of Winner Take All Algorithm
 Heavily dependent on stereo constraints.
 Identical pixels of cost matrix are assigned to
reference pixel more than once.
2) Line Growing Algorithm
The area-based approach presented above falls into
the category of “local methods” since the disparity
computation is done for every single pixel. Another class of
methods, which improve potential correspondences, are the
global and semi-global methods. In these approaches, the
task of computing disparities is treated as an energy
minimization problem. Typically, energy function is
formulated such as [21]:
( )

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 14. Disparity map using WTA and various segmentation techniques
(a) Original (b) Mean shift (c) K-means (d) PSO (e) DPSO (f) FO-DPSO.

( )

(13)

(Data Term): measures the pixel similarity, i.e., how
well the disparity function d agrees with the input image
pair.
ES (Smoothness): penalizes disparity variations, i.e., how
well does disparity match that of neighbors – regularization.
The goal, in this case, is to minimize an objective function
that includes some terms that model the costs associated
with matching pixels at various disparities and others that
seek to reward overall „smoothness‟.
Global stereo matching methods perform some
optimization or iteration steps after the disparity
computation phase and often skip the aggregation step
altogether because the global smoothness constraints
perform a similar function. Many global methods are
formulated in an energy minimization framework, where
the objective is to find a solution d that minimizes a global
energy; this energy can be defined as
( )

(c)

( )

∑(

)

(

(

))

(14)

where C is the (initial or aggregated) matching cost of
disparity. The smoothness term
( )
encodes the
smoothness assumptions made by the algorithm. To make
the optimization computationally tractable, the smoothness
term is often restricted to measuring only the differences
between neighboring pixels‟ disparities. In the line growing
algorithm, the idea is to minimize an objective function that
includes some terms that model the costs associated with
matching pixels at various disparities, and some terms may
be added called „smoothness „term.
The resulting approach has some useful features.
Firstly, it allows us to handle problems, such as stereo,
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where the variable values are continuous without requiring
any intermediate quantization. Secondly, penalty terms can
be incorporated involving more complex functions of the
disparity values.
a) Minimizing the Error Energy
Fig. 15 shows the global energy minimization
technique. In this method, the block-matching technique is
used to construct an Error Energy matrix for every disparity.
L(i, j, c) denotes segmented left image in RGB format and
R(i, j, c) denotes segmented right image in RGB format
and e(i, j, d) denotes error energy .

Step 1: For every disparity „d‟ in disparity search range,
calculate error energy matrix. Refer Fig.15 (a).
Step 2: Apply averaging filter iteratively to every error
matrix calculated for a disparity value in the range of
disparity search range. Refer Fig.15 (b).
Step 3: For every (i, j) pixel, find the minimum error
energy ̃(
) , assign its disparity index „d‟ to d (i, j)
which is called disparity map. Refer Fig.15 (c).
b) Region Growing
The region growing is carried out in the direction of
rows in the image since the disparity of stereo image is only
in row directions. So, only one neighbor, which is the point
after searched point, is inspected for region growing and
hence algorithm is named as line growing as shown in Fig.
16.

Figure 16. Method using Line Growing.

Figure 15. Method using global error energy minimization by smoothing
functions.

For n m window size of block matching, error energy
e(i, j, d) can be expressed by,
∑ ∑
∑ ( (
)
e (i, j, d) =
(
))
(15)
where C represents RGB components of images and takes a
value of {1, 2, 3} corresponding to red, blue and green, and
„d‟ is the disparity. For a predetermined disparity search
range (w), every e(i, j, d) matrix related to the disparity is
smoothed by applying averaging filter many times.
Averaging filter (linear filter) removes the very sharp
change in energy that belongs to incorrect matching.
Another important property of repeating application of the
averaging filter is that it makes apparent global trends in
error energy. Considering the global trend in error energy
makes this algorithm a region -based algorithm. For n m
window size, average filtering of e (i, j, d) can be expressed
by the following equation,
̃(i, j, d) =

∑

∑

(

)

(16)

After iterative application of averaging filter to error energy
for each disparity, the disparity „d‟ is selected, which has
minimum error energy ̃ (i, j, d) as the most reliable
disparity estimation for pixel (i, j) of disparity map. The
necessary steps in the algorithm shown in Fig. 15 are

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 17. Disparity space images using Line Growing (a)
Original (b) Mean shift (c) K-means (d) PSO (e) DPSO (f) FODPSO.
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The steps in line growing are:
1.

Root Selection process: Select a point on the row and
find its disparity using energy function equation (16). If
error energy of selected point is not less than or equal to
line growing threshold, mark this point as idle. If error
energy is less than a threshold, then mark the point as
root point and go to step 2.

2.

Line growing process: Calculate error energy of
neighboring point using root point disparity, which was
called region disparity. If it is lower than the
predetermined error energy threshold, associate this
point to the region.

3.

Proceed for the steps 1 and 2 row by row until the end
of the image. When all points in the image are
processed, an algorithm is stopped. Grown disparity
regions compose the disparity map d(i, j).

Disparity Space Images obtained using line growing
algorithm employing various segmentations, i.e., Mean
shift, K-Means, PSO, DPSO, FO-DPSO are shown in Fig.
17(b), 17(c), 17(d), 17(e), 17(f), respectively. Fig. 17(a)
shows disparity map obtained using original Tsukuba image
using Line growing algorithm.
B. Depth Estimation
Once the disparity values are calculated, the next step
in stereo algorithms is finding out depth from disparity.
Depth estimation is an important tool in several applications
such as machine vision, robotics, and satellite terrain
mapping. With recent advances in 3D consumer video
communications technology, use of depth estimation is
likely to grow significantly in near future. One of the
objectives of this work is the depth estimation. Depth
estimation using laser or infrared ranging techniques are
precise and familiar. However, their applications are limited
to certain tasks. For example, it is not advisable to laser scan
a live human. Stereoscopic methods are purely passive and
use a pair of cameras (left and right) to map a scene. The
disparity is used to estimate the depth of different parts of a
scène. Disparity estimation gives good results for finding
short distances. The difference of each pixel position is
calculated through one of the stereo matching algorithms
explained above using segmented image as input. Using
stereo camera parameters from the calibration and the
disparity between corresponding stereo points, depths in the
stereo images can be retrieved. The maximum range at
which the stereo vision can be used for detecting obstacles
depends on the image and depth resolution. Absolute
differences of pixel intensities are used in the algorithm to
compute stereo similarities between points. Using eqn. (17)
below, depth for each pixel position is calculated.

(17)
There are only three parameters required to find
depth or distance from disparity. The location of
photoreceptors of the camera is called image plane. The
focal length is the distance between photoreceptor and lens
that is specified in the camera data sheet as „f‟. Baseline
width „b‟ is the separation between stereo cameras and „d‟ is
the disparity of each pixel. Measurement of X and Y
locations in the real view are carried out with the help of
yard stick or measuring tape, and it is compared with the (x,
y) pixel position on the camera. It is a mapping of a physical
quantity in cm or meter to pixel scale. Due to this mapping
all cm values are converted into pixel values, and the 3-D
world coordinates of points corresponding to each pixel can
be constructed from the disparity map. A disparity map or
“depth map” image is an efficient method for storing the
depth of each pixel in an image. Each pixel in the map
corresponds to the same pixel in an image, but the grey level
corresponds to the depth at that point rather than the grey
shade or color. Disparity map construction can be
summarized as follows:




Find every corresponding point between the images.
Assign a value 0 to 255 to each point based on the
“disparity” calculation.
Calculate depth.

To evaluate the method, four standard stereo image
pairs were used: Cones, Teddy, Tsukuba and Venus. These
RGB stereo image pairs are provided by the Middlebury
database, processed with various algorithms discussed
above. The data set images have different sizes and different
values of maximum (
) and minimum (
) disparity.
Tsukuba (384×288 pixels) is the smallest image pair and
Teddy and Cones are the largest, both with pixels of size
450×375. Venus has a size of 434×383 pixels. This causes
variations in the processing time since each pixel must be
processed during the disparity estimation. This processing
time remains the same due to the application of
segmentation algorithms to these images but maintains the
number of depth levels obtained.
The maximum disparity between the left and right
image also affects the processing time. Tsukuba has the
least disparity variation, only sixteen values from 0 to 15.
The Venus disparities range from 0 to 19 while the
Disparity ranges for Cones and Teddy are from 0 to 59.
Actual depth calculations are explained in Section VII.
Fig. 18 shows depth maps obtained using various
segmentation techniques and Winner Take All algorithm. A
depth map of original Tsukuba stereo image pair is
presented in Fig. 18(a). The depth map of original image
pair of Tsukuba image gives eight depth levels after
application of Winner Take All algorithm. Depth maps
obtained after segmentation and Winner Take All algorithm
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are shown in Fig. 18(b), 18(c), 18(d), 18(e), 18(f),
respectively.
Depth levels obtained using Mean shift, K-means,
PSO, DPSO, FO-DPSO algorithms are comparable with
depth map of original image pair.
Depth map obtained after application of Line
Growing algorithm on original images of Tsukuba is shown
in Fig. 19(a). Depth maps obtained after application of Line
Growing algorithm on segmented images of Tsukuba are
shown in Fig. 19(b), 19(c), 19(d), 19(e), 19(f), respectively.

compared to Fig. 20(a) but visual quality is not degraded.
Compression achieved makes it suitable for storing it on
systems with memory size constraints. The better option for
portable application development was the implementation of
above-mentioned stereo algorithms on embedded processor.
Section VI describes the implementation of Winner Take
All algorithm on a portable hardware, i.e., microprocessor
of ARM 9 architecture. The reason for selecting this
microprocessor was the popularity of this design when this
project work was started and was available off –the-shelf.

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
(e)

(f)

Figure 18. Depth Map using various segmentation techniques and WTA
for Tsukuba (a) Original (b) Mean Shift (c) K-means (d) PSO (e) DPSO (f)
FO-DPSO.

C. Reconstructed 3-D View after Segmentation
One of the significant results obtained from present
work were 3-D views. By concatenation of original left and
right stereo images 3-D view obtained is as shown in Fig.
20(a). There is tiny degradation in quality of the 3-D image
obtained by segmentation and concatenation of segmented
stereo pair.
Compressed 3-D images were generated using all the
segmentation techniques described in Section III are shown
in Fig. 20(b), 20(c), 20(d), 20(e), 20(f). A reconstructed 3D using PSO variant is at par with the original 3-D image.
The 3-D image in Fig. 20(f) is in much compressed form as

Figure 19. Depth Map using various segmentation techniques and LG for
Tsukuba (a) Original (b) Mean Shift (c) K-means (d) PSO (e) DPSO (f)
FO-DPSO.

V.

ZIGBEE

The ZIGBEE Alliance [22] is a consortium of
over 90 companies that is developing a wireless network
standard for commercial and residential control and
automation applications. Transmission of images by using
Bluetooth network had been tried, but Bluetooth-based
networks can cover the distance up to 10m while ZIGBEE
based networks can be used up to 100m. Bluetooth takes
three seconds to join a network while ZIGBEE joins a
network in 30 milliseconds [22]. The main reason behind
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selecting IEEE 802.15.4 over IEEE 802.11 is the low power
consumption since the prototype developed is embedded
product with limited batteries.
The Alliance has recently released its specifications
for a low data rate on the wireless network. The design
goals for the network have been driven by the need for a
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication of small
simple control packet and sensor data, and a desire to keep
the cost of wireless transceivers to a minimum. ZIGBEE is a
wireless technology developed as an open global standard to
address the unique needs of low-cost, low-power wireless
M2M networks, and it currently uses IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
and PHY layers, as shown in Fig. 21 [23].

(Transparent Mode), data coming into the Data IN (DIN)
pin is directly transmitted over-the-air to the intended
receiving radios without any modification. API (Application
Programming Interface) mode is a frame-based method for
sending and receiving data to and from a serial UART
(Universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter). API with
escape character is an extended version of API, which is
used to prevent data loss in noisy environments. Both API
and API with escape character are used to ensure secure
communication. In this setup, AT (Transparent Mode) mode
of transmission has been used as it is easy to configure
ZIGBEE in this way and currently secure communication is
not considered in the present prototype.

TABLE III. HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS

(a)

(b)

ZIGBEE module

Operating frequency: 2.4GHz.

Low cost wireless module.

Data rate: 250Kbps.

Operating range: 100ft (30m).
Wireless camera

Connection Type – Corded USB.

USB Type –High Speed USB 2.0.

A. ZIGBEE Protocol

(c)

(d)

ZIGBEE is best described by referring to the 7-layers
of the OSI model for layered communication systems. The
Alliance specifies the bottom three layers (Physical, Data
Link, and Network), as well as Application Programming
Interface (API) that allows end developers the ability to
design custom applications that uses the services provided
by the lower layers. Fig. 21 shows the architecture adopted
by the ZIGBEE alliance [23].

(e)
(f)
Figure 20. 3-D views after segmentation (a) Original (b) Mean shift (c) Kmeans (d) PSO (e) DPSO (f) FO-DPSO.

ZIGBEE uses a single channel for data transmission.
A ZIGBEE module has three nodes, namely, coordinator
node, a router node, and an end device node. End-device
nodes communicate with each other through a coordinator
node. A coordinator node handles starting the network and
for choosing certain critical network parameters. The enddevice nodes not only communicate with the coordinator
node but also communicate with every router node.
However, the router nodes processing a routing function
cannot directly communicate with each other; they can
communicate only with coordinator [23]. ZIGBEE network
has three modes of transmission, namely, AT (by default),
API and API with an escape character. In the AT

Figure 21. ZIGBEE stack [22].

B. Limitations of ZIGBEE protocol
The 2.4GHz band provides the highest bit rate of
50 Kbps in IEEE 802.15.4 PHY specification. The physical
layer supports the transfer of only small sized packets,
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which is limited to 127 bytes. Due to overhead at the
network, each packet may contain at most 89 bytes for
application data. This leads to loss of data during
transmission. Therefore, there is a need for fragmentation of
bit streams larger than 89 bytes. A ﬂow-control mechanism
is also needed to acknowledge and request retransmission of
missing fragments above the network layer [22].
C.

Transmission of image through ZIGBEE
If a large number of pixel values of an image are
transmitted by using ZIGBEE, then there is a loss of data in
an abrupt manner at the receiving end. For this, the data
needs to be fragmented. In this case, an image of size 115 X
132 was transmitted using ZIGBEE. An image of size 115
X 132 has 15180-pixel values. The image is fragmented into
small packets, and each packet contains approximately 2000
pixel values. For a complete transmission of the image,
eight packages are required. Since each packet is transmitted
separately, there is an increase in time taken for
transmission of the entire image.
D. Control of robot by using depth information
The depth levels estimated from disparity data are
transmitted through ZIGBEE module. The depth levels
received by the receiver connected to hardware are used to
control the robot.
VI.

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF STEREO
MATCHING

Stereo vision algorithms require a very large number
of computations and therefore, currently they are not widely
used in portable systems. There is still a requirement of
adequate hardware and support for the development of
software for such systems. Realizing the importance of
equipment that generates the 3-D image and gives object
depth, prototype development was carried out. This
prototype may work as a basic foundation for modern
computer vision applications.
Winner Take All algorithm described in Section IV
was implemented on ARM 9 microprocessor from ATMEL.
The algorithm was optimized to suit lower processing
power, using lower resolution images for better output
performance. Also, 3-D image was generated on TFT
display using concatenation of two images received at the
receiver.
More general programming platform like
embedded C was used so as to satisfy any soft real-time
system. There are no catastrophic consequences of missing
deadlines in soft real-time system. Using a pair of stereo
images, acquired through the camera or sent through USB
port of PC hardware, system is able to provide a 3D image
in real time, keeping the details of produced image
acceptable to the human eye. Hardware also provides a
disparity map that is a spatial representation of depths of
various objects in the image on TFT display of hardware.
This hardware can be converted into prototype if it is to
be used as an industrial product for the application like

depth estimation. For verification of stereo matching
algorithm on hardware microprocessor, SAM 9 from
ATMEL was selected. Where SAM stands for “Smart Atmel
Microprocessor” with ARM-9 architecture. The complete
evaluation kit based on this microprocessor SAM9M10G45-EK was available from ATMEL [26].
The segmented images generated using techniques
described in Section III were stored in compressed form in
the memory of SAM9M10-G45 evaluation kit. The depth
levels and 3-D images were generated by applying a stereo
algorithm on the segmented images. The 3-D images were
displayed on TFT display of hardware board. Obtaining 3-D
views on hardware enables robust and practical solutions to
problems that are difficult or impossible to solve with
conventional 2-D vision. 3-D allows easier discrimination
between background and objects. It can also enable more
reliable and more precise gesture interfaces, and it helps
systems understand where objects are located with other
objects. The specifications and other details of the
SAM9M10-G45 evaluation kit are given in manual from
ATMEL [27].
A. Solution Methodology
Because of availability of camera interface, high
memory and high speed this kit ideal for image processing
applications. The programming of this kit can be done
through Keil µVision IDE and requires code written using
Embedded C. Fig. 22 shows photograph of SAM-9-M-10MEK.

Figure 22. Photograph of the SAM9M10-G45 evaluation kit.

Atmel SAM-BA® software provides an open set of
tools for programming the SAM9M10-G45 evaluation kit
for ARM® core-based microcontroller. The SAM Boot
Assistant (SAM-BA) has been used as the programmer for
the kit. This software is available from Atmel to download
programs in SAM9M IC on SAM9M10-G45 evaluation kit.
SAM-BA software provides means of programming
different Atmel devices. They are based on a standard
dynamic linked library (DLL), the sam-ba.dll. SAM-BA
uses the DLL to communicate with the SAM9M10-G45
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evaluation kit. Different stereo images were stored in
DDRAM at address locations 0x70100000 and
0x70200000 in .raw format. Winner Take All algorithm was
implemented (explained in Section IV) to get disparity map.
Also, the 3-D view was generated on TFT display of the
evaluation kit.
The SAM9M10-G45-EK features LCD controller.
Portrait Mode LCD of dimensions 4×3” with resolution 480
x 272 provides the SAM9M10- G-45 evaluation kit with a
low power LCD, a backlight unit, and a touch panel, similar
to that used on commercial PDAs. Graphics and text can be
displayed on the dot matrix panel with up to 16 million
colors by supplying 24-bit data signals (8bit × RGB by
default). It is possible for the user to develop graphical user
interfaces for a broad range of end applications.
B. Displaying Image on LCD of the Kit
Two images were stored in the DDRAM of the kit,
and 3-D view and disparity map were displayed on the
LCD. Steps in the processing are
1. Create a project for SAM9M10-G45 evaluation kit using
Keil µ-Vision 4
2. Build the project to obtain the .bin file.
3. Use the SAM-BA interface as shown in Fig. 23 to
connect the SAM9M10-G45 evaluation kit to the computer.
4. Send the .bin file to the DDRAM of SAM9M10-G45
evaluation kit.
5. Send images to be displayed in .raw format to locations
specified in the program.
6. Execute the .bin file using command window of SAMBA.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 24. 3D views of various images on SAM -9 evaluation board.

Figure 23. SAM-BA Interface.

C. 3-D reconstruction on SAM9M10-G45 Evaluation Kit
3D images obtained using MATLAB are shown in
Fig. 20. The same function is implemented in an optimized
way using Embedded C to obtain similar results on the
SAM9M10-G45 evaluation kit. 3D images on the
SAM9M10-G45 evaluation kit are shown in Fig. 24.
The segmented images were given to the disparity
estimation algorithm to estimate the depth values and were
transmitted through coordinator node of ZIGBEE module.
Segmented stereo images and depth values were
received by router node. The image data and depth values
received by the router node can be used for the further
industrial application. Basic steps are shown in Fig. 25.

Figure 25. Steps in wireless transmission of stereo images and its disparity
levels.
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VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results obtained after the implementation of
different algorithms are presented in this section. The
segmentation algorithms were tested on Middlebury
database and were compared for the performance
parameters like PSNR, compression ratio. 3-D images were
generated using original left and right views as well as
segmented left and right views and analyzed on the basis of
subjective quality criterion. Comparison of stereo
algorithms was carried out on the basis of a number of depth
levels extracted. The number of depth levels extracted
depends on the number of objects present in the image and
also the stereo algorithm used. Fifteen different images (13
from Middlebury database) were used for the analysis
purpose.
There are total five data sets provided on Middlebury
website. These data set images provide rectified left and
right view and ground truth images. This site also allows
verifying the results. Revision of data set has been done in
the years 2001, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2014. These
images have different numbers of clusters with varying
complexities; they consist of well-separated clusters,
overlapping clusters or a combination of both. These images
also contain different objects at different depths which make
it easier to analyze the code written.
TABLE IV. PSNR VALUES IN DB WITH OPTIMUM PARAMETER

of visual quality after K-means clustering algorithm that is
also reflected in values of PSNR. The most reliable method
for assessing the quality of images is through subjective
testing since human observers are the ultimate users in most
of the multimedia applications. According to human
observers, the visual quality of PSO based techniques is
good. Table IV shows PSNR values obtained for segmented
images.
Fig. 26 shows the graph of time required for
segmentation on intel i5 processor having 1.8GHz clock
frequency. Segmented 3-D images were tested on 100
subjects for subjective analysis. Results of the individual
analysis show that 3-D images constructed with the FODPSO technique were having better quality as compared to
other techniques. Since the subjective quality of the 3D
images obtained using PSO variant techniques is better, in
future, it can be one of the best techniques of 3-D
generation.
In subjective testing, a group of people were asked to
give their opinion about the visual quality of 3-D each
image. Subjective analysis of segmented 3-D images was
carried out with 50 observers and results show that the FODPSO based segmentation technique gives good visual
quality similar to original.
Hence, FO-DPSO can be considered as best
segmentation technique because it not only gives good
quality 3-D but takes less time for segmentation.

VALUES SELECTED FOR EACH ALGORITHM

Image
Name

Kmea
ns
10

PSO

DPSO

FODPSO

Tsukuba

Mea
n
shift
20.47

14.42

15

17.08

Art

14.54

8

13

16

16

10

Books

16.81

6.31

13.99

14.39

13.04

8

K means
(K = 3)

Computer

15.37

7.15

15.99

15.13

17.12

6

PSO (N =40)

Cones

16.26

8

16.26

14.5

15.47

4

Dolls

14

8.34

16

13

16

2

Drumstick

19.26

6.21

15.63

13

18

Dwarves

18

5

17.88

15.95

17.285

Laundry

14.89

16.83

16.72

14.77

Moebius

18.44

5.74
6
6.44

16.75

15.61

15.6

Reindeer

18.44

10.2

18.046

15.12

14.45

Teddy

18.22

7.41

18.6

17.51

11

Venus

17.11

10

17

16.5

17.11

16
14

It was observed that segmented images have very
large MSE values about the original and hence low value of
PSNR was obtained. These images show a negligible loss of
perceived image quality. The PSNR values obtained are not
so high, so that the visual quality of images after
segmentation is still good for PSO variants. There is a loss

Mean Shift

12

0

DPSO (N =40)
FO-DPSO
=40)

(N

Figure 26. CPU time required for segmentation (in seconds) using various
segmentation techniques.

Hence, it can be concluded that PSO algorithm
retains the maximum original information of the image even
after segmentation. PSO based segmented images provide
better disparity estimation, with a good number of estimated
depth levels.
A. Depth Levels Obtained
Table V shows the comparison of a number of
estimated depth levels for different segmentation algorithms
using Winner Take All stereo matching technique. A
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number of depth levels determined using PSO segmentation
are almost same to the number of depth levels estimated
from an original image. This is the reason the subjective
study for 3-D image reconstructed using PSO, DPSO, FODPSO segmentation provides better results compared to Kmeans and Mean shift segmentation techniques.
TABLE V. NUMBER OF DEPTH LEVELS OBTAINED USING WINNER TAKE ALL

Time for Stereo
Matching

117

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Winner Take All
Line Growing

ALGORITHM

Image
Name
Tsukuba

Orig
inal
7

Mean
shift
8

Kmeans
5

PSO

DPSO

5

5

FODPSO
5

Art

6

8

5

6

5

6

Books

7

6

5

7

5

7

Cones

6

6

4

6

5

5

Dwarves

5

4

6

5

5

5

Laundry

6

4

4

6

6

6

Moebius

5

3

6

5

5

5

Reindeer

6

5

7

5

5

5

Teddy

7

7

4

6

5

5

Venus

5

8

6

3

5

3

Table VI shows the comparison of the number of
estimated depth levels for different segmentation algorithms
using Line growing stereo matching method. A number of
depth levels determined using PSO segmentation are almost
same to the number of depth levels estimated from the
original image.

TABLE VI. NUMBER OF DEPTH LEVELS OBTAINED USING LINE GROWING
ALGORITHM

Image
Name
Tsukuba

Orig
inal
7

Mean
shift
7

Kmeans
7

PSO

DPSO

7

7

FODPSO
4

Art

6

7

7

5

7

4

Books

7

7

3

5

7

5

Cones

6

7

4

7

7

5

Dwarves

5

7

7

5

7

5

Laundry

6

7

7

7

7

3

Moebius

5

5

7

6

6

3

Reindeer

6

4

7

7

7

5

Teddy

7

4

4

7

7

4

Venus

5

5

4

7

7

5

Image Name
Figure 27. Time required for stereo matching in seconds using LG and
WTA.

B. Stereo Matching Time
The time needed for stereo matching after application
of stereo matching algorithms is shown in Fig. 27. It can be
seen that the time required for stereo matching using line
growing algorithm is high. This increase in stereo matching
time is because of the additional filtering step that is carried
out before finding disparity map in Line Growing algorithm.

C. Real view depth estimation
The arrangement shown in Fig. 1 was used for depth
estimation of real time view. Initially, disparity of plane
board was calculated after application of stereo algorithm as
illustrated in Fig. 28. This figure also shows a color bar of
disparity values indicating different colors for different
disparities and disparity values varying between -1 to +1.
Individual object disparities can be found using pseudo
colors in the color bar if multiple objects are present in the
view. Since plane board is not having any depth it is
indicated by zero in the color bar.

Figure 28. Disparity map of image having zero disparity.
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(a)
(a)

(b)
Figure 29. Absolute depth estimation (a) Left and Right Views of Actual
Camera Image (b) Disparity map of the same image showing closer objects
brighter.
and
distance
obtained
is
approximately
(
) (Baseline 5cm and focal length
17.47 cm).

(b)

There are two measures of depth, relative measure
and absolute measure. Relative measure finds out if an
object is farther or closer than another one. An absolute
measure of depth finds out the distance between image
pixels and camera. An absolute measure of depth, as well as
relative measure of depth, is calculated in this work.
For measurement of depth, Fig. 29 (a) shows image
pairs acquired through the camera with an object placed in
front of the plane board. Fig. 29 (b) shows disparity map
obtained for the same images, and it can be observed that
the objects placed in front of the board are having higher
disparity value than the background behind the board
(shown in color shades of red and disparities in the range of
40 to 80). Far objects have the disparity in the range of 0 to
40.
Fig. 30 (a) shows left and right views of actual
camera images that are used for finding the relative distance
between two statues of Happy man placed 16 cm apart.
Figs. 30 (b) and 30 (c) show disparity maps obtained for
these images, and it can be observed that the disparity value
obtained for Happy man in the front is 66, and that for the
Happy man that is behind the first one is 50. Hence, the
relative distance obtained between two statues is 15.97 cm.

(c)
Figure 30. Relative distance obtained between two statues of Happy man
(a)Left and right views of actual camera images.(b) Disparity map showing
disparity value of 50 for Happy man 2.(c) Disparity map showing disparity
value of 50 for Happy man 1.

Since stereo algorithms discussed has a number of
constraints there is variation in the accuracy achieved.
For the proposed work using the focal length of
17.47 cm and baseline of 5 cm and using Equation (17),
different absolute and relative measures of range values
approximately matching with the real distance were
obtained.
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D. Image Transmission
The testing of the present setup was done on several
images from Middlebury data set [13]. One of the image
pair, which was transmitted using ZIGBEE and received at
the receiver ZIGBEE module, is shown in Fig. 31 and Fig.
32. Reconstructed 3-D image is shown in Fig. 33.
.

Figure 31. Left and Right view of images transmitted.

Six different images from Middlebury data set were
transmitted and received at the receiver. The Peak Signal-toNoise ratio (PSNR) values of received images in dB were
plotted and are shown in Fig. 34.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A 3-D image was generated at the receiver end. It
was observed that there is always a compromise between
PSNR and time taken to transmit the image. The time taken
for transmitting an image can be reduced by implementing a
mesh or star topologies using a set of ZIGBEE modules,
which may give rise to loss of data. Before implementing on
real time, the above algorithms were tested for various data
types such as .jpg, .png and results were found satisfactory
for all types of images. In the future, the above
segmentation algorithms like PSO, DPSO, FO-DPSO can be
implemented on advanced DSP processor such as, Blackfin
processor from Analog Devices. Also, CMOS cameras like
OV 2640 can be interfaced with processor giving real time
depth maps and also controlling robot movement from depth
estimated.
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Abstract— Broadband access by satellite in Ka-band will
become constrained by spectrum availability. In this context,
the European Union (EU) FP7 project CoRaSat is examining
the possible spectrum extension opportunities that could be
exploited by a database approach in Ka-band via the use of
cognitive mechanisms. The database approach utilizing
spectrum scenarios between Fixed Satellite Services (FSS),
Fixed Services (FS) and Broadcast Satellite Service (BSS)
feeder links are considered. Database statistics for several EU
countries are also provided for database analysis. Interference
in the downlink scenarios are evaluated by the database
approach using real databases and propagation models. The
importance of using correct terrain profiles and accurate
propagation models are shown. For the case of BSS
interference to the FSS downlink (17.3-17.7GHz) it is
demonstrated that in the UK an area of less than 2% is
adversely affected. FS interference into the FSS downlink 17.719.7GHz is shown for the UK to only affect a small percentage
of the band at any location. Some initial preliminary findings
when considering earth stations on moving platforms are also
presented. It is concluded that by using a database approach to
allocate frequencies it is possible to use most of the band across
different locations for satellites services in the shared Ka-band.
Keywords – Database approach; frequency sharing;
propagation models; area analysis; spectrum analysis.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we address the extension of spectrum for
satellite systems in the Ka-band using a database approach
[1].
The demand for higher rate and reliable broadband
communications is accelerating all over the world. Within
Europe the Digital Agenda sets a target for universal
broadband coverage of at least 30 Mbps across the whole
of Europe by 2020 and 100 Mbps to at least 50% of the
households [2]. Fixed connections and cellular cannot
alone meet this target, particularly in the rural and remote
areas but also in some black spots across the coverage. In
these latter regions satellite broadband delivery is the only
practical answer as satellite will cover the whole territory.
Some recent studies of the roll out of broadband have
shown that up to 50% of households in some regions will
only have satellite available as a means of accessing

broadband and thus 5-10 million households are potential
satellite customers [3]. Current Ku band satellites do not
have the capacity to deliver such services at a cost per bit
that makes a business case and thus, the satellite
community has turned to High Throughput Satellites
(HTS) operating at Ka-band and above. Examples of early
HTS Ka-band satellites dedicated to such services are
Eutelsat’s KaSat [4] and VIASAT-1 [5]. These satellites
employ multiple (around 100) beams using fourfold
frequency reuse over the coverage area to achieve
capacity of the order of 100 Gbps per satellite. The latter
is limited by the exclusive spectrum available to satellite
(FSS) of 500 MHz in both the up and downlinks and this
limits the feasible user rates to 10-20 Mbps. Thus, looking
ahead to the increased user demands we have to look to
larger satellites (maybe up to a Terabit/s [6][7]) and to more
spectrum. Moving up to Q/V bands has already been
suggested for feeder links but for user terminals the
additional expense is not considered desirable so we return to
the problem of getting more usable spectrum at Ka band.
The Ka-band exclusive bands for satellite are 19.7 to 20.2
GHz in the downlink and 29.5 to 30 GHz on the uplink. In
these bands FSS terminals can operate in an uncoordinated
manner, which means that they do not have to apply for and
be granted a license by the national regulators, provided they
meet set performance characteristics. The issue in other parts
of the Ka-band is that the spectrum is allocated, not just to
FSS but also to fixed links (FS) and to BSS (uplinks for
broadcast satellites) as well as mobile services (MS).
The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) has
allocated this spectrum in three regions of the world as
shown in Table I for Ka-band (Europe is Region 1). In these
so called ’shared bands’ the different services need to coexist and this is usually done by the process of coordination.
For example, a larger gateway or feeder link may use this
band but is coordinated and then licensed to operate and
receives protection from interference from other service
users.
Within Europe, the European Conference of Postal and
Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT) [8] have
adopted decisions that expand those of the ITU and
produce tighter regulation as follows;
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•

•
•

17.3-17.7 GHz: the BSS feeder links are
determined as the incumbent links but
uncoordinated FSS links are also permitted in
this band.
17.7-19.7 GHz: FS links are considered
incumbent but FSS terminals may be deployed
anywhere but without right of protection.
27.5-29.5 GHz: CEPT provide a segmentation
of the band between FSS and FS portions as
shown in Figure 1. Within each segment there is a
specified incumbent but for instance FSS
terminals can operate in FS portions provided
they do not interfere with the incumbent FS.

The work reported in this paper has been conducted
within the EU FP7 project CoRaSat [9][10][11][12] that
examines ways in which FSS satellite terminals in the Kaband can co-exist with FS and BSS links given the
regulatory regime discussed above. Specifically, a database
approach for such coexistence schemes is investigated and
demonstrated to exploit the frequency sharing opportunities
for uncoordinated FSS terminals and verify its applicability.
The aim is to show that future satellite systems can access
additional spectrum beyond the exclusive bands that is
needed to deliver cost effective broadband services.
Section II presents scenarios addressed and an outline
of the database approach. Section III presents the database
analysis and Section IV the database analysis for the
specific scenarios under consideration.

Figure 1.

Section V presents the impact on regulations and
standards whilst Section VI draws the major conclusions on
the work.
II. SCENARIOS AND DATABASE APPROACH
We report for the first time in the literature that a full
interference analysis has been performed for frequency
sharing within the frequency bands presented in Section I.
We aim to show how a database approach will allow
sharing between the satellite and terrestrial services. Within
the CoRaSat project three scenarios have been investigated
that reflect the three spectrum components detailed in the
previous section. In Figure 2 we illustrate the interference
paths in these scenarios. Two of the scenarios are downlink
for the FSS; scenario A, 17.3-17.7 GHz where the potential
interference is from BSS uplinks and scenario B, 17.7-19.7
GHz where the potential interference is from incumbent FS
transmitters. In both of these cases the FSS is permitted to
operate but is not protected by the regulatory regime and
thus it is important to ascertain the level of the interference
and its effect on the FSS received signal. The third scenario
C, is in the transmit band of the FSS from 27.5-29.5 GHz
and the interference is from the FSS transmitting earth
station into the FS receivers, which are protected. The latter
is more critical in that we need to demonstrate that the FSS
does not contravene interference limits imposed by the
regulatory regime.

CEPT 27.5-29.5 GHz Segmentation

Figure 2.

Scenarios in CoRaSat
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The forward link, e.g., the downlink can be considered
more important in that the ratio of downlink broadband to
uplink broadband as operated via satellite is currently at
around 6:1 and thus the acquisition of more spectrum here is
key. In addition to this, operation in the downlink bands does
not require regulatory changes but merely reassurance to the
FSS users that the services need not be impaired.
The calculation of interference can be performed if one
has obtained the corresponding accurate FS database, which
includes the characteristics and locations of the potential
interferers, then using this with equipment models,
propagation models and the path details.
Similar ideas have been employed in Television White
Space (TVWS) systems [13] to allow UHF frequencies to be
used in the gaps between TV transmission regions. For
scenario A the number of BSS uplinks in Europe is small and
thus a database system is similar in magnitude to that of
TVWS. However, for scenarios B and C the number of FS
links runs into the tens of thousands and the database is
much more complex. The data on the positions and the
characteristics of the BSS and FS are generally held by
national regulators and these need to be available for a
database system to work.
The information from a real interferer database is
interfaced to an interference modelling engine, which uses
ITU-R Recommendation P.452-15 [14] procedures plus
terrain and other databases. This is the latest version of this
ITU Recommendation that contains a prediction method for

the evaluation of path loss between stations. ITU-R P.45215 includes all the propagation effects on the surface of the
Earth at frequencies from 0.1 GHz to 50 GHz. In addition,
other factors, which affect interference calculation, such as
terrain height and bandwidth overlapping are also
considered in the proposed database approach, which is
illustrated in Figure 3. The typical interference threshold
we determine is based on the long term interference, which
can be expected to be present for at least 20% of the
average year and it is set at 10 dB below the noise floor.
The interference thresholds for FSS reception and for
FS reception are therefore -154 dBW/MHz and
- 146 dBW/MHz, respectively as given in [15] and [16].
Having determined the interference level at the FSS
(in scenarios A or B) it can be compared with the
regulatory threshold. The action is then taken in the
resource allocation at the gateway where a new carrier
can be assigned either in another part of the ’shared
band’ where interference is acceptable or in the exclusive
band. For scenario C the situation is different as the
interference is caused by the FSS into the FS. Here the
database is used to calculate the maximum permissible
power that can be transmitted from the FSS in the vicinity
in order to retain the threshold condition at the FS
receivers. More details of the database approach are given
in the following sections.

TABLE I. EXTRACT OF ITU TABLE OF FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS

Frequency bands
17.3-17.7 GHz
(Scenario A)

17.7-19.7 GHz
(Scenario B)

27.5-29.5 GHz
(Scenario C)

ITU Region 1
FSS (space-Earth)
BSS (feeder links)
Radiolocation
FSS (space-Earth)
BSS

(feeder links 18.1 GHz)
FS
FSS (Earth-space)
FS
MS (Mobile Services)

ITU Region 2
FSS (space-Earth)
BSS (feeder links)
Radiolocation

FSS (space-Earth)
FS

FSS (Earth-space)
FS
MS

ITU Region 3
FSS (space-Earth)
BSS (feeder links)
Radiolocation
FSS (space-Earth)
BSS
(feeder links 18.1 GHz)
FS
FSS (Earth-space)
FS
MS
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Figure 3.

Interference modelling by ITU-R P.452-15

(a) Registered BSS feeder link stations in the UK.
Figure 4.

Figure 5.

(b) Registered FS links of the whole band in the UK

Registered BSS and FS links in the UK.

Pie chart of (a) UK FS carrier number of each link and (b) carrier bandwidths (MHz)
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III. DATABASE ANALYSIS
The information in a database is normally listed on a
carrier by carrier basis for a frequency band of interest. All
carriers are usually detailed with their frequencies and
channel bandwidths. When the database relates to satellite
terminals the database should also contain details on the
associated satellite in terms of satellite longitude and the
earth stations azimuth and elevation angles. Polarization and
antenna gain are also required along with the antenna
radiation patterns as defined in ITU Recommendations for
use in regulatory work or ETSI standards. In addition,
transmission power and equivalent isotropic radiated power
(EIRP) may also be included.
A UK BSS database made available for this study is used
for scenario A and contains 442 carriers from a total of 31
BSS uplink earth stations at 8 physical sites, to 12 different
satellites, which is shown as Figure 4(a). The locations of all
these 31 BSS earth stations are marked with an indication of
the direction of the beam to the satellite. The number of
carriers of each BSS earth station ranges from 1 to 42. The
carriers span the range 17.3 GHz to 18.35 GHz. The
bandwidths of the carriers that belong to the same BSS earth
station are the same while those that belong to different earth
stations might be different and are typically 26 MHz, 33
MHz, 36 MHz or 66 MHz. The EIRP of these earth station
antennas ranges from 69 dBW-84 dBW and all antenna
radiation patterns are as defined in ITU-Recommendation
S.465 [17] or S.580 [18].
FS databases at 18 GHz are required to evaluate scenario
B. Again, an FS database was made available to this project
(under the UK Freedom of Information Act). The database
for the UK FS in the band 17.7 to 19.7 GHz is much larger
than that for the UK BSS one and contains 12,712 links with
15,970 carriers recorded in the UK. A French database has
also been examined at 18 GHz and is based on the latest ITUR terrestrial services BR IFIC database [19], which
contains 11,548 links with 17,384 carriers recorded. Figure
4(b) illustrates the FS links in the band 17.7 to 19.7 GHz
in the UK and it can be seen that the FS links are much
denser than for the BSS.
Figure 5 provides pie charts of numbers of carriers
per link and carrier bandwidths based on the UK FS
database in (a) and (b), respectively. It is indicated that
more than 80% of links have only one carrier and more
than 96% of links have up to 2 carriers. The majority of
carriers have a bandwidth from 3.5 to 55 MHz. As a
consequence, it can be deduced that at a particular
location in the UK, little spectrum resource from the
available 2 GHz band is used by the FS at a specific
location. Thus, we are optimistic that spectrum available
for FSS on a micro scale geographical basis is
significant and can be exploited if the information of
spectrum occupancy is known from the analysis of the
database or is detectable by other mechanisms. A similar
situation also exists for France.

We have implemented the ITU-R.P452-15 propagation
and interference modelling to provide cognitive zones
around incumbent terminals based on the available
database. A cognitive zone here is defined as the
geographical area around an incumbent user station where
cognitive radio techniques such as spectrum sensing and
beamforming should be employed to mitigate the
interference to an acceptable level. In other words, the
interference outside of this area is below the acceptable
interference threshold thus, cognitive radio techniques are
not necessary.
Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b) show plots of cognitive
zones around a BSS Station under scenario A case based on
a free space loss model and the full ITU-R P.452-15 model,
respectively. Similarly, Figure 6(c) and Figure 6(d) show
plots of cognitive zones around a FS Station under scenario
B case based on these two models. For the BSS cognitive
zone the FSS terminal evaluated points to a satellite at 53
degrees E longitude and the BSS transmitting terminal
points to a satellite at 28.2 degree while for the FS
cognitive zone the FSS terminal is pointing to a satellite at
20 degrees E longitude and the FS transmitting terminal is
pointing at a receive terminal on a bearing of 110 degrees
East of True North (ETN). Clearly, for both cases the
cognitive zones from the full model are much smaller and
differently shaped than the ones under the free space
model. On the average the areas are 9 times smaller at the 155 dBW/MHz and 3.5 times smaller at the -145
dBW/MHz thresholds. This is mainly because the
diffraction effect based on the terrain data is considered in
the full model while the free space loss model only includes
line of sight propagation loss, which reflects the fact that
the terrain databased diffraction effect is extremely
significant in cognitive zone determination.
IV. DATABASE APPLICATIONS FOR THE SCENARIOS
In this section we analyze for scenario A the areas that
are affected by interference from BSS uplinks and for
scenario B the availability of spectrum at FSS locations as a
result of FS interference. Typical examples are provided to
demonstrate the additional spectrum that could be available.
A. Scenario A: Area Analysis
Using the BSS database, area analysis for scenario A in
the UK is provided to investigate how much area would be
affected by interference from the BSS feeder links. The band
of interest is split into 10 x 40 MHz sub-bands (SB1−SB10)
and the analysis is then conducted in each sub-band to
determine the area of the contours at different cognitive zone
thresholds. These mirror the usual 40 MHz channel spacing
adopted for BSS satellites. Area analysis is based on BSS
database with the full ITU-R P.452-15 model employing the
terrain and climatic zones and the FSS terminal evaluated
points to a satellite at 53 degrees E longitude. The results are
for long term interference (normally 20%), it being assumed
that Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) will mitigate
short duration interference events including rain fades.
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(a)
(a)

(c)
Figure 6.

Figure 7.

(b)
(b)

(d)

(c)
(d)
Example of cognitive zone for (a) BSS with free space loss model (b) BSS with full ITU model
(c) FS with free space loss model (d) FS with full ITU model.

Example of cognitive zones for the sub-band 1 (17.3-17.34 GHz) based on full ITU model
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One example of an affected area at different cognitive
zone thresholds is shown in Figure 7, which represents SB1.
Full data on the areas are given in the Table II. It can be seen
that in general across the sub-bands at a -155 dBW/MHz
threshold less than for 2% of the area of the UK is affected
by BSS feeder links and thus more than 98% of the area of
the UK can be used by an FSS terminal without the need for
any further action. Some mitigation of excess interference
may be required in these affected areas. Such mitigation
could be achieved by suitable site shielding, beam-forming
or reallocation to another frequency that is clear at the
specific location. If such mitigation measures result in 10 dB
suppression (a very conservative figure) then the remaining
affected area would be of the order of 0.4% of the area of the
UK. Re-farming the spectrum of such a small amount of
traffic should not represent much of a challenge. This is very
promising for future FSS deployment as the additional 400
MHz identified in scenario A (17.3-17.7 GHz) represents an
80% increase over the current exclusive band allocation
(19.7-20.2 GHz).
Although we have presented results herein for an FSS
terminal pointed at a specific orbit location we have
examined a range of orbit locations from the UK and the
results are very similar.
B. Scenario B: Spectrum Analysis
Unlike the situation in scenario A, the UK 18 GHz FS
database comprises many more carrier records (15,036
records) over the 2 GHz band from 17.7 to 19.7 GHz. For
scenario B we perform spectrum analysis for a particular
location in the UK instead of geographical area analysis
across the whole of the UK to determine what carrier(s) can
be used by an FSS at a specific location. This information
could then be integrated with a resource allocation algorithm
in the satellite network to assign the carriers.
Spectrum analysis results for the UK FS links at 18GHz
at a specified location (with latitude of 52.5 degrees and
longitude of -0.1 degree) is shown here as an example. The
analysis results of the location with both Line of Sight (LOS)
and full model (ITU-R P.452-15) are shown as Figure 8 and
Figure 9, respectively. The FSS terminal evaluated, points to
the same satellite as the previous examples, which is located
at 53 degrees E longitude. In each figure, a map of the links

that exceed an interference level of -160 dBW/MHz is
presented along with spectrum analysis as a plot of the
interference power spectral density (PSD). Interference PSD
is shown per MHz from 17.7 to 19.7 GHz. At this location, it
can be seen that with the LOS model the interference from
FS links can be much farther from the location of interest
and these links are ones pointing directly at the location.
There are only a few points with some angular offset and
these are located very close so that interference is from their
side lobes. From the interference PSD in Figure 8, it can be
seen that there are significant white spaces in the plot and
thus more than half of spectrum resource from 17.7 GHz to
19.7 GHz is available (with interference below the threshold)
at this location for the LOS model. However, if the full
terrain model is considered as in Figure 9, the number of
interfering FS links dramatically decreases to less than ten,
which means less than 0.1% of total FS links would cause
problems at the location. Therefore, the majority of the 2
GHz band can be used by an uncoordinated FSS VSAT
terminal site.
Complete maps of interference for locations in various
European countries have been produced and these can be
used as input to a resource allocation scheme that would then
optimize the carrier allocation on the basis of the extra
spectrum available. Examples for the UK and France are
shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 in terms of interfering
spectrum occupied by the FS. It was noted that although the
number of FS links in the database was large those that
actually caused interference at a specific location and in a
particular frequency band were quite small. It should also be
noted that the available spectrum is not the same at each
location and thus the database analysis can be used to
optimize the carrier allocation as a function of FSS location.
Calculations were also performed in order to assess the
impact on a wider scale. In this case a range of FSS terminal
locations from 8 degrees West to 2 degrees East at a
longitude of 51.5 degrees North were used to assess the
impact. In this case we present the number of FS links that
would interfere (at -154 dBW/MHz interference threshold)
for each location. The results are presented in Figure 12. It
can be seen that the influence of the diffraction model is
significant and for the more serious levels of interference the
ratio of interfering links is of the order of 4.5:1.

TABLE II. AREA ANALYSIS (SQ. KM.) OF THE BAND 17.3-17.7 GHZ (BSS)

17.3 − 17.7GHz
SB1
−155 dBW/MHz 2, 420.9 (1.06%)
−145 dBW/MHz 683.0 (0.30%)
17.3 − 17.7GHz
SB6
−155 dBW/MHz 1, 683.3 (0.73%)
−145 dBW/MHz 541.8 (0.24%)

SB2
1, 692.4 (0.74%)
544.8 (0.24%)
SB7
2, 411.0 (1.05%)
741.3 (0.32%)

SB3
1, 692.4 (0.74%)
544.8 (0.24%)
SB8
2, 535.6 (1.11%)
774.2 (0.34%)

SB4
1, 683.3 (0.73%)
541.8 (0.24%)
SB9
2, 367.6 (1.03%)
697.5 (0.30%)

SB5
3, 570.9 (1.56%)
926.0 (0.40%)
SB10
2, 936.4 (1.28%)
928.6 (0.40%)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 8.

LOS result of all UK FS links, interfering to FSS terminal at latitude of 52.5 degs
and longitude of -0.1 degs. ( a) contributing links, ( b ) interference spectrum
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(a)

(b)
Figure 9.

Full ITU-R P452-15 result of all UK FS links, interfering to FSS terminal at latitude of 52.5 degs
and longitude of -0.1 degs. ( a) contributing links, ( b ) interference spectrum
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Figure 10.

Interfering spectrum at -154 dBW/MHz for the UK

Figure 11.

Interfering spectrum at -154 dBW/MHz for France
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Figure 12.

Figure 13.

Figure 14.

Number of links interfering (with and without terrain effects)

Number of FS interferers for different satellite locations (longitude)

Total Bandwidth occupied by FS interferers for different satellite locations (longitude)
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Impact of FSS Satellite Longitude
Calculations have been performed to assess the impact of
the FSS antenna pointing to the satellite when the latter
varies from 53E, 13E, 0E and 34W degrees longitude. Again,
a range of FSS terminal locations from 8 degrees West to 2
degrees East at a longitude of 51.5 degrees North were used
to assess the impact. Figure 13 shows the number of FS
interferers for four different satellite locations (longitude).
Figure 14 depicts the total bandwidth occupied by FS
interferers for the same cases.
From these figures it can be seen that the assumption that
the 53E longitude satellite represents the worst case scenario
is validated.
Area Analysis of the FS interference
The ITU terrestrial services Radiocommunications
Bureau (BR) International Frequency Information Circular
(BRIFIC) provides us with databases to analyse the potential
interference in the band of interest and from the results it is
possible to get an increased insight into the situation. The
analysis was conducted in UK, France, Poland, Hungary and
Slovenia with the full diffraction model and statistics were
derived from the results. To permit a fair comparison
between the countries only the results for test point over land
were included. The first set of statistics presented is the
cummulative distribution function (CDF) of the number of
interefering signals that exceed the -154 dBW/MHz
threshold at each point. The resulting CDFs are presented in
Figure 15.
A CDF was also produced for the total occupied
bandwidth of the FS interferers at a point over the regions of
interest. The resulting CDF is given in Figure 16.

Figure 15.

NOTE: Also, in Figure 16, a second horizontal axis at the
top indicates percentage of the total spectrum occupied by
the FS.
The graphical results are also presented herein as tables.
Table III presents the CDF of number of FS links that
interfer with a site in terms of the percentage of sites
affected. Table IV presents the CDF of the total bandwidth
of the interfering FS links that interfer with a site in MHz.
Table V presents the same CDF but in terms of the
percentage of the total bandwidth (17.7 – 19.7 GHz).
Maps of the total occupied bandwidth at locations within
The UK and France were shown earlier in Figure 10 and
Figure 11. These have also been produced at higher
resolution for use as inputs to resource allocation software at
the network gateway.
The results of the analysis for scenario B across various
European countries is that there is over 90% of the 2GHz
band between 17.7 and 19.7GHz available for most positions
in the countries examined. The latter are considered to be
typical and indeed represent the most dense distribution of
FS in Europe. Thus, using a database or an interference map
produced from the database to control the carrier allocations
at the network gateway it should be possible to use this
shared band spectrum for FSS down links.
Within the CoRaSat project there have been capacity
gain calculations using a model multi beam satellite over
Europe. These calculations are very dependent on the
satellite characteristics and in particular on the satellite
antenna C/I distribution across the beams. However, it was
shown that in such a system using both the shared and
exclusive bands a 400% increase in the forward capacity
could be achieved [20].

CDF of number of interferers at a test point (for -154 dBW/MHz threshold)
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Figure 16.

CDF of FS bandwidth occupied by interferers over the five regions (for -154 dBW/MHz threshold)
TABLE III. CDF OF NUMBER OF INTERFERES PER FSS SITE

% of
sites

UK

FRANCE

POLAND

HUNGARY

SLOVENIA

>0

54%

31%

47%

26%

29%

10%

>9

>4

>5

>2

>2

1%

>25

>13

>13

>8

>8

0.1%

>50

>31

>25

>26

>13

TABLE IV. CDF OF TOTAL BANDWIDTH OF FS LINK INTERFERENCE PER FSS

% of

UK

FRANCE

POLAND

HUNGARY

SLOVENIA

sites

MHz

MHz

MHz

MHz

MHz

10%

139

58

80

45

50

1%

450

258

190

270

160

0.1%

700

550

400

820

405

TABLE V. CDF OF TOTAL BANDWIDTH OF FS LINK INTERFERENCE PER FSS SITE (% OF 17.7 – 19.7 GHZ)

% of
sites

UK

FRANCE

POLAND

HUNGARY

SLOVENIA

10%

7%

3%

4%

2%

3%

1%

23%

13%

10%

14%

8%

0.1%

35%

28%

20%

41%

20%
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C. Scenario C
Scenario C addresses the uplink from 27.5 to 29.5 GHz
as shown in Figure 1. The ITU allows sharing across this
band between FS and FSS but in Europe the CEPT have
segmented the band between FS and HDFSS. For
applications of HTS satellite systems designed for broadband
internet access the uplink requirements are less than the
down link. Current Ka-band systems in Europe are indicating
an asymmetry of around 6:1. Thus, in Europe the availability
of the two HDFSS bands may be adequate for early systems.
However, in other regions of the world there could be a need
to coexist in the uplink as well as the downlink.
In this case cognitive zones for scenario C are around FS
stations and interference is from FSS terminals to FS links.
This is a much more difficult case to address if we plan to
use the whole of the shared band because we do not have
access to adequate 28 GHz databases on which to operate.
The techniques and software developed for scenario A and B
can be used in a similar manner for scenario C if we have
access to such a database. The results would be presented in
a slightly different format as they would give the maximum
allowable EIRP for the FSS at a given point. However, the
HDFSS uplink band has been agreed for uncoordinated earth
stations in all except 5 of the EU countries, therefore,
perhaps the uplink increase in spectrum is not so urgent at
this time. Some preliminary evaluation of scenario C was
performed in [21] and the results of this indicated that only
very close FS links (around 10km) would be affected and the
density of FSS terminals would not cause a problem in the
multi interference case. Some preliminary evaluations have
also been done in the CoRaSat project using databases in
Slovenia and Finland. These demonstrate that the reductions
in FSS EIRP’s are small and interference is not that much of
a problem for the long term availability criteria. Thus,
sharing of the uplink looks feasible but more evaluations are
needed to be done for a wider selection of databases to
confirm these results.
D. Earth Stations on Moving Platforms (ESOMPs)
More recently work has been focused upon Ka-band
operation of ESOMPs in the shared bands.
The ESOMPs cases considered are as follows:
•
•

Case 1: Aircraft- mounted ESOMP with downlink in
the band 17.7-19.7 GHz and uplink in the band
27.5 to 30 GHz.
Case 2: Ship-mounted ESOMP with downlink in the
band 17.7-19.7 GHz and uplink in the band 27.5 to
30 GHz.

For Case 1 the situation is quite complex. The very
directive nature of the FS antennas and the airborne antenna
contribute very significantly to the level of interference and
the number of significant interfering links, which vary quite

rapidly as the aircraft travels along its flight path. Scenarios
A, B and C can be considered for such cases where the FSS
terminal is the ESOMPs terminal.
Analysis of Scenarios A and B for this case indicates that
the above mentioned antenna effects will help reduce the
cumulative interference levels to values that can be managed
by appropriate mitigation techniques. An example of such
analysis is given below.
For both cases, 1 and 2, for Scenario C we have limited
our considerations to the case where in Europe the
availability of the two HDFSS bands may be adequate for
such systems and interference mitigation is not required.
However, in other regions of the world this may not
necessarily be the case. Work elsewhere has been addressing
this matter in considerable detail [22], [23].
Case 1 Aeronautical ESOMP
The methodology adopted earlier using ITU-R P.452-15
can be extended to an aeronautical case by applying a
number of critical modifications. These are:
1. Increase the height above mean sea level of the victim
receiver so that it corresponds to the altitude of the
aircraft;
2. Find the range from the FS transmitter to the aircraft for
use in the calculations;
3. Find the azimuth and elevation angles of the aircraft as
viewed from the FS transmitter;
4. Find the azimuth and elevation angles of the FS
transmitter as viewed from the aircraft;
5. Using the above, determine the off-axis angle and thus
gain of the FS transmitter antenna;
6. Using the above, determine the off-axis angle and thus
gain of the aircraft receiving antenna;
7. Adopt the more complex ITU-R P.676-10 annex 1 model
which is applicable to low elevation angles for
calculating the gaseous losses;
8. Include the effect of aircraft fuselage attenuation;
9. Adjust the parameters to take account of the fact that the
aircraft receive antenna diameter is 0.6 metres.
These modifications have been undertaken and wherever
possible validated to be correct.
By way of an example we have performed calculations
for an airborne ESOMP flying along the example path
indicated in Figure 17 (a) and Figure 17 (b) at two different
altitudes. The first altitude is 3.81 km (12,500 ft) and the
second is for 11.88 km (39,000 ft), which is the average of
the maximum altitude capability of known commercial
airliners.
Figure 17 (b) has a background that is indicative of the
general interference level in terms of bandwidth used by the
FS but is indicative rather than being specific to ESOMPs.
The flight path is therefore over the more dense
interference regions of the UK and typical of paths near
Heathrow Airport. Detailed airborne ESOMP results are
presented in Figure 17 (c), Figure 17 (d) and Figure 17 (e).
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Figure 17.

(a) ESOMP Flight Path

Figure 17. (b) Indicative Interference (FS BW used) around the flight path
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Figure 17. (c) ESOMP altitude 3.81 km (12,500 ft), threshold = -154.5 dBW/MHz

Figure 17. (d) ESOMP altitude 3.81 km (12,500 ft), threshold = -144.5 dBW/MHz
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Figure 17. (e) ESOMP altitude 11.88 km (39,000 ft), threshold = -154.5 dBW/MHz

Figure 17 (c), Figure 17 (d) and Figure 17 (e) have
several special features to note. Each interferer that exceeds
the chosen threshold is shown as a blue band at the carrier
frequency with its vertical extent indicating the carrier
bandwidth. The length of the blue band indicates the
longitude range (related to time) that the carrier remains an
interferer. The narrow box on the right hand side of the
figure indicates the composite amalgamation of all the
interference entries. The red curve is associated with the
scale on the right hand side of the figure and represents the
percentage of the 2 GHz of available bandwidth that
interference from the FS exceeds the given interference
threshold.
Figure 17 (c) presents results for a low flying ESOMP at
an altitude of 3.81 km (12,500 ft) with a threshold of -144.5
dBW/MHz. Figure 17 (d) is for the same case with a
threshold of -144.5 dBW/MHz. Figure 17 (e) presents the
results for an ESOMP flying at an altitude of altitude 11.88
km (39,000 ft) with a threshold of -154.5 dBW/MHz. It can
be seen that the ESOMP experiences less FS interference at
the higher altitudes and that some mitigation of the
remaining interference should be possible with appropriate
use of cognitive counter measures (especially interference
aware radio resource management). There appears to be
adequate bandwidth available for mitigating the FS
interference, which in very encouraging.
Due to the movement of the terminal of interest causing a
time variant element to the interference conditions the

interference driven resource management mechanisms need
to be much more dynamic than that required for the
previously reported fixed location FSS cases.
Case 2 Maritime ESOMP
For case 2 when the ESOMP is maritime in nature then
Scenarios A and B are simply extended in areas in the sea. In
the case of Scenario B, with the ESOMPS ship operating in
the 17.7 to 19.7 GHz band, example results are given for a
ship sailing along the English Channel as depicted in Figure
18. Figure 19 presents the indicative interference field for
total FS interfering bandwidth for a threshold of -154.5
dBW/MHz at any given point. The path of interest is shown
in red and represents a journey of length 284 km.
In this example, it assumes that the ship is sailing in the
interested path on the sea along the English Channel and that
there are many UK based FS microwave stations on the land
that may cause interference to the ship-borne ESOMP. Each
FS link has its own frequency, bandwidth and the value of
interference levels at each particular test point. The
shipborne terminal is assumed to be pointing to a satellite
located at 13 degrees East longitude with the ship receiving
signals from the satellite. Antenna patterns, full terrain based
propagation models and path losses were all taken into
account for this calculation.
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Figure 18.

Figure 19.

Example ESOMP vessel movement

Indicative interference field for the maritime example
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Figure 20.

FS interference spectral plot along maritime path of interest (-155 dBW/MHz threshold)

The red line, associated with the right hand scale, in
Figure 20 represents the percentage of the 2 GHz of available
bandwidth that interference from the FS exceeds the given
interference threshold along the example maritime path. It
should be noted that such total bandwidth may be similar at
different locations but be comprised of several carriers at
quite different frequencies. Figure 20 indicates the spectral
nature of the interfering carriers along the ships path. The
presentation format is the same as that outlined for the
Aeronautical ESOMP in Figure 17 (c), Figure 17 (d) and
Figure 17 (e).
It can be seen that significant parts of the 17.7 to 19.7
GHz band are available for use with ESOMPs when the only
mitigation approach required is spectrum management
within the satellite resource allocation algorithms. The
dynamic nature of the required interference driven resource
management mechanism is not as fast or critical in the
maritime case compared to the aeronautical one due to the
lower speed of movement of the ESOMP.

ESOMP Summary
Example results for both shipborne and airborne
operations have been presented indicating that with
appropriate use of cognitive counter measures (especially
interference aware radio resource management) there is
adequate bandwidth available for mitigating the FS
interference, which in very encouraging.
Due to the movement of the terminal of interest causing a
time variant element to the interference conditions the
interference driven resource management mechanisms need
to be much more dynamic than that required for the
previously reported FSS cases.
V. REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS
As has already been discussed in the paper, acceptance
by the Regulatory regime is crucial in order to access the
additional spectrum in the shared band. In parallel to the
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work being conducted in the CoRaSat project, work has been
on going in the CEPT groups SE-40 and FM 44 on sharing in
the band 17.7 to 19.7 GHz. Consultation documents have
been issued in midyear 2015 by these committees. Some
regulators have started to put their FS databases on the
World Wide Web and it is hoped that more may follow.
Others have been more reluctant to release information. SE40 has been investigating software that could be made
available to the national regulators so that they can interface
with their databases and produce interference maps. The
latter could then be made available to satellite operators and
ground segment equipment providers to interface with
resource allocation software at the gateways. Mechanisms
are being sorted out amongst the regulators to allow the
database systems with resource allocation to go ahead.
Within the standards arena a technical report based on the
work of CoRaSat “ETSI .TR.103.263.v1.2- Electromagnetic
compatibility and Radio spectrum Matters (ERM); System
Reference document (SRdoc);Cognitive radio techniques for
Satellite Communications operating in Ka-band” has already
been published and is going through the updating process in
2015. Thus, manufacturers are engaged and buying into the
use of systems as described in this paper.
With regard to ESOMPs, European Regulations are being
put in place to permit the harmonized use, free circulation
and exemption from individual licensing of ESOMPs within
the frequency bands of interest [23].

in terms of interference from FS links into ESOMPs but a
more dynamic interference aware resource management
system will be required.
We would like to note that the work presented in this
paper represents just part of the work conducted in the EU
Project CoRaSat. In particular we note that other colleagues
in the project have evaluated spectrum sensing using a novel
SINR scheme, which can be used instead of a database or to
augment its performance. In addition other colleagues have
evaluated carrier resource allocation schemes to be used with
databases. Finally, there has been a laboratory demonstration
of all of these techniques, database, spectrum sensing and
resource allocation with real satellite terminal equipment.
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Abstract—The trend for future communication systems is the
efficient sharing of frequency bands on one hand (Cognitive
Radio) and the emergence of satellite/terrestrial integrated
systems, which is a topic of interest in 5G research process, on
the other hand. All this is in order to optimize the management
of the spectrum. Single-Carrier Frequency Division Multiple
Access (SC-FDMA) is well suited waveform for satellite link
thanks to its low Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) level.
Its Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
based transmitter architecture, allowing a granular frequency
access, reinforces its ability to perform well in shared spectrum
context. More generally, SC-FDMA waveform seems to be a
good candidate for both fixed-mobile convergence and
satellite-terrestrial hybridization. This article aims to
demonstrate two main points. Firstly, it will be proved that SCFDMA waveform, even with holes enabling a dynamic use of
the spectrum, is well suited to cope with satellite payload
impairments, such as nonlinear amplifier and Input
Multiplexer. Secondly, it will be assessed that doing frequency
holes does not degrade so much air interface performance by
using surboost of remaining carriers. As a whole, in this paper,
the relevance of SC-FDMA in a shared spectrum context is
demonstrated.

signal or terrestrial one with the same chipset. This
emphasizes the need for satellite to use a multi-carrier
granular access, as it is already the case in terrestrial systems.
The high crest factor of OFDM does not allow optimizing
the efficiency of satellite amplifiers. An intermediate
solution is the use of SC-FDMA. On forward link, its interest
has already been demonstrated in the Digital Video
Broadcasting (DVB) - Next Generation broadcasting system
to Handheld (NGH) standardization process in S-band
mobile system [3]. This waveform is also recommended in
an International Telecommunication Union (ITU) working
group for satellite International Mobile TelecommunicationsAdvanced (IMT-Advanced) systems [4]. More recently,
interest of this waveform raised in European
Telecommunications Standards Institute - Satellite
Communication and Navigation (ETSI-SCN) and DVB Second
Generation
Satellite
Extensions
(S2x)
standardization process applicable to high frequency bands
(Ku, Ka), especially for broadband systems.
In Section II, a brief state of the art is presented. In
Section III, the considered scenarios are described. In
Section IV, description of SC-FDMA waveform enabling
frequency holes is done. Methodology used to analyze
obtained results is introduced, with first simulation results. In
Section V, performances with satellite payload impairments
are discussed. In Section VI, impact of surboost on the air
interface is studied before giving further work horizon in
Section VII.

Keywords-shared spectrum; integrated satellite terrestrial
system; intentional jammer; (Extended and Weighted) SingleCarrier Frequency Division Multiple Access; amplifier non
linearity; Input Multiplexer.

I.

INTRODUCTION
II.

Preliminary study results on insertion of frequency holes
in Single-Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SCFDMA) waveform for a satellite system have been published
in [1]. Complementary results are presented here.
Multi-carrier waveform is not historical waveform used
on satellites. But, as European Union is promoting through
incoming 5G integration of satellite and terrestrial
components, paradigm is currently being modified [2].
Indeed, to make easier spectrum scalability, satellite should
be able to choose sub-bands it uses depending on existing
terrestrial systems. Moreover, in the case of integrated
systems specifically, to encourage mass market terminal
deployment, terminal should be able to receive the satellite

BRIEF STATE OF THE ART

In terrestrial context, a variant of OFDM known as noncontiguous OFDM (NC-OFDM) has been proposed for
Cognitive Radio networks [5]. It allows the transmission of
information in presence of primary users, by deactivating the
subcarriers already occupied to avoid interferences. Efficient
implementation of NC-OFDM transceiver has been
proposed. It is based on an FFT pruning algorithm, which
allows reducing the execution time [6]. Nevertheless, one
major drawback of OFDM is its high Peak-to-Average
Power Ratio (PAPR). SC-FDMA waveform allows reducing
this PAPR, while still having the properties of frequency
agility. Previous studies have demonstrated that Non-
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Contiguous (NC) SC-FDMA can generally achieve better
performance than NC-OFDM [1][7]. Some issues appears in
the literature relative to the employment of non-contiguous
multicarrier-modulation-based data transmission systems,
like out of band interference, power amplification,
synchronization, implementation complexity [8][9], but
always in a terrestrial context.
In this paper, satellite scenarios and channels are
considered: effects of satellite payload on NC-SC-FDMA are
studied, as well as a mean to compensate loss of bandwidth
by using power of unused subcarriers.
III.

CONSIDERED SCENARIOS

Figure 1. Example of integrated system managing efficiently its spectrum.

Two main application cases have an interest. On the one
hand, an integrated system example (the spectrum of the
terrestrial and satellite components is managed by the same
company) is given in Figure 1. It provides a service to
nomadic or mobile devices. To optimize the spectrum usage
according to the traffic, the scheduler decides if a part of the
band is allocated to either satellite component or terrestrial
one. On the other hand, a satellite system use frequency
bands allocated to terrestrial systems provided it does not
cause harmful interference. To enable good reception of
satellite signal by satellite terminals, system operator may
decide to null signal in the band where a certain amount of
terminals are jammed, as it is depicted on Figure 2.
IV.

SC-FDMA WAVEFORM MODELISATION WITH
FREQUENCY HOLES

Figure 2. Example of satellite system using cognitive radio to transmit
efficiently its signal.

Firstly, the SC-FDMA modeling is described and
waveform power fluctuations properties are analyzed. Then
we explain how to insert frequency holes. The model of
interference used is described. We present a method to
compare the waveforms and finally, reference simulations
are showed.
A. Basic SC-FDMA modeling
Because there have been several studies on SC-FDMA
waveform, model will not be strictly detailed [10][11].
However, differences with OFDMA transceiver architecture
will be emphasized. General SC-FDMA transceiver is
summarized in Figure 3, and is described hereafter.
Firstly, interleaved and coded bits bn are mapped into
symbols ci, i ∈ [0, … , 𝑀 − 1]. Spreading operation, specific
to SC-FDMA transmission, is then done by applying an M–
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to the ci symbols to get Ck
𝑀
M
symbols, k ∈ [− , … , − 1]:
2



2

Ck =

1
√M

∑i=M−1
ci e−j
i=0

2πki
M



Figure 3. SC-FDMA transceiver architecture.
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Furthermore, a slightly difference that can be observed
with SC-FDMA receiver compared to OFDMA one, is the
way to compute the Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) metrics at
the demapping symbols step. Classic LLR formulation is
reminded here:
2

∑𝑥 ∈ 𝐶𝑖1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

|𝐼 − 𝜌𝐼 𝐼𝑥 |2 + |𝑄 − 𝜌𝑄 𝑄𝑥 |
)
2𝜎²

∑𝑥 ∈ 𝐶 0 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

|𝐼 − 𝜌𝐼 𝐼𝑥 |2 + |𝑄 − 𝜌𝑄 𝑄𝑥 |
)
2𝜎²

𝐿𝐿𝑅(𝑏𝑖 ) = 𝑙𝑛

2

𝑖

Figure 4. Extension and weighting process.

In the case of EW-SC-FDMA, as it can be seen in Figure
4, some of the edge Ck symbols are duplicated and put at the
opposite side edge in the guard band. Main sizing parameter
here is α, called the roll off factor. Extension process outputs
M’ (equals to (1+α)M) complex symbols Ck’. Weighting
process is finally applied over these subcarriers in order to
have a square root raised cosine shaping [10]. It multiplies
term by term HSRC(k’) with Ck’ to get Sk’.
′
′
Note that HSRC(k’), 𝑘 ′ ∈ [− 𝑀2 ; + 𝑀2 − 1], is the frequency
response of the square root raised cosine filter, given by:
𝐻𝑆𝑅𝐶 (𝑘 ′ )

0 ≤ |𝑘′ | <

1,

=

cos [

{

𝜋
2𝛼𝑀

(|𝑘′ | −

(1 − 𝛼)
2

𝑀)],

(1 − 𝛼)
2

𝑀 ≤ |𝑘′ | <

(1 − 𝛼)
2
(1 + 𝛼)
2

𝑀
𝑀


.

It can be pointed out that when α equals to 0, process is
strictly equivalent to SC-FDMA process. Next, unused
subcarriers in the guard band are filled by zero, exactly N (1+α)M, to get a vector owning N complex symbols, Sk’’.
Note that to be compliant with OFDMA process, N should be
a power of 2, which is not the case for M. Lastly, OFDMA
modulation process can be done by applying an N-Inverse
Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) and inserting guard interval,
getting baseband signal sn.
For receiver considerations, the equalization should use
a Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) frequency domain
algorithm, working subcarrier by subcarrier [10][11].
Applied to SC-FDMA waveform (left hand side formula)
and EW-SC-FDMA waveform (right hand side formula),
estimated symbol ̂
𝑥𝑘 is expressed hereafter:
xˆk 

hˆk*
2

hˆk  ˆ 2

yk

xˆk 

hˆk* yk  hˆk* M yk  M
2

2

hˆk  hˆk  M  ˆ 2



,

where x = Ix + jQx is a symbol of the Quadrature amplitude
𝑗
modulation (QAM) constellation, 𝑐𝑖 represents the symbols
of the constellation carrying the bit bi when bi equals to j, I
and Q are the in phase and quadrature components of the
received signal after OFDM FFT process, I/Q is the fading
on the I or Q component, 2² is the Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN) variance, Ix and Qx denote the reference
symbols of the QAM constellation. In SC-FDMA receiver,
because of the despreading process, i.e., there is a M points
Inverse-DFT between equalization and demapping process, it
is assumed that I/Q can be approximated to the root mean
square of the frequency channel response of the
corresponding OFDMA symbol over the active subcarriers
Hc(k’):
𝑀′
𝑘′ = 2 −1

𝜌𝐼/𝑄 ≈

√∑𝑘′ =−𝑀′/2 |𝐻𝐶 (𝑘

′ ).𝐻

′
𝑆𝑅𝐶 (𝑘 )|²

𝑀

.





B. Waveform power fluctuations properties
Because dealing with non-linearity effects, the study of
envelope fluctuations for each waveform may help to
understand further results. This is why complementary
cumulated density function for instantaneous power is given
for each studied waveform in Figure 5. As it can be found in
literature, SC-FDMA waveform performs better than
OFDMA one. Using extension can help to better decrease
fluctuations. However, one shall note that this comparison is
considering waveforms without frequency holes insertion.




ℎ̂𝑘(+𝑀) are channel estimates in the useful bandwidth (M
equals to 0) or extended bandwidth (M greater than 0).
𝑦𝑘(+𝑀) are received complex symbols after OFDM FFT
matched filter. 𝜎̂² is the noise power estimate in a subcarrier
bandwidth, that is to say Rs divided by the size of OFDM
FFT, where Rs is I/Q sampling frequency.

Figure 5. Complementary Cumulated Density Function of waveforms
intantaneous power. 512 sub-carriers are used for simulations.
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C. Frequency holes insertion
Frequency holes are inserted inside useful signal at the
spreading process level. In fact, spreading applies a L<M
DFT over the incoming ci symbols before filling M-L other
symbols with zero, as it is drawn in Figure 6. Some
vocabulary is necessary to define where frequency hole is
located. β is defined as the relative bandwidth occupied by
frequency holes over maximum achievable useful
bandwidth:
β=

𝑀−𝐿
𝑀

E. Comparative method analysis
We are about to compare different waveforms enabling
creation of a frequency hole inside their spectrum. Here is
proposed a method to compare waveforms, considering
power loss, signal quality loss, and Carrier over
Intermodulation ratio. Power loss corresponds to OBO value,
and Signal quality loss equals to the performance gap
considering non-linearity sub-block or not. Total loss metric
is then defined as (all the quantities are in dB):
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 + 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

.

(6)

𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = |𝑂𝐵𝑂|
′
𝐶
{ 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝐶 + 𝐼𝑚
−
𝑁 𝐵𝐸𝑅=10−5 𝑁 𝐵𝐸𝑅=10−5

Δ is the relative shift of the frequency hole center relatively
to the bandwidth center. To clarify these notations, an
example is given in Figure 7.
D. Interference model
The interferer location is defined as it is done for the
frequency holes, with β and Δ parameters. Generative model
is quite simple: complex symbols are generated according to
a normal law 𝒩(0; 𝛽), supposing power of the useful signal
as unitary power when occupying all possible subcarriers.
Interference symbols are applied to subcarriers as if it was an
OFDMA signal. When frequency holes are defined,
interferences are added exactly at the holes location.

where

𝐶
𝑁

BER=10−5

(7)

is the required signal to noise ratio in dB

with ideal amplifier response at the bit error rate (BER) of
10-5, and

C′ +Im
N

is the required amplified signal

BER=10−5

power (pure signal plus intermodulated part) to noise ratio in
dB at BER 10-5. Both metrics are given at the receiver input
location (see Figure 8). Assuming that Im has a Gaussian
behavior, pure Signal to Intermodulation power ratio
C′
( ) can be derived (linear form):
I
m

𝐶 ′ + 𝐼𝑚
1+(
)
𝑁
𝐶′
𝐵𝐸𝑅=10−5
( )=
−1
′
𝐼𝑚
𝐶
𝐶 + 𝐼𝑚 −1
( )
∗(
)
−1
𝑁 𝐵𝐸𝑅=10−5
𝑁
𝐵𝐸𝑅=10−5

(8)

Signal to Intermodulation power ratio is an important
criterion according to satellite operators, because it
demonstrates the ability of the payload to work with any
C′
spectral efficiency. Indeed, a low (I ) ratio results in
C

Figure 6. SC-FDMA transceiver architecture enabling frequency holes.

m

degradation of total (𝑁+𝐼) ratio, and then limitation of
spectral efficiency. As a result, performances of the
C′
waveforms will be compared at equal ( I ) ratio. It shall be
m

C′

pointed out that for a same spectral efficiency, ( I ) is
m
directly linked to the signal quality loss considering (7) and
(8). Thus, judicious representation may be, for each
C′
waveform, required |OBO| to get BER = 10-5 vs ( I )
m

representation.

Figure 7. Position and size example of a frequency hole.

Figure 8. Receiver input signal to noise ratio, with/without non-linearity.
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F. Reference simulations
The simulations are performed by using a DVB-NGH
like transceiver chain [1]. DVB-NGH specifications enable
SC-FDMA utilization without extension and weighting
functionality. Besides, frequency hole, IMUX filtering, onboard nonlinear amplifier and interferences had to be
considered as it is depicted in Figure 9. A significant
importance should be given to the way how signal to noise
ratios are computed when dealing with frequency holes. As
power at output of the amplifier is unitary in simulations, it
was chosen to decrease signal power with the same
bandwidth reduction ratio. It enables comparing results at
the same Es/N0. This decrease of signal power will be
cancelled for simulations demonstrating of the surboosting
effect benefits. Lastly, the simulation parameters are
summarized in Table I.
V.

STUDY OF SATELLITE PAYLOAD IMPAIRMENTS

Satellite payload impairments models usually include
three main origins: nonlinear amplifier, selective input filters
and phase noise.
For the current work, non-linearity effects and input
filtering effects are considered separately. Phase noise is not
considered because it is well known that effect is very weak
over a Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation
combined with current stability specifications over satellite
local oscillators.

Figure 9. Simulation Chain, including SC-FDMA, frequency hole,
interference and non linearity functionalities.

Input filters distortion may have an effect over the
performances, but as the three studied waveforms (OFDMA,
SC-FDMA, EW-SC-FDMA) have a subcarrier equalization
process, it can be expected that the effect will be quite close
in all cases, while not negligible. This is the reason why it
was decided to focus on non-linearity effects, knowing there
are envelope fluctuations differences between waveforms.
In the simulation tool, IMUX filtering is first applied to
the baseband signal, before being processed by the nonlinear
conversion. Signal passed through satellite amplifier, having
a unitary power, is applied to propagation channel block, as
it is shown in Figure 10.
TABLE I.

MAIN PARAMETERS FOR PERFORMED SIMULATIONS

Parameter name

Value

Satellite signal Bandwidth

15 MHz

Sampling frequency Rs

120/7 MHz

I/Q sample duration

58.33 ns

Modulation and coding

QPSK 2/3
LDPC + BCH encoder
16200 bits codeword

Max active subcarriers (M)

426

OFDM FFT size (N)

512

OFDM Guard interval

1/16

Total OFDM symbol
duration

31.73 µs

SC-FDMA

α = 0 (SC-FDMA) or α = 5% (EWSC-FDMA)

Frequency hole insertion

Δ=0, β=33% when activated

Interference insertion

By default not activated.
Δ=0, β=33% when activated

IMUX filtering

By default not activated

Satellite RF model

MTV by default.

Propagation channel

Ideal (AWGN) in this study

Figure 10. Insertion of non-linearity conversion and IMUX filtering in the
transceiver.
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A. Nonlinear amplifier
A typical model is chosen, called Mobile Television
(MTV) model, giving Output Back Off (OBO) [dB] as a
function of Input Back Off (IBO) [dB]. This model was
chosen because it seemed to be quite realistic. Another
model has been considered, NGH model, because it was
used in DVB-NGH standardization process. As it seemed to
be less realistic (especially phase characterization), it has
not been used as a baseline. See on Figure 11 the nonlinearity conversion curves of these amplifiers.
As a reference, BER simulations have been performed
according to the method described previously. For a wide
range of C/Im, it appears in Figure 12 that SC-FDMA like
waveforms outperform OFDMA in terms of OBO vs C/Im,
with a gap increasing when C/Im is growing.
These results emphasize the fact that when no interferer
is present, SC-FDMA is a good choice to be compatible
with terrestrial multi-carrier legacy and to enjoy efficient
use of satellite payload. For these reference simulations, the
results with NGH amplifier have also been considered (see
Figure 13). Conclusions about the interest of SC-FDMA are
the same as with MTV amplifier, but with worse
performances in required OBO at low C/Im.

Figure 11. Non linearity conversion curves of MTV and NGH amplifiers.

Figure 12. Comparison of waveforms in terms of OBO vs C/Im when no
frequency holes are inserted and without interference, for MTV amplifier.

Here, frequency hole was inserted with default
parameters (Δ=0 and β=33%). Especially for single carrier
waveforms, inserting such wide hole inside useful bandwidth
may modify its fluctuations behavior. But, as it is depicted in
Figure 14, single carrier waveforms performances are not so
much degraded by the hole insertion, and remain quite
competitive compared to OFDM, despite the large width of
the hole. About OFDM results, it can be pointed out that
results with and without frequency hole are quite similar.
This can be explained by the multi-carrier effect of OFDM:
multicarrier signal split in two parts remains a multi-carrier
signal. This is the reason why in the following, only SCFDMA waveform will be considered.
The influence of hole size was studied for SC-FDMA
modulation (see Figure 15). It can be noted that for all hole
sizes, between 2 and 50% width, a degradation of 0.5 dB on
average has been observed.

Figure 13. Comparison of waveforms in terms of OBO vs C/Im when no
frequency holes are inserted and without interference, for NGH amplifier.

Figure 14. Comparison of waveforms in terms of OBO vs C/Im when
frequency holes are inserted.
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B. Input Multiplexer

Figure 15. SC-FDMA performances in terms of OBO vs C/Im with one
frequency hole.

Input Multiplexer (IMUX) filter templates are given in
Figure 17. Two filters are considered for the study, having a
different cut-off frequency: first one has its 3 dB cutting-off
frequency at 0.42 sampling frequency, where the second one
is cutting-off at 0.5 sampling frequency. Both filters have a
group delay greater than 800 ns, corresponding to more than
thirteen times the I/Q symbol duration (see Table I).
In a satellite payload, IMUX filter is designed to split
different incoming channels before amplifying them
separately or by group. Because it is very important to filter
noise and adjacent channels contribution, IMUX filters are
usually designed with a margin on the channel bandwidth,
in order to ensure that signal is not decreased at band edges,
and to prevent group delay interferences effects at band
edges also. This is the reason why two filters are considered
for the simulations: aim is to demonstrate that SC-FDMA
waveform enables extending signal bandwidth up to filters
shoulders without losses, thanks to cyclic prefix adding up
signal replicas.
As it is written in Table I, number of active OFDM
subcarriers is 426, whereas OFDM FFT size is 512. It brings
that occupied bandwidth relatively to I/Q symbol rate Rs is
0.84. That is to say signal is located between +/- 0.42 Rs.
Thus, when using 0_5 filter as an IMUX, only group delay
may have an impact on performances because filter has very
weak fluctuations in the useful frequency band. Besides,
using 0_42 filter, band edges of the signal are faded by the
filter, so that it would be expected an additional degradation.

Figure 16. SC-FDMA performances in terms of OBO vs C/Im with 3
frequency holes.

For integrated systems or satellite systems, which share
frequency bands or have to deal with jammers, it could
happen that several holes would be needed to avoid
interference effects. Therefore, simulations have been
performed with 3 holes, centered in Δ = [- 27%, 0%, +27%].
Results can be seen in Figure 16, where percentile value
means the total width of the frequency holes relatively to the
useful bandwidth. Two sets of curves can be observed; first
pack, closer than without hole performance curve, shows
around 0.5 dB OBO degradation compared to without hole.
This degradation is almost the same as single hole
performance for SC-FDMA. For 3 holes, some
combinations of width and holes positions make appear an
additional degradation. Indeed, intermodulation power
spectrum density is not similar to white Gaussian noise,
which is frequency flat. Therefore, when useful signal is in
front of intermodulation peak, it brings a bit more
degradation.

Figure 17. IMUX filter templates models : 0_42_filter and 0_5 filter.

Figure 18. IMUX filter effect over SC-FDMA performances.
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In this case study, simulations have been performed with
and without real channel estimation, in order to assess real
impact of IMUX filtering on receiver performances (see
Figure 18). Results in QPSK ½ show that with perfect
channel estimation, both filters have no impact over
performances, whereas there is 0.1 dB degradation in real
channel estimation, with respect to no IMUX insertion. This
result demonstrates that multicarrier waveform helps filling
at its best available bandwidth.
C. Effects of interferences
Interferences are inserted with Δ=0 and β=33%
parameters. In addition, NGH amplifier was used for these
simulations. Modulation and coding scheme is QPSK ½. I 0,
the power spectrum density of interferer is the same as C0,
the power spectrum density of the signal.
That leads to relatively weak level of interferers but with
quite large bandwidth (1/3 of achievable useful bandwidth).
With no real surprise, it is first checked that inserting hole in
any of the three frequency granular access waveforms
results in a negligible degradation (see Figures 19, 20 and
21), because only secondary lobes of interferences are
captured by active useful subcarriers when frequency hole is
inserted.

Figure 21. EW-SC-FDMA behaviour with weak interferent.

Besides, no creating hole when interferer is present is
showing quite degraded results, even if the interferer has a
weak level. Reader shall point out that weak interferer was
chosen to visualize the degradation on the same curve. But,
from a system point of view, power spectrum density of a
terrestrial interferer would be greater than satellite useful
signal one, and would emphasize the need for such
frequency hole in the waveform.
VI.

IMPACT OF SURBOOST ON PERFORMANCES

For this case study, satellite amplifier is providing
constant power, whether or not frequency holes are present.
Therefore, when a frequency band is unused, delivered
power spreads in remaining useful sub-carriers. It creates a
surboost of ratio η compared to baseline transmission:
η=

Figure 19. OFDM behaviour with weak interferent.

Figure 20. SC-FDMA behaviour with weak interferent.

BWN
,
BWN − BWH

(9)

BWN is the useful nominal bandwidth, BWH is the bandwidth
corresponding to frequency hole.
The aim of this section is to demonstrate that surboost
can compensate, from a bit rate point of view, useful
bandwidth decrease by increasing spectral efficiency of the
transmission. The steps of the process are given below.
First, for different couples of modulation and coding
schemes (MODCOD), compute frequency hole width in
order to compensate, on a linear channel with a surboost η,
required ES/N0 rising due to the changing of MODCOD (see
Table II) [12]. Secondly, considering 3 frequency holes,
searching OBO working point to reach OBO near from 17
dB, for both MODCOD of a couple. Lastly, compare for
both MODCOD required Es/N0 and associated bit rate.
Results are presented in Figure 22. The bit rate is
computed considering MODCOD efficiency and overhead
item such as pilot and frame building insertion, guard
interval and a useful bandwidth of 14.2 MHz, according to
Table I parameters [3].
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TABLE II.

MODULATION AND CODING SCHEMES COUPLES FOR
SURBOOSTING EFFECT DEMONSTRATION

MODCOD 1, without
hole and surboost

MODCOD 2, with
hole and surboost

QPSK ½ (4/9 real)

QPSK 3/5

Frequency hole
cumulated width (11/η)
32.4%

16QAM 4/5

16QAM 5/6

11.5%

address this issue. In this paper, it has been shown that SCFDMA waveform fluctuations enable using satellite payload
in an efficient way, and that creating frequency hole do not
degrade so much air interface performances; SC-FDMA
waveform remains in all cases relevant compared to
OFDMA. Thus, using this waveform would take advantage
of both frequency scalability and payload efficiency, while
offering a solution at physical layer level for dynamic
spectral resource sharing systems.
For further work, others topics should be processed.
Standard modification impact of the introduction of
frequency holes in the signal appears to be the first subject.
Next, an accurate modeling of interferer would help to
prove that frequency holes are enough to avoid interference
effects. More generally, a cooperation with a satellite
system manufacturer would be needed to assess the impact
of using SC-FDMA at onboard level (amplifiers working
point, signal routing) and ground level (terminal design,
resource access methods).
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Abstract—Transmitters (=Tx) on-board a satellite generate an
electromagnetic environment with potential impact on victim
receivers (=Rx, e.g., instruments) placed nearby. Ensuring
Radio Frequency Compatibility (RFC) on-board a satellite is
hence an important point to be considered during satellite
design and requires an optimized satellite configuration. This
contribution concentrates on RFC issues in practical satellite
design by considering the future MetOp-SG meteorological
satellites: First, an overview is given summarizing the various
transmitters and instrument receivers on-board the satellites.
Then, the fundamentals of RFC analysis are presented showing
the method how to compute the coupling factor between a Tx
and a victim Rx. To improve the decoupling, MetOp-SG
satellites are housing dedicated baffles between Tx and Rx
antennas. Therefore, the contribution finally studies in detail
the signal attenuation caused by a baffle by comparing two
methods: field simulation and an extended knife-edge
diffraction theory. By combining both methods, the overall
engineering and computation effort to optimize the baffle
design is minimized.

a later project phase. The approach is hence to define a
preliminary configuration and to run an RFC analysis which
investigates the coupling between critical Tx and Rx
combinations. In an early project phase, the unintended
signal at a victim receiver shall be well below (typically 20
dB) the maximum acceptable value, whereas the difference
is called RFC margin. On the other side, a satellite
configuration will not only be optimized w.r.t. RFC. Other
aspects (such as center of mass, minimization of harness
length etc.) have to be taken into account and will lead to
some configuration changes. In the end, a compromise will
be required ensuring positive margins in all considered
disciplines.
As the optimization exercise is typically not finished in
an early project phase, the approach is to run an RFC
analysis based on a preliminary satellite configuration and to
aim for high margins. After the global optimization exercise,
the remaining RFC margins may be lower, typically above 6
dB and thus still fulfilling the needs.

Keywords- MetOp-SG; Radio Frequency Compatibility;
coupling factor; knife-edge diffraction; baffle attenuation.

This contribution is an extended version of [1] and
considers RFC aspects for the future MetOp-SG satellites:

I.

INTRODUCTION

Earth observation satellites typically house a variety of
transmitters and very sensitive instruments receivers.
Hereby, the signal is transmitted / received via dedicated
antennas. Instruments may, e.g., sense the Earth atmosphere
while the collected data is transmitted towards Ground by the
on-board Tx antennas. It has to be ensured that the
instrument receivers work properly in the electromagnetic
environment generated by on-board Tx antennas. This means
that the remaining signal at a victim receiver has to be below
a specified value. As the dimension of a satellite is in the
order of only a few meters, the distance between Tx and Rx
antennas is quite small which makes it challenging to
achieve Radio Frequency Compatibility (RFC) on-board a
satellite.
Therefore, the configuration of a satellite has to be
optimized w.r.t. RFC, which means that the positions and the
orientations of Tx and Rx antennas play a significant role.
Even in an early project phase, this aspect has to be
considered to minimize the need for configuration changes in

The European MetOp meteorological satellites currently
in orbit will be replaced after 2020 by follow-on satellites
with advanced instrumentation. MetOp-SG will ensure
observations until approximately 2040 [2]. After successful
finalization of ESA Phase A/B1 study by Airbus Defence
and Space, the company has been nominated by
EUMETSAT / ESA as prime contractor for the provision of
the space segment of MetOp-SG. For this purpose, two
satellites (Satellite A and Satellite B) with different scientific
instruments are currently under development. Each satellite
houses a variety of transmitters and instrument receivers
being sensitive in the RF frequency range. Hence, ensuring
RFC on-board the satellite is a major challenge.
Section II of this contribution gives an overview of the
different transmitters and receivers on-board the MetOp-SG
satellites. To improve the decoupling between critical Tx /
Rx combinations, the satellite design encompasses baffles
that shade the Line of Sight (LoS) between these critical
combinations.
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Section III deals with the fundamentals of RFC analysis
by summarizing the computations to derive the coupling
factor between a Tx and victim Rx antenna. This section also
discusses possibilities to ensure sufficient decoupling.
The remaining sections deal in more detail with the
influence of a baffle on the received field strength: Hereby,
Section IV presents two general approaches (E-field
simulation and a simplified method based on knife-edge
diffraction) to determine the baffle attenuation. To improve
the predicted field strength, Section V shows an expansion of
knife-edge diffraction theory by inclusion of an angledependent antenna gain. Finally, this section compares the
obtained results for the two approaches. It is shown that the
simplified theory can be used during optimization of the
baffle design while field simulations are used for final finetuning purposes. This helps to minimize the overall
engineering and computation effort. Conclusions are given in
Section VI.
II.

OVERVIEW OF METOP-SG SATELLITES

MetOp-SG space segment will be composed of two Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites, called “Satellite A” and
“Satellite B”. The satellites are housing different payload
instruments sensing the Earth, see Figure 1.

•

SCA: SCAtterometer

Table I shows the geometry and the basic sensing
functions of the instruments on-board Satellite A ([3], [4])
based on the status at System Requirements Review (SRR).
TABLE I.

INSTRUMENTS ON-BOARD SATELLITE A

IASI-NG
Atmospheric temperature
and humidity profiles;
monitor various trace gases
(for example ozone [O3],
carbon monoxide [CO],
methane [CH4], carbon
dioxide [CO2])
Frequency range:
infrared sensing with
wavenumber k=2π/λ ranging
from 645 cm-1 to 2760 cm-1
and a spectral resolution of
0.25 cm-1.
METimage
High resolution information
on clouds, cloud cover, land
surface properties, sea, ice
and land surface
temperatures, etc.
Frequency range:
Optical imaging with 20
channels between 0.443 µm
and 13.345 µm
Sentinel-5
Ozone and other
atmospheric gases profile &
column, aerosols optical
depth; monitor various trace
gases, monitor air quality
and support climate
monitoring

Figure 1. Allocation of payload instrument on-board the MetOp-SG
satellites; left: Customer Furnished Instruments; right: Contractor
Furnished Instruments

The full names of the instruments are:
• IASI-NG: Infrared Atmospheric Sounding
Interferometer - New Generation
• 3MI: Multi-viewing, Multi-channel, Multipolarisation Imager
• RO: Radio Occultation
• MWS: MicroWave Sounder
• METimage and Sentinel-5: no further name
• A-DCS 4: ARGOS Advanced Data Collection
System 4
• MWI: MicroWave Imager
• ICI: Ice Cloud Imager

Frequency range:
From 0.27 µm (ultraviolet)
to 2.385 µm (near infrared)
3MI
Aerosols (optical thickness,
particle size, type, height,
absorption) , volcanic ashes,
surface albedo
Frequency range:
12 channels from 0.41 µm to
2.13 µm
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MWS
Atmospheric temperature
and humidity profiles in
clear and cloudy air, cloud
liquid water total column
Frequency range:
RF channels at center
frequencies between 23.8
GHz and 189 GHz
RO
Temperature, pressure and
humidity profiles, electron
contents in ionosphere
Frequency range:
Band L1: 1.57542 GHz
+/- 10.23 MHz
Band L5: 1.17645 GHz
+/- 10.23 MHz
Table II shows the geometry and the basic sensing
functions of the instruments on-board Satellite B ([2], [3]).
TABLE II.

INSTRUMENTS ON-BOARD SATELLITE B

A-DCS 4
Collection
of
oceanographic
meteorological data

in-situ
and

Frequency range:
~ 400 MHz

SCA (Tx + Rx)
Ocean surface wind vectors
and soil moisture
Frequency range:
5.355 GHz +/- 1 MHz

In addition: RO instrument (see Table 1)
In addition, both satellites are housing a TT&C system in
S-Band (transmitter and receiver) and transmitters in X-Band
and Ka-Band for downlink of the sensed data towards
Ground.
When the downlink transmitters are active (transmission
via Tx antenna), it has to be ensured that the instrument
receivers are not distorted by the emissions. Although the onboard Tx antennas are designed to radiate towards the Earth,
the field strength around a Tx antenna is not negligible
potentially leading to interference seen by the on-board
receivers [5]. Limiting this effect is key to proper
performance of the receivers. Reduction of unintended
interference power can be achieved by, e.g., sufficiently
large distances among Tx and Rx antennas, optimization of
antenna patterns and inclusion of additional baffles to avoid
Line-of-Sight links between Tx and Rx antennas.
For readability reasons, the remaining part of the
contribution will use the wording “Transmitter (Tx)” and
“Receiver (Rx)” in the sense of the dedicated antennas.
Figure 2 shows a preliminary model (at System Requirements Review) of “Satellite A” together with the positions of
an exemplary Tx radiating in the X-Band towards the Earth,
the Microwave Sounder (MWS) instrument receiver, a baffle
and the Nadir direction (towards the Earth during flight).

MWI
Precipitation
&
cloud
products, water vapour
profiles & imagery, sea ice
Frequency range:
RF channels at center
frequencies between 18.7
GHz and 191 GHz
ICI
Cloud products (ice clouds),
snowfall detection and
quantification

Sentinel-5
Instrument
MWS
instrument
Nadir
(towards
Earth)

Baffle

Frequency range:
Different
RF
channels
between 180 GHz and 669
GHz

X-Band
transmitter

Figure 2. Model of “Satellite A” being part of MetOp Second Generation:
Exemplary transmitter and instrument receiver positions
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III.

FUNDAMENTALS OF RFC ANALYSIS

When multiple transmitters and receivers operating in RF
range are located on-board a satellite, potential interference
is an issue, and a Radio Frequency Compatibility analysis
has to be performed to ensure proper performance. For this
purpose, coupling factors between involved Tx and Rx
constellations are determined and the resulting interference
level at the Rx position is compared to a specified limit.
In the following paragraph, the coupling factor is derived
for free space propagation as a function of distance and the
angle dependent antenna gain between Tx and Rx. In
addition, the analysis takes into consideration
• Improvement of Tx-Rx decoupling for receivers
integrating over a pulsed signal (MWI / SCA)
• Additional attenuation in case of No-Line of Sight
between Tx and Rx (e.g., shading by structure or
intended baffles); hereby, the attenuation value is
based on 3D full-wave electro-magnetic simulations
(CST Microwave Studio software).
A. Modeling of Interference Power
The approach presented below assumes free space
propagation between a Tx and Rx, where the Tx radiates a
power PTx at a frequency f and the victim Rx receives the
signal in-band as an interference signal. Figure 3 shows a
general constellation involving Tx, Rx, antenna patterns and
the definition of elevation angles towards the LoS path.

angle ΘTx-Rx and the azimuth angle φTx-Rx), and d is the
distance between Tx and Rx.
The Rx antenna will suffer interference from the incident
signal. The received interference power PRx at a distance of
d is

PTx ⋅ G Tx (Θ Tx − Rx , ϕ Tx − Rx )
4π ⋅ d 2
) ⋅ c0 2
G (Θ
,ϕ
⋅ Rx Rx −Tx Rx2 −Tx
4π ⋅ f

PRx = S ⋅ Aeff =

(2)

where GRx (ΘRx-Tx,, φRx-Tx) is the antenna gain of the victim
Rx towards the Tx, f is the Rx frequency, Aeff the effective
area of the antenna, and c0 the speed of light in vacuum. This
equation describes free space propagation and is known as
Friis equation. It assumes that the Rx is positioned in the far
field of the transmitter: For antennas physically larger than
λ/2 (where λ is radiated wavelength), the Rx is in the far field
of the Tx for d > df = 2D2/λ (far field condition). The
parameter D corresponds to the physical length of an
antenna, or the diameter of a "dish" antenna. In addition, the
following conditions have to be fulfilled: df >> D and df >>
λ.
The received power may be attenuated due to harness
losses between the Rx antenna and the receiver input (e.g., 2
dB losses). This can be respected by a factor Lhar ( ≤ 1) in
the equation. The interference power at the receiver input is
then

PTx ⋅ GTx (Θ Tx −Rx , ϕ Tx −Rx )
4π ⋅ d 2
2
GRx (Θ Rx −Tx , ϕ Rx −Tx ) ⋅ c0
⋅
4π ⋅ f 2

PRx = Lhar ⋅

(3)

The coupling factor is defined as the ratio between the
received and the transmitted power. Above equation leads to
Figure 3. General definition of angles between transmitter and receiver

If the antenna patterns are also dependent on the azimuth
angle, azimuth has to be considered as well.
In general, the power density S (in W/m²) at a victim Rx
which has been generated by a Tx antenna can be determined
as

S=

PTx ⋅ G Tx (Θ Tx − Rx , ϕ Tx − Rx )
4π ⋅ d 2

(1)

where PTx is the total transmitted Power, GTx (ΘTx-Rx, φTx-Rx)
is the Tx antenna gain at the considered frequency f in the
direction of the Rx (direction described by the elevation

C=

PRx
PTx

= Lhar ⋅ GTx (Θ Tx −Rx , ϕ Tx − Rx )
⋅

GRx (Θ Rx −Tx , ϕ Rx −Tx ) ⋅ c0

(4π ⋅ d ⋅ f )2

(4)

2

.

Hereby, the expression c0² / (4 π d f)² is also called free
space loss. The coupling factor is hence the free space loss
multiplied by the loss factor Lhar at Rx side and the antenna
gain of both Tx and Rx antenna in the LoS direction.
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The coupling factor in dB is obtained by applying
“10*log10” of the linear value. In satellite design with
distances in the range of meters and frequencies in RF range,
a typical coupling factor is, e.g., -100 dB.
The sensitivity of the victim receiver describes the
maximal allowed interference power (e.g., value in mW or
dBm in logarithmic notation) at Rx side. The interference
power PRx shall be smaller than the specified sensitivity,
where the difference is called RFC margin. An RFC margin
of 20 dB is typically recommended in an early project phase.
Sometimes, the sensitivity of the receiver is not given in
terms of power, but in terms of power spectral density
(=PSD, e.g., in mW/Hz or dBm/Hz in logarithmic notation).
In this case, power has to be replaced by PSD values in
above equations. This leads to

PSDRx

PSDTx ⋅ GTx (Θ Tx − Rx , ϕ Tx −Rx )
4π ⋅ d 2
)⋅ c 2
,ϕ
G (Θ
⋅ Rx Rx −Tx Rx2 −Tx 0
4π ⋅ f

= Lhar ⋅

(5)

where PSDTx is the power spectral density of the Tx signal at
frequency f and PSDRx is the power spectral density of the
Rx signal at frequency f. In this case, the coupling factor is
defined as

C=

PSDRx
PSDTx

= Lhar ⋅ GTx (Θ Tx −Rx , ϕ Tx − Rx )
⋅

G Rx (Θ Rx −Tx , φ Rx −Tx ) ⋅ c0

(6)

2

(4π ⋅ d ⋅ f )2

.

The resulting coupling factor is hence the same when
compared to the previous definition, which was based on
power. The interfering power spectral density PSDRx shall be
smaller than the specified sensitivity, where the difference is
called RFC margin. If the LoS is shaded, e.g., by a dedicated
baffle, an additional loss factor has to be considered in above
equation. In this case, the coupling factor can be described
by:

⋅

(4π ⋅ d ⋅ f )2

2

.

•

Out-of-band noise: This means that the Tx radiates
noise power outside the desired Tx frequency range.
The coupling factor is determined in the same way
as for in-band considerations.
Out-of-band spurious (harmonics): Hereby, the Tx
radiates also an integer multiples of the carrier
frequency fc. The n-th harmonic is associated with a
frequency of n*fc. The coupling factor between the
n-th harmonic and the Rx is calculated by the same
equation as shown above, but f has to be replaced
by n*fc.

As a rule of thumb, if no sensitivity value is specified, the
received interference power should be about 20 dB below the
minimal input level of the receiver which may be, e.g., -120
dBm. In reality, a victim Rx may receive multiple
interference signals simultaneously that originate, e.g., from
different transmitters. In this case, the sum of all
contributions at the considered frequency must still provide
sufficient RFC margin (e.g., 20 dB).
B. Methods to Achieve Strong Decoupling
Equation (7) indicates that strong decoupling between a
Tx and a Rx can be achieved by a high baffle attenuation,
sufficiently low antenna gain at both Tx side and Rx side in
LoS direction, large distance, low Tx power and high Tx
frequency. In case of harmonics radiation, the radiated power
of the harmonic signal can, e.g., be minimized by proper RF
filtering.
C. Temporal Effects
On MetOp-SG “Satellite B”, the Scatterometer (SCA)
radiates pulsed signals. For combinations with SCA Tx and
MWI Rx, the pulsed nature of SCA signals leads to an
improvement of the decoupling between Tx and Rx, as
described hereafter.
The SCA (only present on Satellite B) radiates a pulsed
signal. This means that the signal (and hence the power
spectral density in dBm/Hz) is only present during the pulse
duration TP. The MWI receiver hence observes a power
spectral density of S(t)=S0 during TP, else zero. The MWI
instrument integrates S(t) over the integration time Tint > TP
which leads to
Tint

∫ S (t )dt = S

C = Lhar ⋅ Lbaffle ⋅ GTx (Θ Tx − Rx , ϕ Tx − Rx )
G Rx (Θ Rx −Tx , ϕ Rx −Tx ) ⋅ c0

•

0

⋅ TP = S 0,red ⋅ Tint

(8)

0

(7)

where S0,red is the effective reduced power spectral density as
indicated in Figure 4.

Above considerations are based on in-band interference.
In general, this case can be avoided by proper selection of Tx
and Rx frequencies. Nevertheless, interference may occur,
e.g., since the Tx radiates, in addition to the desired signal.
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Figure 4. Temporal effects on power spectral density

This means:

S 0,red = S 0 ⋅

TP
.
Tint

(9)

In logarithmic notation, the received power spectral
density is hence S0,red[dBm/Hz] = S0[dBm/Hz] + 10*log
(TP/Tint) whereas the second term provides a negative value
(hence S0,red is lower than S0). |10*log (TP/Tint)| describes the
improvement of the decoupling between Tx and Rx due to
temporal effects, which translates into a respective
improvement of the RFC margin.
IV.

APPROACH TO DETERMINE BAFFLE
INFLUENCE
This section assumes a metallic baffle (e.g., wall)
between a Tx and a victim Rx to limit undesired signals at
the Rx position. The physics of electromagnetic wave
propagation at radio frequencies is the reason for an
undesired signal still present at the Rx position, albeit
strongly attenuated: Signal paths originating from diffraction
at the baffle can travel towards the Rx as a result of
Huygen’s principle. In addition, further signal contributions
may originate from reflections or scattering at objects in the
vicinity of the Tx and Rx. The principle of this multipath
propagation is visualized in Figure 5. Hereby, the shown
diffracted path interacts with the baffle directly above the
hypothetical LoS path. In general, further diffracted paths are
possible with interaction points along the top of the baffle.

Since reflected and scattered paths can carry significant
power levels, these contributions should be avoided by a
proper design of the baffle (e.g., by an adequate height and
an adequate length around the surrounding objects). In this
case, the dominant contribution at Rx side only results from
the diffraction at the baffle. Due to the physics of diffraction,
the interfering signal decreases with steeper diffraction angle
(e.g., increased baffle height) and frequency.
The influence of a baffle on the received signal can be
determined either by:
• A simplified wave propagation model, e.g., theory
of knife-edge diffraction.
• 3D field simulations: A simulation tool solves the
corresponding electromagnetic field equations and
determines the received field strength at the Rx.
This method implicitly takes into account
diffraction, reflection and scattering.
A. Analytical Approach by Knife-edge Diffraction
The scenario related to “knife-edge diffraction” is
visualized in Figure 6. It assumes a “knife-edge” obstacle
between Tx and Rx and shows the diffracted path between
Tx and Rx. Hereby, the obstacle subdivides the distance
between Tx and Rx into d1 and d2. Two cases are possible:
In case 1, the upper edge of the obstacle appears at a height
h > 0 w.r.t. the Line of Sight (LoS). This leads to a “No Line
of Sight” (NLoS) scenario. In case 2, the upper edge of the
obstacle appears at a height h < 0 w.r.t. LoS. This leads to a
LoS scenario.
Case 1: h>0
(No Line of Sight)

Tx
Case 2 h<0
(Line of Sight) Tx

h

h>0

Line of Sight line

Rx

Line of Sight line

Rx

h<0

d2

d1

Figure 6. Diffraction at a “knife-edge” for two cases: “No Line of Sight”
and “Line of Sight”

According to [6] and [9], the loss induced by the baffle
(diffraction loss) is

LdB = −20 ⋅ log10 F (v)

(10)

with the complex Fresnel integral
∞

F (v) =

2
1+ j
⋅ ∫ e − jπ t / 2 dt
2 v

(11)

v = h⋅

2 1
1 
⋅  + 
λ  d1 d 2 

(12)

and

Figure 5. Multipath propagation

where v is the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction parameter and
λ = c0 / f is the wavelength of the considered signal. The
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resulting diffraction loss (“baffle attenuation”) as a function
of v is plotted in Figure 7 for v = [-5 .. 5] as per [7].

Figure 7. Diffraction loss of a “knife-edge” versus parameter v [7]

The figure shows the level of the diffracted path in dB
relative to freespace, which is negative for v > - 0.7. Hereby,
a level of “- x dB” corresponds to an attenuation of “x dB”.
According to (12), v and h are proportional, hence,
h > 0 (NLoS) is associated with v > 0, yielding a baffle
attenuation of at least 6 dB (see graph). The above graph can
be approximated, e.g., by the following piecewise function
[8]:

− (6 + 9 ⋅ v − 1.27v 2 ) if 0 ≤ v ≤ 2.4
LdB = 
(13)
if v > 2.4
− (13 + 20 ⋅ log10 (v ))
Note that above equation is the good one compared to a
sign error related to 1.27v² in [8]. To quickly determine the
“baffle attenuation”, the approach is to determine v by (12)
and then to apply (13) for the obtained v.
Example (typical values on a satellite): For d1 = 1.5 m,
d2 = 1.5 m and f = 8.2 GHz (X-Band as typical downlink
case), Figure 8 visualizes the “baffle attenuation” as a
function of the parameter h.

Diffraction loss: Level in dB
relative to freespace

0
-5

0

20

40

60

80

-10
-15
-20
-25
-30
-35
Relative baffle height w.r.t "Line of Sight" in cm

Figure 8. Diffraction loss of a “knife-edge” versus h assuming d1 = 1.5 m,
d2 = 1.5 m and f = 8.2 GHz

The result reveals that the attenuation is very sensitive to
the height. This behavior is due to the small wavelength
which is only 3.7 cm in the considered case.

The other way around, the theory of knife-edge
diffraction reveals that the baffle attenuation in X-Band
frequency range can be improved significantly by only
slightly increasing the baffle height. In practice, constraints
on the height are given by the required field of views of the
transmitters and instruments.
B. Simulation based approach (CST field simulation)
An approach based on solving electromagnetic field
equations has the following advantages:
• Result available for any baffle geometry (not only
for simple objects like a “knife-edge”)
• All wave propagation phenomena implicitly taken
into account (e.g., also reflection and scattering),
not only diffraction as in the “knife-edge model”
• Environment (surrounding structure) can be taken
into account
A well suited approach for satellite engineering is to use
the simulation software “Microwave Studio” from the
company CST. For example, this tool has also been used by
Airbus Defence and Space to assess EMC/RFC for MTG
satellites.
To determine the baffle attenuation, a dipole antenna is
placed at the transmitter position and oriented in a way that
the radiation towards the receiver position is maximized.
The electric field strength in dB(mV/m) at a victim receiver
is first simulated without baffle (reference, including Line of
Sight path) and then with baffle. In both cases, the
surrounding satellite structure is taken into account. The
difference of the electric field strength in dB(mV/m)
corresponds to the baffle attenuation in dB.
To obtain the simulation results reported in this paper,
the integral equal solver based on Multi Level Fast
Multipole Method (MLFMM) has been used. MLFMM is a
technique based on the same principles as the traditional
“Method of Moments” (MoM), but applicable to models of
significantly larger electrical size. Given the geometrical
dimensions of typical Earth observation satellites,
simulations at frequencies as high as (roughly) 30 GHz can
be performed applying this numerical technique. Higher
frequencies (smaller wavelengths) require a mesh size that
results in increased memory demand and simulation time.
Should the need arise to overcome that constraint for
practical limitations (e.g., memory size), the satellite
structure can be restricted to a representative volume
encompassing the Tx and Rx positions.
V.

COMPARISON OF FIELD SIMULATIONS W.R.T.
KNIFE-EDGE THEORY

On Satellite A, the radiation of the X-Band transmitter
towards the MWS instrument is reduced by a baffle (height:
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65cm). Figure 9 visualizes a part of the satellite structure
including the phase center of the transmitter (modeled as a
dipole) radiating at 8.2 GHz, the baffle as well as the MWS
victim receiver. Hereby, two Rx positions (“Position 1”,
“Position 2”) are considered, where “Position 2”
corresponds to the center of the MWS reflector plate. The
figure also shows the position of the Sentinel-5 instrument.
Position 1
MWS
instrument

Sentinel-5
instrument
Position 2
X-Band Tx (dipole)

Figure 9. Part of the structure of Satellite A (dipole Tx)

The figure also indicates the LoS directions between Tx
and the two Rx positions. The electric field strengths are
simulated with the CST software for two scenarios:
• “without baffle”
• “with baffle”.
Results are presented in Figure 10.
Position 1

Position 2

Position 2: The case “Without baffle” reveals a field
strength of ≈ 77 dBmV/m”. The case “With baffle” reveals
≈ 64 dBmV/m. Hence, the difference is 13 dB.
In a second step, the attenuation is estimated by
applying the theory of knife-edge diffraction. As explained
in the section on knife-edge theory, the baffle subdivides the
theoretical LoS path into two distances (d1, d2) and a relative
height h of the baffle. For “Position 1”, the values are: d1 =
1.07 m, d2 = 1.08 m, h = 0.16 m. Assessment at f = 8.2 GHz
yields an expected baffle attenuation of 17.2 dB while 18 dB
has been simulated by CST software according to the
previous figure. This shows a good agreement between
simplified theory and CST simulations. Assessment for
“Position 2” (d1 = 1.05 m, d2 = 1.43 m, h = 0.218 m) at f =
8.2 GHz yields an expected baffle attenuation of 18 dB
while 13 dB has been simulated by CST software. This
behavior can be explained as follows: In contrast to
“Position 1”, “Position 2” does not enable a path directly
diffracted at the baffle towards the receiver position. The
signal can arrive at “Position 2” only via multiple
interactions, hence, the knife-edge diffraction theory based
on a single baffle is not applicable.
Next, the radiation pattern of the Tx antenna is replaced
by the measured characteristics of the physical X-Band
helix antenna. Figure 11 visualizes the 3D pattern as well as
the antenna gain as a function of elevation angle Θ.
Nadir
(towards
Earth)

Position 1
MWS
instrument

θ
Sentinel-5
instrument
X-Band Tx

Position 2

Without baffle
10

Position 1

Position 2

Antenna Gain / dBi

5

With baffle
Figure 10. Simulated field strength at MWS assuming radiating
dipole; f=8.2 GHz

Observation:
Position 1: The case “Without baffle” reveals a field
strength of 90 ± 1 dBmV/m”. The case “With baffle”
reveals 72 ± 1 dBmV/m. Hence, the difference is 18 dB.
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-15
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20

40

60

80

100
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Figure 11. Scenario with real antenna pattern; antenna performance

For the analysis, “Position 1” is considered.
The CST simulation as per Figure 12 reveals: The case
“Without baffle” leads to a field strength of 80.8 ± 1
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dBmV/m” while “With baffle” leads to 70.8 ± 1 dBmV/m.
Hence, the difference caused by the baffle is 10 dB.

•

Position 1

In presence of a baffle, a path originating from
diffraction appears at an angle Θ2 < Θ1. Hereby, the
interaction point with the baffle is inside the plane
defined by the Nadir direction and the LoS
direction.

For “Position 1”, the elevation angles and the associated
antenna gain according to Figure 11 are:
• Θ1 = 89.9 deg, associated with a gain of -12.5 dBi.
• Θ2 = 82.4 deg, associated with a gain of -7.3 dBi.
Hence, the diffracted path runs along a direction with higher
gain when compared to the LoS direction. Therefore, it is
expected that the influence of the baffle is lower compared
to the dipole case. The expected attenuation by insertion of
the baffle corresponds to the result of the dipole, corrected
by the delta antenna gain, hence, the expected value is 17.2
dB – ((-7.3) - (-12.5)) dB = 12 dB.

Without baffle
Position 1

For comparison, 10 dB attenuation has been determined
using the CST simulation software. Limited differences in
the result can be explained, e.g., by

With baffle
Figure 12. Simulated field strength at MWS assuming real antenna pattern;
f=8.2 GHz

•

The question arises if this value of 10 dB attenuation can
be predicted by the knife-edge diffraction theory. To do so,
the angle-dependent antenna data has been incorporated into
the knife-edge diffraction theory. The approach is described
hereafter: First, the elevation angle is determined under
which a propagation path leaves the transmitter. Figure 13
shows the principal scenario.
Nadir
(towards
Earth)

θ2
θ1

Rx

90°

•

Tx

•

Figure 13. Principal scenario involving diffracted paths

•

A dotted line indicates the propagation path in LoS
direction which is present in absence of the baffle.
The associated elevation angle is Θ1.

Multipath propagation:
While above consideration assumes only one
diffracted path, further diffracted paths are possible
along the top of the baffle. These additional paths
occur out of the plane which is defined by Nadir
direction and LoS direction. Possible additional
paths are already visualized in the left part of
Figure 13. In principle, all paths have to be
weighted by the angle-dependent antenna gain and
then summed up. As the knife-edge theory does not
predict multiple paths and the associated elevation
angles, only weighting of the diffracted path “inplane” is possible. A more complex channel model
which predicts multiple paths and allows for
insertion of an angle dependent antenna gain is
Ray-tracing [10]. A disadvantage of this technique
is however increased computational time.
Baffle geometry:
The baffle geometry differs from the ideal “knifeedge theory” as the baffle is bended and the
distance between Tx and baffle differs along the
baffle.
Approximation of Fresnel integral :
Equation (13) is only an approximation of (10).

To verify the effect of baffles on-board the MetOp-SG
satellites prior to launch, measurements are envisaged in the
frame of ground testing. These so-called mock-up tests will
be performed in Q2/2016 and use transmitters and receivers
with representative antenna pattern as well as a relevant part
of the satellite structure.
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A similar approach using an adapted knife-edge model
is shown in [11], which considers the channel between a
train and a satellite including a knife-edge obstacle that
models structural elements on the roof of the train. In [11],
classical knife-edge theory is expanded by only one antenna
gain (the “train antenna gain”), whereas the present
contribution takes into account both the characteristics of
the transmitter and the receiver.
Finally, a general remark is given w.r.t. field predictions
when involving antenna patterns: The radiation pattern of a
transmit antenna differs between the near-field and the far
field where far field conditions are achieved at distances of
d > dmin = 2 D² / λ (D = antenna dimension). When using a
far field antenna pattern in above approach, the distance
between the transmit antenna and the baffle has to be at least
dmin (fulfilled in above consideration). A near field
approach considers possible pattern distortion by the baffle.

The length of the baffle shall be large enough to avoid
reflections at objects next to the baffle which could carry
significant power towards the Rx.
To determine the baffle attenuation for such a properly
designed baffle, two methods have been studied: 3D field
simulations and knife-edge diffraction theory (based on a
single baffle), expanded by information on antenna gain. It
has been shown that the results agree well in scenarios
resembling the set-up illustrated in Figure 13, involving a
single diffraction of the wave propagating from Tx to Rx.
Hence, the simplified theory is an adequate method for
assessing the effectiveness of the baffle prior to initiating
extensive 3D full-wave simulations. This approach
minimizes the overall engineering and computation effort.
Verification of the derived results for MetOp-SG will be
achieved by mock-up testing in Q2/2016.
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Abstract—TV-on-Demand services have become one of the most
popular Internet applications that continuously attracts high
user interest. With rapidly increasing user demands, the existing
network conditions may not be able to ensure a low start-up delay
of video playback. Prefetching has been broadly investigated to
cope with the start-up latency problem, which is also known as
user perceived latency. In this paper, two datasets from different
IPTV providers are used to analyse the TV program request
patterns. According to the results, we propose a prefetching
scheme at the user end to preload videos before user requests.
For both datasets, our prefetching scheme significantly improves
the cache hit ratio compared to passive caching and we note that
there is a potential to further improve prefetching performance
by customizing prefetching schemes for different video categories.
We further present a cost model to determine the optimal number
of videos to prefetch. We also discuss if there is enough time for
prefetching. Finally, more factors, which may have an impact on
optimizing prefetching performance, are further discussed, such
as the jump patterns over different time in a day and the the
distribution of each video’s viewing length.
Keywords–TV-on-Demand services; user perceived latency;
prefetching; jump patterns over time; viewing fractions;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Internet has become a popular medium for distributing
multimedia content like TV shows, movies, and user generated
videos besides the tradional distribution channels such as air
broadcasting, cable networks and physical media like Video
Home System (VHS) or Digital Versatile Disc (DVD). The
massive amount of multimedia traffic has imposed a significant
burden on the Internet. Consequently, users sometimes have
to endure long access delays for filling up the playout buffer
before the content is displayed. Although web caching is
widely used as a solution to lessen the web traffic congestion
and improve network performance, the benefit of caches is
limited. To further reduce user perceived latency, prefetching
has become a popular technique. The objective of the prefetching system is to proactively preload certain content to the
cache even before the user requests it. We have explored the
subject previously in [1] and this paper extends the analysis
and discussion presented previously.
Understanding the usage of IPTV services is very important
when investigating prefetching schemes. In [2], the usage of a
Peer-to-Peer IPTV service which includes both live and VoD
content is presented. The daily VoD content receives more
requests than live content. Videos belonging to different genres
have different temporal distributions of popularity. In [3] [4]
[5], the user behaviour for a VoD system and an IPTV service
is investigated thoroughly in many aspects, such as user access
rate, channel switching patterns, video popularity and so on.

In [3], the impact of recommendations on the user viewing
behaviour by recommending two sets of movies to the users is
discussed. The result shows that recommending daily popular
videos has a much more significant impact on the users choices
than recommending popular videos over a longer period (15
days), which suggests that VoD content has short life time.
We also know that the user’s tolerance for downloading web
pages is short. The results in [6] show that it is approximately
2 seconds and in [7], the result suggests that the more familiar
the users are with a web site, the more sensitive they are to
delays.
Thorough summaries of web caching and prefetching approaches and performance measures can be found in [8] [9]
[10]. Domènech et al. in [11] compare different prefetching
architectures and find that a maximum latency reduction of
67.7% can be obtained if the predictor is placed at a proxy
while the collaborative prediction between proxy and server
can reduce the latency by more than 97.2%. However, the
results are obtained based on the ideal scenario that the
prediction is always correct. Thus, the results can be seen as
the upper limit of latency reductions.
Most of the existing prefetching approaches are accesshistory based which predict the future user requests depending on the observed content access patterns. Márquez et al.
applies a double dependency graph prediction algorithm to a
mobile web and observes that the performance of prefetching
approaches rely on the underlying networking technologies
[12]. Another history based model is the Markov model, which
is an effective scheme to predict what users intend to request
based on the sequence of the historical access [13]–[16]. The
prefetching schemes proposed in [17]–[20] use data mining
techniques to discover the users’ access patterns.
Popularity-based prefetching approches are also widely
used, especially for prefetching multimedia content. In [21], a
trace driven simulation was performed to investigate prefetching schemes for YouTube videos. Their prefetching scheme
is to prefetch the top 25 videos from each video’s related
video list to a proxy server. Combining both prefetching and
conventional proxy caching, a hit ratio of 80.88% can be
obtained and while requiring only a 2% increase in the network
load.
However, this recommendation-based prefetching scheme
requires an effective recommendation system, which can be a
big challenge. Krishnappa et al. [22] apply a prefetching top100 video scheme on the Hulu traffic trace, one of the most
popular streaming media provider in America, from a campus
network and compare the performance of prefetching with
conventional proxy caching. The results prove that prefetching
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is very effective for online TV services.
From these papers, we note that the research focus is
mainly on proxy prefetching whereas the performance of
terminal prefetching is less well known. Generally, the closer
the content is to the users, the shorter the delay. To the best of
our knowledge, our analysis is the first that focuses on using
terminal storage to do prefetching for a TV-on-demand service.
In this study, we have used two datasets from different TVon-demand services. Each TV-on-Demand program consists of
a series of episodes which have a high consistency regarding
content, thus, the index of each episode is a good indicator
of the user’s future access. We propose to use the intrinsic
structural information of the episodes belonging to a specific
TV series to make prefetching decisions. The criterion for
prefetching is based on the index of episodes within each
TV program. First, we analyse the potential of prefetching
in our datasets, followed by an investigation into the optimal
choice of prefetching. We show that a high terminal gain
can be obtained by prefetching two adjacent episodes in a
series for each viewed episode with minimum cost. This study
also shows the potential of implementing terminal prefetching
for TV-on-Demand service both effectively and economically.
In addition, we investigate whether there is enough time
to perform prefetching and detail possible improvements for
making prefetching decisions.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the infrastructure of a prefetching system and the
evaluation metrics used. Our datasets and prefetching methods
are presented in Section III. Section IV shows the results and
evaluations of our prefetching scheme. In Section V, we further
discuss the available time for prefetching and in Section VI,
factors which may have impact on improving the prefetching
system are considered. At the end, we conclude in Section VII.
II. V IDEO PREFETCHING SYSTEM
By implementing a prefetching system, multimedia streams
can be retrieved from a content provider and saved in a cache.
In this way, users can quickly get access to their preferred
content. In this section, we first introduce the components of a
prefetching system, and then we present the evaluation metrics
used for measuring the performance of prefetching schemes.
A. The infrastructure of a prefetching system
The prefetching system consists of two elements: the
prediction engine and the prefetching engine. The prediction
engine is responsible for forseeing what the users will watch
next before they request the content. The prefetching engine
proactively stores the video prefix to the local cache. In this
case, both first-time views and repeats of the prefetched videos
can be served from the local cache with short start-up delay.
These two engines can be placed at any part of the web
architecture, which is shown in Figure 1: at the terminals [21],
at the proxies [18] [22], at the content servers [23] [24] or
between these elements [11] [12].
In order to bring content closer to the end users, so as to the
largest extent reduce their perceived latency, we assume that
the prefetching engine is implemented at the user end, which
is called terminal prefetching. This means that the prefetched
content will be stored in a terminal cache at the user end.
Anything from a short part of the video to the entire video

Terminal
prefetching

Proxy
prefetching

Proxy

Content
server

Internet
Server
prefetching

Clients

Proxy
Clients

Figure 1. Network architecture with prefetching system

can be prefetched. Typically, to reduce the start-up latency,
prefetching only part of the video stream is sufficient. When
a user requests a video, it can be played directly from the
cache, which gives more time for setting up the transport and
filling up the playout buffer for the remaining parts of the
video. Considering that the users may not always favour the
beginning of each video [25] [26], the performance of caching
different parts of the videos is discussed. Since the total length
of each video is unknown and the starting and ending points
of each request are also not available, in this paper, we do
not address which portion of each video should be prefetched.
Instead, each video is treated as a video unit, thus, the cache
size is not considered. In this scenario, every video request
from a user is first sent to a prefetching engine, which checks
whether the video has already been retrieved earlier or not.
If it has, the content will be served from the local cache
instead of from the remote server. In Section VI, we made an
assumption for video length and discussed the possible impact
that viewing length proportion may have on improving the
prefetching performance.
B. Evaluation metrics
In order to evaluate the performance of a prefetching
scheme, this study uses three metrics. The first metric is
precision (P ), which is defined as the number of videos that
are prefetched and requested by users (v) over the total number
of prefetched videos (p).
v
P =
(1)
p
A high precision value suggests that more prefetched content
is requested by end users. Thus, the prediction engine works
efficiently.
The second metric is recall (R), which is the share of
prefetched and requested videos (v) over the total number of
requested videos (r).
v
(2)
r
A higher recall value indicates that a larger share of the content
requested by users can be correctly predicted by the prediction
engine.
Precision and recall are constrained by each other. In
principle, a higher recall value can be obtained by prefetching
as many videos as possible in order to cover more content.
Thus, it would be more likely that the prefetched content
contains the videos requested by the users. However, in this
case, p will also increase. Consequently, the prediction engine’s
precision will decrease. To prefetch a great amount of data,
which will not be requested by the users will also deteriorate
R=
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(3)

To evaluate whether the prefetched content is highly demanded by the users, we introduce the last metric, which is
the cache hit ratio (H). It is defined as the number of requests
for videos (h), which are retrieved from the prefetching cache
over the total number of requests (t).
h
(4)
t
The cache hit ratio shows the share of repeated requests for
videos, which can be served directly from the cache. A high hit
ratio suggests that more requests can be served with reduced
start-up delay and a high utilization of prefetched content.
H=

III. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we will describe the experiments conducted
using the prefetching method in this paper, which is to prefetch
N adjacent episodes for each viewed episode. The objective of
our analysis has been to investigate which episodes to prefetch
for each viewed video to obtain the best performance of the
prefetching system. The analysis is carried out by measuring
the performance of prefetching and terminal caching in terms
of effectiveness and hit ratio. To optimize the number of videos
to prefetch, a cost model is proposed to find an appropriate
trade-off between the cost of prefetching and the potential
of response time improvement. Furthermore, we applied the
prefetching scheme on another dataset to compare and validate
the results.
A. Dataset
Our study is firstly conducted using the video requests from
one of the most popular Swedish TV providers (dataset 1).
The data was collected by Conviva who provides online video
analytic solutions to media content providers around the world.
The data is based on recorded TV requests for a subset of users
in a city in Sweden. The users are so called subcribed users
who have access to all the online TV content provided by the
TV channel by paying a monthly fee. Thus, the users who do
not have subscriptions are not included in this study. All the
users are anonymized and no data can be traced back to any
specific user.
There are nine video categories defined by the service
provider as follows: Children, Documentary, TV series, Home
and leisure time, Entertainment, Default, Mixed, Sports and
News. There is too little data in the Default and Mixed
categories for statistical analysis and usually the Sports and
News content are distributed by live streaming, which cannot
be prefetched like TV-on-demand content. Therefore, in the
following sections, we include TV-on-demand content categorized as Children, Documentary, TV series, Home and leisure
time and Entertainment and all the TV programs in each
category consist of a series of episodes. To ensure unique

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

F1 = 2

0.0

the network congestion. These two metrics need to be balanced
when designing a prefetching system. The F 1 score (balanced
F-score) [27] is a weighted average of the precision and recall,
which is used in this study to show the effectiveness of a
prediction. The closer the F 1 score is to 1, the more effective
the prediction is.
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Figure 2. CDF of viewing time per request
TABLE I. E XAMPLE OF USER REQUEST
FROM S WEDISH TV PROVIDER
Title
User Id
Start time
End time
Viewing minute
avgBitrateMbps
Program
Category

The bridge episode 13
1044197
2012-12-31 09:00:08
2012-12-31 09:21:48
22
2.599
The bridge
TV series

identifiers for each episode, our dataset only includes requests
for programs with only one season available.
Table I shows an example of the available information
contained in each data entry. There are 7933 subscribed users
who generated 104845 requests for 2427 videos belonging to
253 series over a period of 11 weeks from December 31,
2012 to March 17, 2013. Figure 2 depicts the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) of the viewing time per request.
Around 20% of the total requests result in viewing times
shorter than 2 minutes. We filter out these short viewing
sessions to eliminate the impact of random clicks by the users,
which are not suitable to serve as predictors. We also note
that the users may request the prefetched videos after the end
of time period in our dataset. Thus, the result of hit ratio is
underestimated due to the finite time period of the dataset.
To test the proposed prefetching scheme on one more
dataset and compare the results, a second dataset from a
Portuguese catch-up TV service (dataset 2) is used. This
dataset contains one month of request logs from its subscribers.
The data was collected from June 1 to June 30 in 2014. Unlike
traditional TV-on-demand services, this catch-up TV service
has a 7 days access window for the content. The dataset
contains over 17 million requests from about 570,000 users
and more than 80 TV channels. Table II shows an example of
a request log. Each video and each TV channel is identified
by a unique ID, namely EpgPID and StationID. In contrast to
dateset 1, the viewing time of each video is unknown. Since the
category of TV programs provided by different channels varies,
one of the most popular channels, which mainly contains
TV series was chosen in the following study in order to be
comparable with dataset 1. This channel has more than 3
million requests from about 275,000 users during the recording
period.
B. User access patterns
In this section, traffic patterns for both datasets on different
time scales are presented. To make it comparable with dataset
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TABLE II. E XAMPLE OF USER REQUEST
FROM CATCH - UP TV PROVIDER

# of Requests
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●

# of Users

●

Title
User Id
Start time
Program release time
Program end time
EpgSeriesID
EpgPID
StationID

Belmonte - Ep. 192
A0573D6D4F9D7BC5018B3D17DC6DCB3
2014-06-07 09:31:09
2014-06-03 21:51:00
2014-06-03 22:47:00
24952
6373423
327398
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Figure 3. Daily pattern of dataset 1
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Figure 4. Daily pattern of dataset 2

2, one month of data from dataset 1 was selected. As is shown
in Figure 3 and Figure 4, on average, there are over 500 users
online per day in dataset 1 and over 50,000 users use the catchup TV service in dataset2 per day. Unlike the request pattern of
VoD services such as YouTube in [28] in which the requests
distributed evenly on weekdays, an interesting phenomenon
here is that the number of users and the number of requests
peaks on Thursdays in dataset 1 and on Tuesdays in dataset
2 and then drop rapidly. In dataset 1, each weekend has the
least number of users and requests while in dataset 2 users,
the lowest usage is seen on Mondays.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the total number of requests
and the total number of users for each hour of the day averaged
over one month for both datasets. In dataset 1, peak hours are
from 20:00 to 23:00 regardless of whether it is a weekday or a
weekend. However, in dataset 2, multiple request peaks can be
observed during the day. The peaks arrive earlier on weekends
than on weekdays.
C. Video prefetching selection methods
In order to implement prefetching, the prediction engine
needs to determine what content should be preloaded based on

the user’s viewing history of the same series. In the following,
we propose and evaluate a scheme for how the prediction
engine should make prefetching decisions.
In this study, we consider two extreme cases as baselines
for evaluating the performance of the proposed prefetching
scheme. One case is prefetching all of the available episodes
in a series to the end user when the user has watched one
episode in that series. In reality, the content provider has the
information of the number of episodes in each TV series, both
released and unreleased. In our dataset, the total number of
episodes in each series is unknown, so we scan the users’
viewing histories and collect unique video sets for each series.
We assume that the videos in each set are all the available
videos for each series. This coarse scenario may waste significant amounts of bandwidth since some of the content would
never be accessed by users.
The other extreme scenario is using conventional terminal
caching only, which means passively caching all of the user
demand and preloading nothing prior to requests from the user.
To distinguish this from prefetching, passive caching is used
in the following. When passive caching is enabled, repeated
requests for videos ,which have not been prefetched previously,
can be served directly from the local cache. Passive caching
can help to reduce initial delay only if the cached video is
requested more than once.
Our approach is based on the intrinsic structure of TV
content. Since each TV program contains a series of episodes
that have high consistency and similarity in content, we propose to prefetch N adjacent episodes for each viewed episode.
Unlike videos on traditional VoD websites such as YouTube,
a TV series consists of a series of episodes, which will be
released regularly. The user’s request patterns of episodes in
the series will be examined so that the prediction engine can
decide which episodes to prefetch.
D. Cost model
Any prefetching scheme will make incorrect predictions
and inevitably download more content than a system without prefetching. Consequently, the traffic overhead caused by
prefetching may impose a burden on a bandwidth sensitive
network. A congested network may lead to packet loss, longer
transmission delay and poor quality of experience (QoE).
Nervertheless, prefetching more content increases the probablity of meeting user demands and potentially reduces the
user perceived latency. Sometimes spare network capacity is
available during off-peak hours, e.g, during nights. It can be
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Figure 6. Average diurnal traffic patters in dataset 2

profitable to prefetch as much content as possible during that
time to achieve high hit ratio. Hence, we propose a cost model
to quantify the cost of prefetching in order to choose an optimal
number of videos to prefetch.
We assume that the cost of real time video delivery equals
1 monetary unit per video. The cost of off-peak prefetching
is x monetary units per video where x is smaller than 1 since
prefetching can be done during off-peak hours costing less than
real time downloading. In addition, the possible cost for poorer
QoE can also be seen as a reason that real-time downloading
is more expensive than prefetching.
We define the number of videos which are requested by
each user but which is not prefetched as a video miss (M ).
The number of videos, which are prefetched by each user, is
P . The subscript i indicates each user. The cost of prefetching
for k users will then be:
C =1·

k
X
i=1

Mi + x ·

k
X

Pi ,

0<x<1

(5)

i=1

IV. R ESULTS
In this section, we present how to find the optimal number
of episodes N to prefetch in order to achieve a high hit ratio
that represents the potential of improving the response time.
We first use dataset 1 to calculate the potential of the
prefetching scheme. Then we compare the prefetching performances when different values of N are selected. The cost
metric can be seen as a metric for measuring the performance
of each prefetching scheme regarding transport cost, QoE cost
and so forth. This aids in making optimal prefetching decisions
when network condition change. Finally, we apply the same
prefetching analysis to dataset 2 for comparison.
A. The potential and benchmarks of prefetching
Before we go further into prefetching schemes, it is essential to evaluate the potential of prefetching.
In dataset 1, we assume a clairvoyant scheme. This means
that once an episode in each series has been watched by a user,
the following episodes in that series, which the user watches
at a later time, can be 100% predicted and prefetched by the
prefetching system. In this case, only the first requested video
in each series cannot be predicted and preloaded. The precision
of this prediction is 100%. The optimal recall in this scenario
equals 73% calculated by equation (2), which means that in
principle, 73% of the clicks to new videos are predictable.

The result suggests that if all the episodes that are watched
after the first one can be correctly predicted and stored in the
local terminal cache, 73% of the requests to new videos will
be served without delay. The corresponding F 1 score equals
0.84 that can be seen as the upper limit of the prediction
effectiveness that our study can obtain based on dataset 1.
In order to evaluate the performance of a prefetching
scheme, the two extreme cases described in Section III-C
serve as benchmarks for comparison. First, we present the nonprefetching system, which only has passive caching enabled.
The passive cache yields a hit ratio of 13.77% that means
even with an infinite local cache, only 13.77% requests can be
served locally. The result shows a great potential of prefetching
since passive caching leaves over 85% of the requests unattended.
The other extreme case is to prefetch all the episodes in
a series when an episode is watched. In this case, the cache
hit ratio can reach up to 77%, which is the upper limit of
the hit ratio that the prefetching system can achieve in this
study. When all the episodes are prefetched, the maximum
recall value of 73% is obtained. However, the precision is
only 17% since the prefetching engine prefetched too much
redundant data, which users are not interested in. As a result,
the effectiveness of this prefetching scheme is only 0.28.
Clearly, we need to intelligently select which content should
be prefetched and stored.
B. Prefetch N episodes
In order to avoid prefetching too much data causing deteriorating network congestion, we propose to limit the number of
videos to be prefetched by using a prefetching scheme, which
only prefetches N videos in each series for each user.
Figure 7 shows the probability that a request for episode n
will be followed by a request for episode n + k as a function
of k. We find that for a user who has watched episode n of a
series, the probablity of that user watching episode n + 1 next
is over 50%. The number 0 on the x axis denotes that during
the measurement period, there are approximately 26% of the
users who will not watch any episode after watching episode n.
According to Figure 7, prefetching videos with index of: n+1,
n+2, n+3, n−1, n+4, n+5, and n−2 will account for 95%
of the requests for a next video. Now, we need to decide the
value of N and which videos to prefetch. In Figure 8, N = 0
represents passive caching when no videos are prefetched. We
notice that when episode n + 1 is prefetched, the hit ratio
can reach 55%, which is a big improvement compared to the
13.7% hit ratio, which is reached using passive caching. To
prefetch further videos after n + 1 and n + 2 gives very little
increase in the hit ratio.
We also repeated the above analysis for different video
categories. The request pattern for episodes in each video
category were examined separately and we found that for the
categories TV series and entertainment, the programs exhibit
predictible consecutive request patterns while for the categories
children’s programs, documentaries and home and leisure time
programs, a more random request pattern is exhibited. When
we prefetch videos according to the request pattern for each
video category, the hit ratio increase is about 1 percentage point
compared to the results in Figure 8. Even if the improvement is
not significant, which may due to the limited number of videos
in each category, the impact of customizing prefetched videos
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Figure 8. Hit ratios of terminal cache and prefetch in dataset 1

according to video category should be further investigated by
using larger datasets. In dataset 2, each video is tagged with
multiple categories, thus, the categorization is too ambiguous
to categorize videos for conducting a similar study.
In the lower curve in Figure 8, the videos, which are not
prefetched, are not passively cached neither. They will be
downloaded from the server during the playback and not stored
locally. As is shown in the upper curve in Figure 8, the hit ratio
increases about 6 percentage points which represents the gain
for passively caching these videos. In our study, we treat all
requests for the same video as cache hits. However, the users
may watch part of a video and after some time continue to
watch the rest. If we only treat the views after a user finishes
watching the whole video as hits, the contribution from caching
will be lower and the benefit brought by conventional passive
caching will be more limited.
Now, we present the effectivness of prefetching schemes
using varying values of N . Figure 9 shows the F 1 scores of
the prefetching system when different N values are applied.
In general, the more videos are prefetched, the less accurate
and less effective the prefetching system will be. However,
the hit ratio increases when more videos are prefetched, as
shown in Figure 8. The decrease in effectiveness is caused by
the amount of prefetched videos, which are not requested by
users. If the network conditions are suitable to cope with this
extra traffic, then a small hit ratio improvement with relatively
large decrease of prefetching effectiveness is still profitable.
C. Cost
In this section, we calculate the cost of prefetching as a
performance metric to find the optimal number of videos to
prefetch.

0

1
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3
4
5
Prefetch N videos

Figure 10. Total cost vs. Number of prefetched videos

Each point on the curves in Figure 10 shows the prefetching
cost value (see Section III-D) versus the number of videos
prefetched. The five curves represent the prefetching cost x in
equation 5 equaling 0.8, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1, respectively.
The total cost of passive caching when nothing is prefetched
is shown when N = 0. Even though the top four curves
show that the total cost of prefetching has a linear increase
as more videos are prefetched, prefetching up to 7 videos is
still cheaper than passive caching when off-peak downloading
costs less than 30% of real time downloading. When off-peak
downloading costs half of real time downloading, prefetching
more than one video costs more than passive caching. However, in this case, prefetching only one video still outperforms
passive caching. The cost for x = 0.1 is shown separately in
Figure 11. An interesting phenomenon in this figure is that the
total cost of prefetching declines when N increases from 1 to
2. This suggests that when prefetching two videos, the decrease
in cost generated by a video miss (M ) is larger than the
cost increase generated by prefetching more videos. However,
when N is larger than 2, the cost of prefetching starts to rise
again. This indicates that there are more additional prefetched
videos, which are not used by users. When the cost of offpeak downloading is 10% of the cost of real-time downloading,
prefetching two videos yields the lowest cost.
D. Comparison
A similar study was conducted for dataset 2. First, we
computed each user’s requests and plotted the accumulated
fraction of requests and the fraction of users. As can be seen
in Figure 12, approximately 30% of the users generated 80%
of requests. We define these 30% of the users in dataset 2
as active users and in the following study, only the data from
these active users is included.
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As was done for dataset 1, we examined the probability
of what the user would watch next by using one month of
data in dataset 2. As is shown in Figure 13, if episode n is
watched by a user, then episodes with index of: n + 1, n + 2,
n + 3, n − 1, n + 4 have higher probabilities to be watched
next. The probability that after watching episode n, no more
episode from the same series will be requested by the user is
nearly 20%.
Next, based on the request pattern, we applied our prefetching scheme on dataset 2. In Figure 14 is shown that if nothing
is prefetched (N = 0), the hit ratio of passive caching is on
average 27%. Prefetching the next episode, the hit ratio can
reach up to 53%. With more than one episode prefetched, the
hit ratio increase is more significant when two episodes with
index n + 1 and n + 2 are prefetched. Prefetching 5 episodes
for each request, a hit ratio of nearly 80% can be obtained,
which is 3 times more than with passive caching. Even though
the content and the group of users are different from those in

V. T IME TO PREFETCH
In this section, we estimate the available time for prefetching by measuring the time interval between two consecutive
viewing sessions. Since in dataset 2, the length of each viewing
session is unknown, we use only dataset 1 in the following
study.
The time between the start of a viewing session and the
start of the next one is defined as the upper bound for the time
to make prefetching decisions. The time between the end of a
viewing session and the start of the next session serves as the
lower bound for the prefetching time. We differentiate between
the behaviour of watching the n + 1 video and watching any
video not in sequential order and denote them as sequential
views and non-sequential views correspondingly.
As is shown in Figure 15(a), two steep increases occur at
24h and 1 week respectively. Some programs are released on a
daily or weekly basis and the increases suggest that a number
of users follow these programs at the same pace. The inner
graph shows the same CDF but zooms in the first two hours.
This shows that 30% of the sequential views arrive within
20 minutes. Compared with the results in Figure 15(b) for
non-sequential views, only approximately 15% of the requests
are generated within 20 minutes. Figure 16 shows the CDF
of the lower bound time. In general, it shows a similar trend
as the one in Figure 15. The difference is seen in the inner
figures, which suggests that about 40% of sequential views are
generated within 1 minute after the end of a viewing session
and only 15% of the non-sequential views are generated within
the same time period. This indicates that if we choose to
prefetch videos at the end of the current session, we have
a limited time frame. As is shown in Figure 7, the risk of
prefetching for sequential views is lower. Thus, it is more
reasonable to prefetch the next video in order during the
current session.
Prefetching for sequential views means prefetching one
episode only beforehand, whereas prefetching for nonsequential views means prefetching more episodes after the
next one in order. In this case, for example, when we decide to
prefetch 2 episodes and episode n has already been requested,
then episode n + 1 and n + 2 will be prefetched accordingly.
If the user watches episode n + 1 next, this requires episodes
n+2 and n+3 to be prefetched, since episode n+2 is already
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Figure 15. CDF of time interval between two view events (Upper bound)

Figure 16. CDF of time interval between two view events (Lower bound)

stored in the cache. In this case there is a longer time period
available to prefetch the second episode. For non-sequential
views, the request pattern shows that people watch episodes
from the same program on daily basis. This leaves us a longer
time period for prefetching and we can delay until off-peak
time.
Finally, we perform the same analysis for different video
categories focusing particularly on the lower bound time. We
observe that for TV series, 40% of the requests for the n + 1
video come within 1 minute and 30% of the requests within
24 hours. This suggests that the next episode can be either predownloaded during the current episode’s playtime or be downloaded during off-peak time. The entertainment programs show
a similar pattern to the TV series. For children’s programs,
60% to 70% of the requests are generated within 3 minutes
no matter which episode is watched next. Similar patterns are
observed for the videos of home and leisure time programs
and documentaries. It suggests that in this case, prefetching
during the video playback is more critical since the user has
a high probablity to immediately request another video after
watching the current one.
VI.

D ISCUSSION

In this section, two factors that have potential to facilitate
prefetching decisions are discussed. All the analysis in this
section is based on dataset 1. We first investigate if the time
of day can be used as a factor to adjust prefetching decisions.
The other factor we discuss is the fraction of viewing length
of a video. It implicitly reflects the users interests, which may
be used as an indicator to predict the user’s next move.

A. Temporal pattern of jumps
In this section, we examine whether a user’s watching
behaviour shows any preference depending on the time of day.
Each day is divided into 5 time periods where period 1 is from
00:00 to 6:00, period 2 is from 6:00 to 12:00, period 3 is from
12:00 to 18:00, period 4 is from 18:00 to 21:00, and period 5
is from 21:00 to 00:00. The user’s behaviour is categorized
using -1.0: to denote watching the previous episode, 0: to
denote not watching any further episode within the same series,
1.0: to denote watching the next episode and IG: to denote
watching any other episodes within the same series. First,
we plot the request distribution within each period in Figure
17. Not surprisingly, the most probable behaviour within each
time period is to continue watching the next episode. The
second highest possibility is not to request any further episode
from the same series. Figure 18 shows the viewing behaviour
distribution for the time periods as defined above. For instance,
watching the previous episode is most likely to happen between
12:00 and 18:00 (time group 3) than during other time periods
during the day. All the other behaviours are more preferable
between 21:00 and 00:00 (time group 5), which is also the
time of day when the users are most active. From Figure 17
and Figure 18, we can conclude that the jumps within each
series do not show a clear temporal pattern in our dataset.
Our observation confirms the results in [2], which suggest that
if users watch an episode published in the late evening, they
request further episodes from the same series in late afternoon
of the following day. Thus, within time groups 3 to 5, the
users may request episodes randomly from the same series or
the next episode in order if it has been published.
Since watching next episode is the most probable be-
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haviour, we further investigate the time interval between the
requests for episodes n and n+1. In Figure19, the longest time
interval included in the graph was set to be two days and the
CDF shows the cumulative distribution for the different time
groups. It is clear that most requests for the n + 1 episode are
generated within the time period from 6:00 to 18:00 compared
to the rest of the day. The three curves in the lower part
of the figure show that nearly 40% of the requests for the
next episode are generated within 24 hours. One explanation
can be that people watch an episode regularly every day at a
specific time and watch the next one the next day. The time
of request also depends on the video availability. For instance,
some series publish new episodes on a daily basis. Therefore,
before new episodes are released, other older episodes from the
same series have a larger chances of being requested. If the
next episode has already been published, it accounts for 50%
of the requests for the next episode being generated within a
short time. However, in dataset 1, the video release time is
unknown.

Figure 20. Boxplot of viewing length vs. jumps Part 1

B. Viewing length distribution
In the previous section, it was shown that the user viewing
behaviour is almost evenly spread out across different time
periods during the day. Having a model that shows whether the
user behaviour is correlated with the viewing length of the current episode can help the prefetching system to make dynamic
prefetching decisions as the video playback time accumulates.
In this section, we investigate whether the viewing length of the
current episode can be used as an indicator to predict what the
user will watch next. Since the total video length is unknown
in dataset 1, we assume that for each episode, at least one
of the users has watched it until the end. Thus, the maximum
viewing length of each episode over all the users who have
requested it is estimated as the length of the episode.
We also investigate the viewing time fractions versus the
watching behaviour for the different video categories. The
viewing time of one episode is calculated by adding together
the viewing length of consecutive requests for the same episode
before the user requests the next episode. As can be seen in
Figure 20, for childrens program, the users usually watch one
episode until the end before requesting another one. However,
if the user terminates the video before watching half of it,
the user will not request any more episodes from the same
series during the measurement period. Another interesting
observation is, if a user watching the same episode more than
once (the fraction of video length is larger than 1), then there
is a higher probability that the user is only interested in this
particular episode and will not watch anything more from the
same series. Very similar behaviour can be observed for the
documentary category. When users abort at the very beginning
of the video playback, there is a higher probability that the
user will not watch the next episode in order. Instead the user
may browse other episodes from the same series. The short
view time implies a low user interest, which is followed by
a random viewing behaviour. The other three video categories
have very similar patterns. The plot for TV series is shown in
Figure 21 as an example. As the viewing time increases, it is
hard to tell what the user’s next move will be using only the
viewing time as a factor.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a prefetching scheme and
performed analysis to evaluate its performance based on a
dataset from a Swedish TV-on-demand service (dataset 1) in
order to explore the potential of reducing start-up latency of
streaming media services. The same method is applied to a
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second dataset from a catch-up TV service, (dataset 2), for
comparison purposes and further analysis.
First, the paper has demonstrated that for dataset 1, 73%
of the requests are predictable in an ideal scenario with
100% prediction accuracy. This suggests a great potential for
prefetching. We propose to use the intrinsic structure of TV
series in our dataset and prefetch N adjacent videos to terminal
devices. A cost model is proposed to quantify the cost of
prefetching and to provide an optimal solution for prefetching.
The result shows that prefetching two adjacent videos yields
62% hit ratio, which is more than four times as much as
terminal caching can obtain. We also demonstrate that with
the simple prefetching scheme we propose, 69% of all the
requested videos can be correctly predicted, a number which
is very close to the ideal value of 73%. When prefetching
costs 10% of the cost of real time downloading, prefetching
two videos has the lowest cost and is the optimal choice for
prefetching based on the dataset analyzed in this study. By
comparing the prefetching results using two different datasets,
we find that the more videos that are prefetched, the higher is
the obtained hit ratio. This implicates that more requests can be
served directly from the local cache with a short delay. Even
though the two datasets we used are from different regions
and different types of TV services, the prefetching scheme can
easily be applied to both of them and the hit ratio improvement
is significant.
We also found that the time of day suitable for prefetching
depends on the user request patterns. For TV series, it is
more reasonable to prefetch the next episode before the end
of the current viewing session. For non-sequential requests,
videos can be prefetched during off-peak hours. For programs,
which have a more random request pattern, such as children’s
programs, it is better to make prefetching decisions during the
current video playback time, even for non-sequential requests.
Two more factors are discussed as possible improvements
for making prefetching decision. The first one is that user
viewing behaviour does not show any strong preference regarding the time of a day. Approximately 10% more requests
for the next episode is generated within a short time during the
day from 6:00 to 18:00. From 18:00 to 0:00, the later during
the day that the user watches the current episode, the higher
probability that he will request the next episode in order within
24 hours. We also studied whether the viewing length of each
video has any influence on what the user would watch next.
For future work, more factors such as the number of episodes
from the same series, which have already been watched by

the user should also be considered to improve the prediction
accuracy and hit ratio.
In this work, only viewing sessions longer than 2 minutes
can trigger prefetch. However, users may be less tolerant to
delays in short sessions than in long sessions. Thus, using
prefetching to improve performance for these short sessions is
worth being further investigated. Another prediction limit of
our study is the number of first seen episodes in each series.
In future work, we plan to use dataset 2 to extend our research
into cluster-based prefetching mechanisms to find user clusters
and to make prefetching decisions based on similarity in user
behaviour to predict even the first seen episode in each series.
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Abstract— Entertainment services such as IP television (IPTV)
are becoming increasingly important in vehicular ad-hoc
networks (VANETs), which implies a strong need for quality of
experience (QoE) studies. Therefore, in this paper we
introduce analytical models to predict QoE of IPTV in VANET
scenarios. Unlike earlier QoE research for IPTV, which has
been mainly related to audio/video quality, our focus is on
IPTV service availability. To evaluate our analytical models we
offer a tool (ACTIVE) that can be used in a flexible and
efficient manner. The paper also describes the architecture and
the main components of the tool as well as its graphical user
interface. Case studies based on our ACTIVE tool demonstrate
how our models can be applied by a provider of IPTV services
in order to satisfy QoE requirements regarding the service
availability as given by the IPTV users. Moreover, some of the
results are also of interest to the individual IPTV users.

constraints have been related to audio-visual quality, which
is judged by well-known QoE measures, such as
PESQ/PEAQ/PEVQ (perceptual evaluation of speech/audio/
video quality) [7] or by means of MOS (mean opinion
score), a method that directly relies on the subjective
judgement of the human end-users [25]. Belyaev et al. [6]
propose an interesting approach for a dynamic adaptation of
the video bit rate in order to maintain a certain level of video
quality in a scenario of a vehicular video surveillance system
(based on IEEE 802.p [12]). Here, QoE is evaluated in terms
of visual quality and its impairment by packet losses.
Of course, the audio-visual quality is also relevant in the
context of vehicular networks, more so, because the TV
channels are offered to the corresponding car passengers via
wireless access networks. And this may have a strongly
negative impact on the quality of the stream delivered to the
IPTV users.
Zhou et al. [28] measure user-satisfaction when users
access media services via peer-to-peer (P2P)-based
VANETs. In particular, they propose a scheme that solves
content dissemination, cache update and fairness problems
for P2P-based VANETs. However, unlike our studies
presented in this paper, Zhou et al. do not consider IPTV
services, nor do they assume multicast for the provisioning
of the media services.
Besides the audio/video quality of the delivered TV
channels, QoE is also influenced strongly by the delay it
takes to switch from one channel to another, which usually is
called channel switching delay. Several studies try to reduce
these switching delays, cf. [2].
Last but not least, QoE in vehicular networks also
comprises the degree of availability with which the user is
able to access the IPTV service [15]. From the users’ point of
view the availability of TV channels may be even more
important than the audio-visual quality of the IPTV service.
As a measure of availability, we will take the probability that
a desired TV channel can indeed be provided to the
corresponding user though the bandwidth in the (access)
network may be quite limited. Availability studies for IPTV
services have been done in the past (by means of simulation
models) in particular for DSL based access networks [14] as
well as for WiMAX based access networks [2].

Keywords- Vehicular networks; IPTV; QoE; service
availability; analytical model; model evaluation tool; validation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Current predictions for the car market claim that, in 2016,
more than 80 % of all new cars sold will have access to the
Internet (e.g., FOCUS Online [9]). Therefore, one can expect
that the usage of Internet services by car passengers will
become more and more wide-spread in the near future.
Besides search-, information- and communication services
also entertainment services (such as IPTV or Video-onDemand) will probably play a significant role [5]. For that
reason, quality assessment of Internet services with real-time
requirements (as they are present, e.g., in IPTV services
offered in vehicular ad-hoc networks – or VANETs for
short) is getting increasingly important. Therefore, this topic
is in the main focus of this paper.
Quality of service provisioning is relevant, in particular
as it is experienced by the (human) end-users and thus it is
denoted by Quality of Experience (QoE) [16]. In case of
IPTV services, on the one hand, QoE refers to the quality of
the received audio/video stream as perceived by the enduser. So, most of the existing studies concerned with QoE in
the context of audio/video communications with real-time
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As currently no vehicular networks offering IPTV
services are available to us for carrying out measurements,
the only alternative for corresponding service availability
studies is the use of models. To the best of our knowledge,
up to now, only very few models exist, which allow one to
predict the availability of IPTV services in VANETs.
Detailed simulation models – and not analytical models as in
the current paper – have been elaborated and applied in case
studies by Momeni et al. [17]. Moreover, in recent past, first
successful trials have been undertaken to predict IPTV
availability in VANETs by means of analytical models, cf.
Wolfinger et al. [27]. Other existing analytical models to
predict QoE for IPTV, such as [11], [19], and [21], have a
completely different emphasis: they are again concerned
with audio-visual quality and not with channel availability.
Moreover, in [11], users are watching TV via home networks
and are not mobile at all and, in [19] the emphasis is on (low
level) QoS and not on QoE, and finally, in [21], an
architecture of an IPTV system is suggested for mobile
devices, which is shown to satisfy some basic QoS/QoE
requirements. Even most of the simulation tools that exist for
studying vehicular networks [23] are quite useless as a basis
for doing availability analyses, because they include very
detailed submodels for the network services used but, on the
other hand, user behavior is reflected in a rather superficial
manner.
In a recently published paper [1], we significantly
extended the results of [27] as we carried out an in-depth
validation of the analytical model and, as a major new
contribution, we presented a generalized procedure that
allows us to predict the IPTV availability in a straightforward manner for very different traffic scenarios and
network technologies. We also applied our procedure in
various comprehensive case studies. The current paper is a
thoroughly revised and considerably extended version of our
earlier publication [1]. We now not only present a class of
analytical models but also various upper bounds for the
unavailability of requested TV channels. Moreover, the
newly developed ACTIVE tool is introduced, which is able
to predict the availability of an IPTV service in vehicular
networks in a very flexible and highly efficient manner. The
ACTIVE tool not only provides the values for availability
measures being of interest to providers of IPTV services but
also those ones that are related to the channel availability as
experienced by individual IPTV users. The availability
measures cover both, blocking of TV channels during
handover as well as during switching events.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II will give a
short overview on IPTV services offered via VANETs
including the availability measures that we will apply. The
analytical model used will be introduced in Section III
followed, in Section IV, by a thorough validation of this
model. Our analytical models will be embedded in a model
evaluation tool (ACTIVE), the architecture and user interface
of which will be described in detail in Section V. A
generalized procedure for a highly efficient usage of our
models and the ACTIVE tool then is presented in Section VI.
Application of the generalized procedure will be illustrated
in the case studies of Section VII. These studies also show

how our model can support a provider of an IPTV service
(offered via a VANET) in dimensioning and configuring a
network that satisfies the given QoE requirements of the
IPTV subscribers.
II.

IPTV SERVICES IN VANETS AND AVAILABILITY
MEASURES FOR THEIR ASSESSMENT

A. Provisioning of IPTV Services in VANETs
Two main classes of vehicular networks [20] are
typically distinguished: networks supporting vehicle-tovehicle (V2V) and those supporting vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I) communication. V2V infrastructures are mainly used
to improve vehicular safety [4]. For our studies, only V2I
configurations are relevant because communication between
vehicles is not of interest to us. V2I communication can be
achieved in two variants that differ in the way how users in
the vehicles can get access to the Internet: in the first variant
(V1), the mobile station (e.g., a smart phone) could be
communicating via a non-IP-based public mobile network
and from there get access to the Internet. In the second
variant (V2), the mobile station would access a dedicated
road-side unit (RSU) via the base station (BS) / the access
point (AP) of its local cell and from there get direct access to
IP based routers (cf. proposal and prototype for so-called
road-side backbone networks using RSUs to interconnect the
Internet with the vehicles as described, e.g., by Gladisch et
al. [10] and Krohn et al. [13]). In this paper, we assume that
the IPTV services we analyze are provided in networks in
which Internet access is established according to variant V2.
Different network technologies (such as WLAN, LTE,
WiMAX) can be used in principle to achieve communication
between the mobile stations (in the vehicles) and the base
station resp. access point in the corresponding cell. From
point of view of IPTV service, provisioning different
network technologies in the access network can have a
strong impact on the service quality because they will
typically support very different data rates and lead to very
different cell sizes.
In the vehicular networks, we investigate the fact that adhoc networking is possible between vehicles is not really
important for us. On the contrary, we are mainly interested in
the delivery of IPTV services to the vehicles by means of
vehicle
to
infrastructure
(V2I)
communications.
Nevertheless, we argue that the IPTV service delivery
studied in this paper does not only cover vehicular networks,
but also VANETs and, accordingly, we use the formulation
“IPTV Services in VANETs” throughout this paper.
If an IPTV service [26] is offered in a network with V2I
communication, where Internet access is achieved by means
of RSUs (as assumed in our studies), the basic network
architecture will comprise the main components as depicted
by Fig. 1:
• the IPTV Head-end, where all the TV channels are
available that can be demanded by the IPTV users,
• that part of the Internet that is used to make
communication between the Head-end and the set of
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that the popularity of TV channels can be approximated quite
well by Zipf distributions [18].
In particular, the probability pi that the i-th popular
channel is requested is determined by the Zipf distribution as
follows:
1
𝜃
𝑖
𝑝𝑖 =
(1)
𝑁
1
 ( 𝜃)
𝑘
𝑘=1

IPTV
Head-end

Internet
(Core &
Backbone
Network)

RSU
Celli

Celli+1
BS/AP

BS/AP

motorway
Figure 1. Basic architecture of an IPTV system for users of vehicular
networks

RSUs possible (this subsystem could be the IP based
network of an ISP providing the IPTV service),
• the access network representing the infrastructure for
communication between an RSU and the mobile
stations within the cells for which RSU is responsible.
Provisioning of IPTV services typically makes use of
multicast (e.g., IP multicast [22]) leading to the advantage
that a TV channel having been desired in an access network
has only to be provided once by the corresponding RSU even
in the case that the TV channel is currently watched by more
than one user in this cell. A TV channel is no longer
transmitted in a cell as soon as the last user watching this
channel releases the channel (e.g., because he/she switches to
another channel or is involved in a handover thus leaving the
cell or the user may temporarily terminate usage of the IPTV
service).
As a consequence of the limited data rate (bandwidth) of
the cells representing the access networks, it is, of course,
possible that a TV channel newly desired by a user cannot be
provided at that moment when the request for the channel is
issued. This happens exactly in the case that the desired
channel currently is not yet delivered in the cell AND the
total transmission capacity available for IPTV is completely
exhausted currently because of having to transmit other
channels. If a request for channel delivery has to be denied,
we say that the channel is “blocked” for the user and call this
event a “blocking (event)”.
So, we see that studies of IPTV service availability in
VANETs that are based on detailed models will require that
the corresponding models reflect
 the bandwidth utilized for IPTV at any instant,
 the list of TV channels currently being multicast in the
corresponding cell,
 the behavior of the IPTV users in terms of the time
instants at which TV channels are switched/changed
and in terms of the id. (e.g., channel number) of the
channel newly demanded.
Former investigations with respect to a realistic
characterization of IPTV user behavior [2] [3] have shown

where N denotes the total no of different channels offered, k
is their rank and θ is the Zipf parameter reflecting the degree
of popularity skew. A value of θ = 1.3 is realistic according
to measurements of IPTV user behavior [2].
B. Measures for IPTV Availability
The following two reasons exist that an IPTV user will
demand a TV channel within a cell:
(1) A channel-switching event: Here, the user will
demand a new channel to which he currently
switches to (e.g., because he is “zapping”
through a sequence of channels at time
durations of just a few seconds or after he
terminates a “viewing phase” with duration of
several minutes or even hours during which he
has received and watched just a single TV
channel).
(2) A handover event: Here, the car will change the
cell and, as a consequence, the channel currently
received by a user in this car will no longer be
needed by him in the “old” cell left but it will be
needed in the “new” cell reached now.
In both cases, blocking of the desired channel may occur.
Thus, we distinguish:

switching-induced or switching-related blocking,
and

handover-induced or handover-related blocking.
Therefore, three channel blocking probabilities are of
interest to us:
 Channel Blocking Probability (CBP) referring
to all blocking events
 Switching-induced Blocking Probability (SBP)
referring only to blockings being a consequence
of channel switching
 Handover-induced Blocking Probability (HBP)
referring only to blockings being a consequence
of handover events.
As it is usual, we can approximate the three probabilities
by the relative frequencies of the corresponding blockings
choosing an observation interval that is sufficiently large.
Let T = [t1, t2] denote the observation interval and
|T|=t2-t1 its length.
Let further denote:
 #r(T): no of all channel requests issued by all users in
T
 #rh(T): no of all handover-related requests in T
 #rs(T): no of all switching-related requests in T
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 #b(T): no of all blocked requests (blockings) in T
 #bh(T): no of all handover-related blockings in T
 #bs(T): no of all switching-related blockings in T.
Based on these variables, we can now define the
following channel blocking frequencies for the interval T:


CBF(T)

≜

#𝑏(𝑇)
#𝑟(𝑇)

TABLE I. LIST OF PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES USED

denoting the overall channel

blocking frequency


HBF(T)

≜

#𝑏ℎ (𝑇)
#𝑟(𝑇)

denoting

the

relative

frequency of handover-related blockings


SBF(T)

≜

#𝑏𝑠 (𝑇)
#𝑟(𝑇)

denoting

the

relative

frequency of switching-related blockings.
Evidently,
HBF(T) + SBF(T) =

#𝑏ℎ (𝑇)

#𝑟(𝑇)
#𝑏ℎ (𝑇) + #𝑏𝑠 (𝑇)
#𝑟(𝑇)

+
=

#𝑏𝑠 (𝑇)
#𝑟(𝑇)
#𝑏(𝑇)
#𝑟(𝑇)

=
= CBF(T) (2)

and – as the relative frequency converges to the
probability for an interval length |T| tending to infinity:
CBP = lim|T|  CBF(T)
HBP = lim|T|  HBF(T)
SBP = lim|T|  SBF(T)
which implies that also CBP = HBP + SBP holds.
Instead of CBP we can alternatively use
CA ≜ 1 - CBP
denoting the overall channel availability.
III.

AN ANALYTICAL MODEL TO PREDICT TV CHANNEL
AVAILABILITY

In [27], an analytical model was elaborated, which is the
basis of this paper. This analytical model is used to
determine CBP and it is able to take into account various
traffic scenarios, access network technologies and IPTV
service characteristics.
To present this model in this section and in the following
sections, we use the variables and model parameters as
introduced in Table I.
The basic ideas underlying the analytical model are the
following ones:
(1) Calculate the probability that, for a given cell c,
currently all bandwidth BWc available for IPTV
service is used to distribute required TV
channels. In such a situation of lacking free
bandwidth, the demand for a new channel
(which is currently not yet transmitted in cell c)
may have to be denied. This means that the
transmission of the newly demanded TV
channel may become blocked. Therefore, we
call the cell as being in a “potential blocking
state”.
(2) Calculate the probability that a currently
unavailable channel is demanded when the cell
is in a “potential blocking state”.

Calculation of CBP in our analytical model is based on
the following four steps:
 STEP 1:
Determine the probabilities Pi
that, for given N and Nc, exactly i different
channels are needed to satisfy the channel
requests of Nc users, if N different channels are
offered. Pi can be estimated by the relative
frequency fi that Nc users require exactly i
different channels, where fi can be determined in
a straight-forward manner by means of Monte
Carlo simulation [8], [24]. Throughout this
paper, all of our Monte Carlo experiments are
repeated one million times and, therefore, the
size of the sample to calculate fi is 106.
 STEP 2:
Assume a certain cell bandwidth
BWc available for IPTV and determine P* as
probability that Nc users require more than BWc
different TV channels. So, P* denotes the
probability that the system is in a “potential
blocking state”.
 STEP 3:
Assume that an IPTV user will
require a new channel (channel number
determined according to Zipf distribution) and
determine the probability that the number of the
channel demanded is larger than BWc, which
happens with probability
N

∑ pi


(3)

i > BWc

STEP 4:
We determine the probability
(CBP) that a newly requested channel cannot be
delivered, which happens with probability
CBP = P ∗  ∑N
i>BWc pi ,
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Comparisons with alternative analytical models for CBP
predictions related to IPTV services in VANETs, developed
by other researchers, have not been possible for us as, to the
best of our knowledge, no such models do yet exist.

Figure 2. Determination of P* for N = 50 and BWc = 30 according to STEPs
1 and 2 of our calculation algorithm for the analytical model (Nc = 150).

if we make the favorable assumption that, in
case of a “potential blocking situation (state)”,
exactly those channels are transmitted in the
corresponding cell, which are the BWc most
popular ones.
Remark: It should be noted that, astonishingly,
the (favorable) assumption that “if the system is
in a potential blocking state then just the most
popular channels are transmitted” is quite
realistic indeed. This has been observed by us in
simulation experiments based on detailed
models of IPTV services in VANETs (cf.
simulation models described in [17] and also
used during our model validation in Section IV).
Fig. 2 illustrates STEP 1 and STEP 2, by way of
example, if we assume N = 50, BWc = 30, Nc = 150. This
figure depicts the histogram for Pi , i  {1, 2, …, 50}.
IV.

A. Series I of Validation Experiments
In Series I, we changed Nc (the number of users in the
cell) and kept N (the number of channels available) and BWc
(the maximum number of channels that can be broadcasted
at the same time) constant per set of experiments, with N =
50 and BWc = 30 for set 1 of Series I and N = 100 and BWc =
40 for set 2. As can be seen in Table II, the analytical model
and the simulation model are matching quite well with a few
outliers at Nc = 200 in both sets. Also, the values of the
analytical model in set 1 do not increase as fast as the values
of the simulation model (with increasing Nc).
B. Series II of Validation Experiments
In Series II, we kept the number of users per cell
constant (Nc = 300 for set 1 of Series II and Nc = 400 for set
2 of Series II). We changed N (the number of channels
available) and BWc (the maximum number of channels that
can be broadcasted at the same time). Again, we observe a
rather good agreement between the analytical model and the
simulation results, with a few outliers at higher values for N,
where the analytical model is a close upper bound; for
details regarding the deviations, see Table III.

TABLE II. SERIES I OF VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS

MODEL VALIDATION

What is left is the validation of our analytical model. We
validate it by means of simulation and care mainly about the
late (stationary) phase and situations where CBP  0.1,
because we assume that if CBP > 0.1 this means that QoE is
too low anyway and, therefore, model accuracy is not really
important for those cases.
We validate the model by means of two series of
experiments and observed rather good agreement between
the analytical model and the simulation results. Therefore,
we consider the analytical model as being sufficiently
realistic.
Of course, our validation phase is limited by the fact that
we do not have any access to measurements regarding IPTV
service availability in vehicular networks because those
systems currently do not yet exist. So, we find it acceptable
to rely on IPTV service availability predictions based on a
detailed and (hopefully) sufficiently realistic simulation
model.
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TABLE III. SERIES II OF VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS

V.

THE ACTIVE TOOL TO EVALUATE OUR ANALYTICAL
AVAILABILITY MODELS

In this section we will introduce our recently developed
tool, the „Availability Calculator of TV Channels for IPTV
Services in Vehicular Networks“, or for short: ACTIVE.
ACTIVE is a means to simply and quickly calculate
CBP and other IPTV related availability measures, with
high precision and high efficiency.
A. Requirements to the Tool
The requirements we asked of this tool included:
(1) A simple and intuitive graphical user interface.
(2) The tool should be flexibly applicable, calculating
the results for a great number of combinations of
parameter values with low expenditure.
(3) In addition to CBP, these results should include the
most important IPTV related availability measures
for

a. the total of all IPTV users. These QoE measures
are especially interesting for the IPTV service
provider.
b. an individual user, taking the speed of the
vehicle into consideration. These QoE measures
are especially interesting for IPTV users and
those (e.g., the IPTV service provider) who
need the users’ view.
There were a few ways we ensured that these requirements
were met:
1. The tool has two different modes: one for high
precision – the simulation mode – and one for high
efficiency – the approximation mode.
2. The simulation mode takes - just as the name implies the input and runs a new Monte Carlo simulation with
106 iterations for highest precision. To increase
efficiency, if the exact values / value combinations for
(Nc. N) and (BWc , N) are saved, then the results are
calculated directly without the need of a simulation.
3. The approximation mode uses a priori saved
intermediate results of the simulations to calculate the
results, which is done instantly, thus with maximum
efficiency. To increase precision, every time the
program runs the 106 Monte Carlo simulations in
simulation mode, the new intermediate results will be
saved, thus making the – already very precise –
approximation mode more and more precise.
4. To keep the GUI simple and intuitive, the tool is a
single window application, with all the settings on the
left side, allowing a simple and flexible, parallel input
of the parameters as well as the choice of mode. All
results are shown on the right side of the same window
at a glance. In approximation mode, the results of the
next lower saved Nc and next higher saved Nc
(corresponding to the Nc value that was asked for) are
shown at the same time. If the difference of
corresponding values (e.g., the “lower” CBP and the
“higher” CBP) exceeds 20% the values will be shown
in maroon.
5. To maximize flexibility, the tool accepts the input of
the 8 parameters already introduced in Table I, with pi
and 𝑑̅ not being input parameters but being calculated
in the simulation and based on the di respectively. Also
the input for both Nc as well as di are optional. Nc can
easily be given directly or be calculated by the
program, the value is shown directly below the
parameter and updated “live” during parameter input
for maximum clearness. Nc is then a function of k, Cr,
α, di (or vi). Same goes for di, if no di values are given,
the tool will calculate values using the vi.
6. The tool will show the results for 24 IPTV related
availability measures in total.
The input data, which is used by the ACTIVE tool to
produce the TV service availability results, is shown in
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detail by Fig. 6 (cf. “Parameter input” section, left-side
bottom part of the “Settings”).
The main intermediate data computed by ACTIVE
comprises in particular P*, cf. eq. (4), and the probabilities
pi, i  {1, 2, …, N}, cf. Table I.
In particular, the following results are provided by the
ACTIVE tool:
a) For the total of all IPTV users, there is CBP
(Channel Blocking Probability), SBP (Switchinginduced Blocking Probability) and HBP
(Handover-induced Blocking Probability) and
b) For an individual user, there is bphs (blockings per
hour, switching-induced), bphh (blockings per
hour, handover-induced) and bph (blockings per
hour in total).
c) These results are all given
1. for the next lower saved Nc and next higher
saved Nc (corresponding to the Nc value that
was asked for) and also
2. for the “late” model, when the traffic evens out,
which is the model discussed in this paper and
the “early” model right after the lanes were
empty and the traffic for this road started (cf.
model presented in [27]). So, ACTIVE actually
exceeds the model discussed in this paper and
implements also a second one.
B. Tool Architecture and Internal Process Flows
With Fig. 3 we would like to present a brief overview on
the architecture and the internal mechanics of the tool.
The user specifies the mode of operation and the
parameters, which will be received by the evaluation
module.
This module will give Nc, N and BWc to either the
database module - if approximation mode was selected - or
the simulation module - if simulation mode was selected and will get the corresponding intermediate results (“vector
P”, “zipf”: the vector with the popularities for the N
channels and “Z*”, a value used exclusively by the early
model) as return. It will then calculate the results and
display them in the GUI.
If the simulation module is asked for the intermediate
results, it will start a new Monte Carlo simulation with 10 6
iterations, by creating a new java thread from SwingWorker.
This new thread calls the external program “runSimulation”,
which is written in python but compiled as an .exe. The new
intermediate results will be given to the evaluation module
for further processing and to the database module for
storage.
If the database module is asked for the intermediate
results, it will just return the corresponding results it either
read from the database at program start-up or got from the
simulation module. At program termination it will write all
values back to the database. This database consists of three

Figure 3. The internal mechanics of ACTIVE

XML files: “vectorP.xml”, “zipf.xml” and “zStars.xml”,
which save their values, respectively.
Remark: The authors plan to provide their ACTIVE tool
to interested researchers as an open source product as soon
as it is completely finalized, i.e., before spring 2016 (cf.
TKRN Web pages at the University of Hamburg).
C. Graphical User Interface
Fig. 4 shows the GUI in its entirety, as it looks on startup. On the left side you see the settings panel. On top is the
choice between approximation and simulation mode, as
discussed. If you choose “Approximation” the results will
be shown instantly, if you choose “Simulation” a new
Monte Carlo simulation with 106 iterations will start and
may take up to an hour, depending on the input of Nc and
BWc (on a 3 GHz processor core). The start button will
change to a cancel button, the progress will be shown in the
progress bar below the settings and the result panels, as
shown in Fig. 5 and at the end of the simulation you will
hear a “beep” sound for convenience. Below the choice of
mode is the area for parameter input.
The variables N, BWc, k, Cr, vi are obligatory, di is
always optional and below di you see a drop-down menu
where you can choose between setting a value to Nc directly
(“Set Nc manually”) and setting a value to α, letting Nc be
calculated (“Calculate Nc”). If you choose “Calculate Nc”,
the calculated value for Nc will be shown just below the
value for α and will automatically update while you change
the values for k, Cr, vi, di or α.
On the right side is the result panel.
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Fig. 3: The internal mechanics of ACTIVE

Figure 4. The GUI of ACTIVE at start-up

Figure 5. Change in GUI during simulation

Figure 6. The (logical) partitioning of ACTIVE’s GUI
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If you split the result panel into left and right, you would
find the results for the total of all users to the left and for an
individual user to the right; if you split into top and bottom,
you would find the results for the next lower saved Nc on
top and the next higher saved Nc on the bottom.
Furthermore, you can split the halves for next higher/
lower saved Nc into top and bottom again, and you would
find the results for the “early” model (additionally
implemented to the model of this paper) on top and the
results for the “late” model (discussed in this paper) on the
bottom.
The complete (logical) partitioning is shown in Fig. 6.
D. A Sample Session
Let us use the tool for a specific scenario. We are
interested in getting the results fast – if the given results are
not close enough to the given scenario, we can still change
our opinion. The scenario is a motorway with three lanes
each direction. The cars drive faster on the inner lane, but
not by a lot, let us say they drive 90 km/h on the outer lane,
100 km/h on the middle lane and 120 km/h on the inner
lane. There is no easy way for us to measure the distances of
the cars, traffic situation is dense (i.e., there is no unused
space without cars), but they seem to have normal distances
for their speed (that is the speculation of ACTIVE if no di is
given).
We know that the IPTV service provider offers 100
channels in cells with 5 km radius, but can only stream 30
different ones at a time. Also, we assume that about every
20th vehicle will make use of the IPTV offer (but do not

know the total number of users who make use of it).
To use the tool we just follow these 3 easy steps:
Keep/ change the mode setting to “Approximation”.
Set input parameters by
a. entering all values we have (except α, if α is
hidden behind the drop-down menu), ignoring
di and Nc, because we do not know the values
for these parameters (the distances between
adjacent vehicles and the total number of
users),
b. choosing “Calculate Nc” in the drop-down
menu (since we do not know the total number
of users, but the amount of IPTV users relative
to all vehicles: every 20th),
c. entering the value for α in % (every 20th =
5%), the number of users will be updated
while we type, directly below our input.
3. Press the start button.
1.
2.

The results will be displayed immediately on the right
side of the GUI.
Fig. 7 shows all steps and the corresponding results.
Since all results are maroon in color it means the difference
in results between the next lower saved Nc and the next
higher saved Nc is more than 20%. We can now either
choose to run the simulation by clicking on “Simulation”
and then on “Start” to get more precise results, or say the Nc
value that we asked for is close enough to one of the saved
results. We would recommend the latter, since 78 is really
close to 77.

Figure 7. The 3 steps of the sample session
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VI. CBP BOUNDS AND PARAMETER STUDIES

N
∗

In the following, our goal will be to use our analytical
model, presented in Section III, to predict with only very
little expenditure the availability of IPTV services in
VANETs. In particular, our approach should cover a broad
spectrum of traffic situations and of network technologies
used to establish the access network for vehicle to RBU
communication and, last not least, it should also cover
numerous characteristics of the IPTV service offered.
Calculation of CBP based on our analytical model yields
to the following formula:
N

CBP = P ∗  ∑ pi ,

(5)

i>BWc

and this shows that CBP can be seen as a product of only
two terms T1 and T2 with
N

T1 ≜ P

∗

and T2 ≜ ∑ pi

(6)

i>BWc

If we fix the value of the parameter  in the Zipf
distribution used to model IPTV user behavior, it becomes
evident that
T1 = T1 (N, Nc , BWc) and T2 = T2 (N, BWc).
Therefore, it is possible to characterize T 1, as well as T2
by means of elementary sets of curves.
Moreover, T1 is a general upper bound for CBP because
N

T1 = P∗ > P∗  ∑ pi = CBP

(7)

i > BWc

This is why the sets of curves related to term T 1 (resp.
P*) are of particularly strong interest.
Similarly, T2 is an upper bound of CBP, too, because

T2 = ∑ pi > P  ∑ pi = CBP
i>BWc

(8)

i > BWc

Consequently, this also implies that
min (T1, T2) > CBP
is a third and, in general, an even tighter upper bound of
CBP.
A. Characterization of Upper Bound T1 , i.e., P*
Here, we want to investigate the influence of the
available bandwidth BWc on P* assuming that a certain
number N of channels is offered and that the number Nc of
IPTV users in the cell varies. In this study of P*, we assume
N  {20, 50, 100} because N = 20 presents a small, N = 50 a
medium and N = 100 a quite large number of channels
offered.
Moreover, we suppose Nc  {50, 100, 200, 300, 400}
because in realistic scenarios (e.g., for  = 0.05) one nearly
always will have no more than 400 IPTV users in a single
cell (cf. below). Evidently, variation of BWc only makes
sense in the interval [1, N].
For example, Fig. 8 directly shows that if N = 100
channels are offered, spending a bandwidth BWc = 70 for
IPTV will lead to a negligible value of P* and, therefore,
also to a negligibly small CBP for all realistic cell
populations considered by us (Nc  400). And even a
bandwidth BWc = 65 reserved for IPTV will ensure that
CBP < 10 % holds, if again Nc  400 can be assumed.
B. Characterization of Upper Bound T2
As T2 is no longer dependent on Nc , investigations
concerning this term become even more straight-forward
than for T1. In particular, the dependency of T 2 on the

Figure 8. P* as a function of BWc for different values of N and different cell populations Nc of IPTV
users
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C. Characterization of Upper Bound min (T1, T2)
So far, we have discussed about how we can use the
terms T1 and T2 as upper bounds of CBP separately.
However, we are now interested in investigating the tighter
upper bound min (T1, T2). So, we might ask the question:
When does T1 fit the best as upper bound of CBP and when
does T2? In order to avoid this uncertainty, we can define
the function min (T1, T2) as a general and tighter upper
bound as we stated before.

10



D. Expected Number of IPTV Users in a Cell
The number Nc of IPTV users to be expected in a cell
will just depend on:

30

40

50

BWc

60

70

80

90

100





average distance d between two adjacent vehicles
(driving in the same lane), where the avg. is taken
over all lanes
the no of lanes per direction (k)
the probability that in a vehicle IPTV is used ()
the cell radius (Cr).

In particular, Nc can be easily determined as follows:
Nc =   2k  2Cr / d

(9)

If we set  = 0.05 and k = 3 to be constant and if we
vary d  {5m, 10m, 20 m, 50 m, 100 m} and assume cell
radiuses of Cr  {1 km, 3 km, 5 km, 10 km}, we get Nc
values as depicted by Table IV. We see that with our
assumptions, which we consider to be quite realistic, the
value of Nc varies between 6 and 1200. We also can observe
that rather different combinations of parameter values will
lead to the same value of Nc, which facilitates the
characterization of P* and thus also of CBP.

Fig. 10 depicts the behavior of the min (T1, T2) function.
In this figure it becomes evident in which situations one
term applies as upper bound and when the other one does,
since we can see the inflection point at every curve.
From this figure, we can claim that when the resources
are extremely scarce (w.r.t. the users in the system), T 2 fits
the best as upper bound of CBP, however, when the
resources are not that scarce, T 1 fits the best.

20

Figure 10. The upper CBP bound min (T1, T2) as a function of BWc
for different values of N and different cell populations Nc

Figure 9. T2 as a function of BWc for different values of N

bandwidth BWc reserved for IPTV can be directly depicted
for a given value of N.
Fig. 9 shows those dependencies for N  {20, 50, 75,
100, 150}. This figure provides in-depth insight regarding
the difficult decision of how much bandwidth should be
spent for a given number N of offered channels. As
examples, let us look at the case of N = 20 where it seems to
be a good idea to choose BWc  18 (at least), for N = 75 a
bandwidth of at least BWc = 50 seems to be desirable and for
N = 150 a chosen bandwidth of BWc  80 seems to be quite
risky.

0

TABLE IV. Nc AS A FUNCTION OF d AND Cr

Cr
d

5m
10 m
20 m
50 m
100 m

1 km
120
60
30
12
6

3 km
360
180
90
36
18
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5 km
600
300
150
60
30

10 km
1200
600
300
120
60
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TABLE V. CHANNEL BLOCKING PROBABILITY (CBP) FOR DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF N, BWc VALUES AND DIFFERENT Nc VALUES

E. Straight-forward Calculation of CBP for Numerous
Scenarios of IPTV in VANETs
Combining the results achieved in this section up to
now, we are able to propose a generalized proceeding that
allows us to predict CBP for nearly any scenario of interest
with nearly negligible expenditure (if we compare this with
a CBP prediction based on simulation models for assessing
IPTV availability in VANETs).
In particular, Table IV showed us what Nc values to
assume to be realistic and the results of Figs. 8 and 9 can be
directly combined (i.e., T1 and T2 can be multiplied) to
determine CBP. Table V contains CBP predictions based on
our analytical model for numerous scenarios of IPTV in
VANETs. The results of Table V cover a broad spectrum of
traffic situations (low, medium and high traffic load up to
traffic jam), of access network technologies used having an
impact on Cr and BWc and of characteristics of the IPTV
service (e.g., number N of channels offered).
To summarize, the results obtained in this section can
allow one to significantly improve the understanding of the
main factors and their mutual dependencies, which
influence IPTV availability in VANETs.
VII. CASE STUDIES
In the previous section, we have shown how it is
possible to determine CBP just as a function of N, Nc and
BWc, where, of course, Nc itself is a function of d, Cr, k and
. We now want to indicate how the handover- and the
switching-induced blocking probabilities HBP and SBP can
be determined based on CBP.
A. Handover-induced Blockings: Calculation of #hoph
Let #hoph denote the total number of handovers per hour
of all vehicles using IPTV and leaving a given cell. We
assume a mean speed of those vehicles of v and a mean
distance between adjacent vehicles of d, a cell radius Cr, k
lanes per direction, as well as an IPTV watching probability

of . With these assumptions we can directly calculate Nc
(cf. Section VI.D.).
#hoph can be determined in a straight-forward manner as
follows:
#hoph =   2k

𝑘𝑚
]
ℎ
𝑑  10−3 [𝑘𝑚]

𝑣[

=   2k

𝑣
𝑑  10−3

1

[ ] (10)
ℎ

For single IPTV users we thus obtain:
bphh(v) = #hoph(v)  CBP,
(11)
if bphh(v) denotes the number of handover-induced
blockings per hour experienced by a single user in a vehicle
driving with speed v.
B. Switching-induced Blockings: Calculation of #swph
Let #swph denote the total number of switching events
per hour of all Nc vehicles using IPTV in a given cell. Let us
assume a mean time t [min] between two successive
channel switching events, where t = 3 [min].
Then, #swph can be determined as follows:
60
1
#swph =
 Nc [ ]
(12)
𝑡
ℎ
For single IPTV users we thus obtain:
bphs = #swph  CBP,
(13)
if bphs denotes the number of switching-induced blockings
per hour experienced by a single user.
And, evidently, the total number of blockings per hour
experienced by a single user in a vehicle driving with speed
v is expected to be
bph(v) = bphh(v) + bphs .
(14)
C. Calculation of HBP and SBP
HBP can be determined based on #hoph , #swph and CBP
as follows:
HBP = (CBP  #hoph)/( #hoph + #swph)
(15)
Correspondingly:
SBP = (CBP  #swph)/( #hoph + #swph)
which again confirms that:

HBP + SBP = CBP.
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Figure 11. Case study results obtained based on the ACTIVE tool

D. Case Studies
We will now use the ACTIVE tool to study different
scenarios of interest in three case studies, switching our
focus to the results for individual IPTV users for the first
two of our studies. We will keep our focus on the model for
the „late phase“, which are highlighted in Fig. 11.
The first two case studies will both be about a traffic
jam. In the first study we will explore how much the IPTV
service provider would need to increase the bandwidth for
the TV channels, if the provider wishes to keep a certain
level of QoE during a traffic jam (for example for places
well known for their frequent traffic jams). The second case
study will explore when the QoE will raise to an acceptable
level while the traffic jam slowly dissolves and the speed of
the users increases. We suggest a bph  2 as an „acceptable
level“ (i.e., on average 1 blocking every 30 min). The third
case study shows how to use the tool to gain information
about highly fluctuating traffic scenarios.
We assume a traffic scenario with three lanes per
direction on a motorway, which makes it likely enough to
create traffic jams frequently: N = 100, k = 3, Cr = 5 km, v =
0 km/h (since traffic jam), α = 0.1. These parameters imply
that Nc = 1200 (which is an huge increase from the expected
Nc  320 we would have with v = 50 km/h). With v = 0
km/h the program assumes d = 5m, if no value for d is
given. Let us assume this value is realistic in a traffic jam.

Figure 12. Corresponding bphs to given BWc

Figures like that are very useful for IPTV service
providers and users alike, because they show in a simple
manner, what bandwidth you need for a certain QoE or what
QoE to expect given a certain bandwidth, e.g., that you need
about a bandwidth of 35 TV channels to drop under a bphs
of 2 blockings per hour. That is surprisingly low for such a
huge increase in number of users.
Case Study 2: During Traffic Jam Termination
Assuming v slowly increases at the end of a traffic jam
phase, we expect that bphh will increase and bphs will
decrease in such a manner that bph will decrease.
Using the information learned from the first case study,
we investigate those influences in detail for the three
scenarios BWc ϵ {40, 50, 60}. The results are shown in
Tables VI - VIII and Fig. 13 summarizes the dynamic
evolution of bphs, bphh and bph for all three scenarios in
Case Study 2. Since v changes exactly the same in every
lane, the values for all three lanes will be identical and,
therefore, will be shown only once.

Case Study 1: During Traffic Jam
Since v = 0 km/h, bphh will obviously stay 0, which
results in bphs = bph. So, for the rest of the case study we
will only talk about the relationship between BWc and bphs.
This relationship is shown in Fig. 12 as a graphical
representation. We observe that for BWc  30 the decrease
of bphs is approximately linear.

Figure 13. Corresponding bph to given v
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TABLE VI. Results for scenario 1 of the traffic jam termination

TABLE VII. Results for scenario 2 of the traffic jam termination

Figure 14. Example traffic fluctuation for case study 3

Case Study 3: Highly Fluctuating Traffic Scenario

TABLE VIII. Results for scenario 3 of the traffic jam termination

This case study pays tribute to the fact, that the traffic
situation can fluctuate strongly over time and will show how
to use the ACTIVE tool accordingly.
Let us assume a traffic fluctuation over a day as shown
in Fig. 14. As you can easily see, the traffic fluctuates over
the course of the day, but is nearly constant for a few hours
during several time intervals, so in our example scenario we
get seven different levels of load.
Let Nc,i be the mean number of IPTV users in cell c
while the load is at level Li.
We now use our analytical model to predict CBP for the
dynamic fluctuating traffic scenario at the marked times,
which represent the end of the level of load Li.
We keep assuming N = 100 (and BWc = 30) for this case
study, too.
With ACTIVE we can easily and quickly get the CBP of
all Nc,i by entering successively the values for each Li. The
results of CBP as a function of Nc are shown in Table IX as
well as in Fig. 15. And these results have been directly used
to illustrate the daily CBP variation in Fig. 16.

Surprisingly enough, the results of Case Study 2 show
that different traffic situations lead to very similar numbers
of blockings, but there is always one speed where both bphs
and bphh significantly drop (BWc = 40: 80 km/h, BWc = 50:
50 km/h, BWc = 60: 40 km/h). These figures are very
valuable to IPTV service providers, because you can easily
answer a number of questions, including
 How long after a traffic jam will the QoE actually
decrease, since the handover-induced blockings
increase and the switching-induced blockings have
not decreased yet?
 To which degree will the traffic jam need to
dissolve for the QoE to become acceptable?
 What bandwidth will be needed to keep both, the
QoE decrease after the traffic jam and the time for
the QoE needed to increase to a certain level,
acceptably small?

Results as those shown by Fig. 16 are valuable for IPTV
service providers, because they give answers quickly to a
variety of questions, including but not limited to:
- What is the worst CBP/ QoE to be expected during
the observed time interval (and when will it
occur)?

Figure 15. CBP values of the Li from case study 3
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TABLE IX. Resulting CBP for the seven Nc,i

-

Which changes in Nc have what kind of impact on
CBP?
How does the watched time interval partition into
time slots with different QoE? In our example we
see (cf. Fig. 16) that the day is basically partitioned
into a night part with better QoE and a day part
with worse QoE. The two rush hours do not seem
to have a big impact on QoE.
VIII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we have tackled the challenging and
difficult problem to predict the availability of IPTV services
in vehicular networks. In particular, we have elaborated a
class of analytical models that have been successfully
validated by means of existing simulation models. The
analytical models indicated that it is possible to obtain a
quite realistic prediction of IPTV service availability by
means of using just a few elementary parameters
comprising, e.g., number of TV channels offered, number of
active IPTV users in the corresponding vehicular network
cell and total bandwidth available for IPTV in the cell. We
also have presented a tool (ACTIVE) that allows us to
determine IPTV service availability in a straight-forward
and very efficient manner. The tool is based on our class of
analytical models and it makes heavy use of a repository of
partial results having already been calculated in advance to
lay these results in stocks. Later, upon demand, the a priori
determined partial results can be combined in a flexible
manner to obtain an overall availability result for a new set
of system parameters (regarding traffic situation, user
behavior and IPTV service characteristics). Numerous case
studies show how the ACTIVE tool can be used and they
prove our claim that availability prediction by means of our
analytical model and the new calculation method is highly
efficient. What could take hours to be determined by
executing simulation experiments can now be calculated in
only a few seconds – and this can be done without loss of a
significant amount of prediction accuracy as has been
shown by our validation experiments. It is worth to be
mentioned that our analytical modeling approach also
directly covers the situation, that the watching probabilities
pi of the TV channels are not determined by means of a Zipf
distribution but have been measured in an existing IPTV

Figure 16. Variation of CBP during the example day.

system as relative frequencies of channel accesses. This
makes our model even more realistic.
In our future research related to IPTV in vehicular
networks, we plan to investigate scenarios assuming IPTV
in vehicles on rural roads (instead of motorways). An
additional interesting research topic will be how IPTV user
behavior will change if the users are passengers in cars
instead of watching TV as “coach potatoes” being at home.
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Abstract—Information and communication technology
becomes more and more important for large scale disaster
work as it allows for sharing information between stakeholders
in short times. However, the interchange of disaster related
information is often affected by missing communication
coverage and outages of pre-existing infrastructure. Further
problems arise, if multiple organizations from different
countries shall share all their disaster related information.
Until now, there is no ICT-System available for disaster relief
work, which provides an integrated solution of communication
technology and information sharing and visualization
applications helping for creating a common understanding
across national and organizational borders of what is
happening in the disaster operation. In this paper a flexible
infrastructure for information interchange of disaster related
information is presented. The first main building block of this
infrastructure is the disaster information system consisting of
various IT systems and software applications used to produce,
share and manage disaster data. The second building block is a
mobile, and easy to handle 802.11 driven communication
hardware and software system. This system is capable to bring
communication coverage to almost every arbitrary location
within a disaster area by setting up a meshed wireless network.
The wireless network is used to connect end devices used by
field personnel to the disaster information system. The
communication system can be operated independently of any
pre-existing infrastructure such as Internet access or power
supply. Several training events showed the usability of the
proposed solution and the advantages of a comprehensive ICT
system in international disaster work.
Keywords—Emergency network; 802.11 communication;
interoperability; information interchange; disaster relief.

I.

INTRODUCTION

One central problem when coordinating relief units in
large scale disaster relief operations is to provide the right
information to the right people. Especially in the context of
international relief operations new coordination problems
arise from differing structures of the international
associations. Different languages causing communication
difficulties and making information distrustful if not properly
formulated information is leaving room for interpretation. An
example for the impact of this problem is the earthquake
disaster in L’Aquila, Italy. Here, the local authorities
declined offered international help as the effort to integrate

foreign relief organizations in their own relief work was
considered as too high, requiring too much manpower
urgently needed in other places in the disaster area.
Information technology can prove extremely useful in
information gathering, storing and sharing. However, it must
be kept in mind, that information should be shared according
to the principle “as much as necessary, as little as possible”
in a way easily and clearly to understand in order to protect
helpers from information overload. With the help of
broadband communication technology the narrow
information channels of radio messages or telephone calls
could be prized by enriching transported information with
videos, photos or sensor data. Experiences from the usage of
such a system by end users in multinational disaster
operations are presented in [1]. Within this paper we present
in detail the technical framework behind such a broadband
communication solution.
Following the principle of sharing precise and
comprehensive information to the right person has multiple
advantages to enhance efficiency of disaster relief work.
First, it prevents helpers from becoming overwhelmed by the
volume of information transmitted by e-mails, radio
messages and telephone calls – a fact that is often claimed by
relief workers nowadays [2]. Second, correct decisions can
be made more quickly in order to provide urgent needed aid
to affected people. For example, by bringing all meaningful
information to a team leader working in the field, the team
leader could take the right decision autonomously [2].
This is where the IDIRA (interoperability of data and
procedures in large-scale multinational disaster response
actions) project [3] comes into the picture. IDIRA’s target is
to enhance interoperability of organizations and their
systems in order to streamline the cooperation in relief work.
IDIRA addresses this interoperability topic twofold.
First, at an organizational level, IDIRA examines
possibilities to reach administrative coordination of multinational disaster relief organizations, each with their own
workflows and procedures. Second, on the technical side,
IDIRA provides a complete solution consisting of
information systems, communication protocols, software
applications, and standard data formats. The developed
systems accompany the topics stated above: Bringing all
meaningful information to exactly the people needing it to
make correct decisions and present information in an
unambiguous manner.
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This solution allows exchanging disaster related
information between administrative operators, executive
personnel, and other disaster management systems connected
to IDIRA. With IDIRA, information on incidents, resources,
observations, and sensor data should be collected and shared
to various other information systems like mobile devices and
command and control systems (C&C). To reach the required
level of interoperability and automatic information exchange,
IDIRA has a strong focus on mobility of the developed
systems. It is necessary to bring the systems directly to the
scene of the disaster, because of severe infrastructural
damage after the disaster.
A prerequisite for an information exchange is a working
broadband communication infrastructure within the disaster
area. One of the major problems we address with our
proposed communication infrastructure is that after a large
scale disaster, the existing public broadband network is often
partially destroyed, overloaded, or hit by power outages.
Consequently, first responders cannot rely on any preexisting infrastructure which may fail as a consequence of
the disaster.
As the communication network is essential for a more
efficient collaboration between first responders, there is a
critical need for the fast setup of alternative communication
means. However, first responders are not experts in setting
up communication equipment. Thus, easy setup and
maintenance is heavily required for such systems.
This paper will present an easy to install adhoc
communication infrastructure for first responders to be used
for an enhanced collaboration in large scale disaster
operations.
This paper is structured as follows: Section II presents
technologies and standards used within IDIRA and gives a
brief overview on alternative communication solutions for
disaster operations. Section III describes the IDIRA
information system, as an example for an enhanced
information system useable in multinational disaster
operations. Section IV presents the details of our proposed
mobile communication solution. Section V concludes the
paper and outlines further steps and ideas to improve our
solution.
II.

RELATED WORK

Within the IDIRA applications, disaster information is
represented using the Emergency Data Exchange Language
(EDXL) [4]. This is an open XML-based messaging format
and suite of standards aimed at the use of information
exchange in emergency management systems. The EDXLCAP (Common Altering Protocol) [5] data format is applied
to data about occurred incidents registered, for example
automatically by a sensor system or manually by a human
user. Information about resources such as availability of
relief units, emergency vehicles or electrical generators, are
exchanged by EDXL-RM (Resource Messaging) [5]
standard. The EDXL-SitRep (Situation Report) [7]
messaging standard is used within the IDIRA context for
exchanging information on observations and situation reports
sent by commanders in the field via their mobile devices.
These standards are not bandwidth optimized and potentially

use large headers and large data payloads. Large scale
disasters may result in thousands of such messages.
Consequently, to transport this information a broadband
communication infrastructure is needed.
Nowadays, a broad variety of communication
technologies are used by first responder relief organizations
and the most widespread technology used for many years
was standard voice radio. However, with the advent of
mobile communication standards such as 2G, 3G, and 4G
these technologies are increasingly displaced. There also
exists technology that is more tailor-made to disaster relief
organizations regarding mobility and independence of preexisting infrastructure such as working backbone networks
and power supply. This makes sense as, for instance, mobile
phone networks are often heavily overloaded or partly out of
order after a disaster occurred. One approach to overcome
these problems was TETRA [8]. TETRA allows both, range
limited direct device to device communication without usage
of a fixed infrastructure and range unlimited indirect
communication via a fixed infrastructure. To enhance
reliability of TETRA, the fixed infrastructure system was
designed in a highly redundant way and is not made
accessible to the public. The downside of TETRA is the
limited bandwidth (28.8 kbit/s) available for data
communication.
Other communication solutions are based on satellite
communication systems like BGAN [9], VSAT [10], or
Emergency.lu [11]. Satellite communication is used for both
data and voice communication and is operable also in remote
areas. The disadvantage of this technology is the usually high
operational costs and, in case of BGAN, the very limited
bandwidth. With the exception of BGAN satellite
communication seems as a central Internet uplink technology
in the disaster area and less as a communication technology
used by field personnel to communicate with each other.
Especially the limited or expensive data communication
capabilities are making these technologies only usable to a
restricted degree. IDIRA heavily depends on data exchange
with higher bandwidth demands and limited latency. One
example is user interaction via IDIRAs web interface - the so
called Common Operational Picture (COP). Here, data are
exchanged between web clients of tactical personnel at the
Command & Control Center and field commanders. To
bootstrap a device using COP an initial data download of
about 10 Mbyte of data is necessary and for a seamless
operation a bandwidth of about 2 Mbit/s is recommended.
Another problem arises from special international
operating permissions and licenses needed for some
communication technologies such as WiMAX [12]
equipment. Moreover, for a communication system
specifically designed for public protection and disaster relief
(PPDR) called Highly Mobile Network Node (HiMoNN)
[13] operating licenses are only available for a few countries
worldwide. HiMoNN is designed in compliance with ECC
Recommendation (08)04 [14], and operates with
transmission power of 8W in the 5GHz frequency band. It is
able to transmit data over a distance of several kilometers
with a bandwidth of 28Mbit/s.
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To overcome the problems of international operation
permissions also other approaches were considered. For
example, in the work of Raffelsberger and Hellwagner it is
proposed to build up a mobile ad-hoc network (MANET)
using the end user devices of first responders as
communication hops [15]. These devices are using their
802.11 wireless network interfaces to build up connections to
other devices. This approach overcomes problems with
missing operation permissions as 802.11 equipment can be
operated all over the world without special license. During
operation, first responders sending data via this MANET to a
central host located in the Command and Control Center also
employing special routing protocols. However, a quite dense
concentration of devices is necessary making it difficult to
use this technology to bridge distances of several kilometers
to reach the central host. Another approach [16] overcomes
the problem of low device density by placing mobile devices
as stationary relays. It achieves this by using the mobile
devices of disaster survivors to set up a disaster recovery
network using 802.11 Wi-Fi. In contrast to other discussed
approaches it focuses on connectivity for the survivors
instead of the rescue teams, but can be used for both. Their
approach and ours can be combined for greater range and
flexibility.
The communication system proposed in this paper also
uses 802.11 [17], as this technology is widespread, cheap
and can be used all over the world without special licenses.
One of the main achievements of this work was to provide a
solution for the problem of limited range between two
802.11 end points.
As routing protocol we use the Optimized Link State
Routing Protocol (OLSR) [18], which is optimized for
constrained wireless LANs. OLSR is based on multipoint
relays in order to reduce the routing overhead on the
network.
III.

IDIRA DISASTER INFORMATION SYSTEM

In IDIRA, an information system is developed that
improves information sharing and information presentation
in disaster relief work. On the technical side, this information
system consists of various software applications and specific
hardware solutions allowing, for example, optimal resource
planning and decision finding across national and
organizational borders. This section gives an overview of
applications and hardware infrastructure developed within
IDIRA.
Various software applications were developed to support
information collection, data analysis, decision finding, and
information sharing and presentation.
One main building block of IDIRA’s information system
is the disaster information data store, a central system used
for storing all information related to the disaster. The data
store comprises of information about incidents and
observations or sensor data. Furthermore, information about
available resources in the field - such as positions, tasks and
utilization is stored as well as geographic information about
infrastructural facilities like hospitals. Also, other important
information such as weather data is contained within the data
store.

To store and transmit this information, standardized
protocols and data formats are used, for example, the
Emergency Data Exchange Language (EDXL) standardized
by OASIS [4].
An example for automatic information collection and
using EDXL is the sensor data integration. IDIRA supports
automatically inducing data generated by different sensors
using the OGC Sensor Observation Service (SOS) interface.
IDIRA uses a generic Senor Fusion Engine (SFE) for sensor
data aggregation. In case of a pre-defined behavior is
recognized, the SFE generates an alarm messages in EDXLCAP format [19]. The EDXL-CAP is one specific message
format defined by OASIS specifically for information
interchange in disaster operations [5]. The standard CAP
message contains information such as type of emergency,
source of information, level of severity, location, and extent
of disaster. A link to detailed information, such as state of
damage and numbers of casualty for all settlements affected
and, for example, coordinates of the nearest airports can be
provided in the CAP message. Also, information related to
availability and status of resources such as a fire fighting
vehicle or some other technical equipment like water pumps
is shared using EDXL. For this purpose, the EDXL-RM
(Resource Messaging) [5] standard is used. The EDXLSitRep (Situation Report) [7] messaging standard is used
within the IDIRA context for exchanging information on
observations and situation reports, e.g., generated by
commanders in the field.
Several software applications were developed within
IDIRA to insert, produce, share and process disaster data. To
support optimal decision finding and risk management
various simulation tools were integrated. For example, a fire
simulation tool (FireSim) can be used to simulate the spread
of forest fires [20] and a chemical accident simulation tool
(ChemSim) is used to simulate the propagation of possibly
toxic gases and chemicals. These simulators are mostly
based on weather data such as wind strength and direction
and several geographic parameters such as soil conditions
and even more specific parameters such as dissolution rates
of chemicals. An evacuation simulator can be used to
calculate the safest way for evacuating people out of districts
also considering geographic information and observations
such as obstacles or dangerous areas. For improved resource
allocation an optimal spatial partitioning algorithm was used
[21].
Further decision support systems are integrated into
IDIRA covering routing and load balancing capabilities.
Using these applications feasible paths for vehicles or relief
workers can be calculated. Also, questions can be answered
such as which unit can reach a certain destination within a
given amount of time, or which unit can be at the destination
most quickly. Load balancing algorithms are supported, e.g.,
to distribute injured people optimally to medical facilities
while preventing from overload.
One further application of IDIRA is the integrated
reporting system. Using the reporting application reports can
be generated containing all meaningful information
depending on the person the report is generated for. This
helps protecting relief workers from information overload.
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Another useful application developed within IDIRA is
missing person tracing. This application helps to match data
of missed persons with data of rescued persons across
different tracing systems.
Furthermore, a software interface exists in IDIRA, which
allows creating connections to external applications like
specialized management tools used by a certain unit or
organization. Usually, for data exchange between IDIRA and
the external application, a standardized message format such
as EDXL is used. The IDIRA information system is designed
to gather from and to provide information to local command
and control infrastructures. For example, in case of
earthquakes, the information of external agencies such as the
German Geoforschungszentrum, the US Geological Survey
or the European Mediterranean Seismological Center can be
induced into the IDRIA information system.

Figure 1: Disaster Information viewed by the COP.

The centerpiece of information presentation is the so
called Common Operational Picture (COP). The COP is a
web based application having its main goal to present all
information in the system in an understandable and tailormade way to the distinct users of the system, such as field
commanders, tactical commanders, authoritative person or
other stake holders within disaster relief work. Mainly, COP
visualizes incidents, resources, tasks and other relevant
information for disaster management on a map that can be
seen in Figure 1. This map shows the epi center and affected
regions of an earthquake, the position of resources or the
location of incidents. Applying various filters and utilizing
additional views on the available disaster information, COP
helps to maintain an overview of the situation and protects
from overlooking important details on a topic while
simultaneously protecting the user from data overload.
Furthermore, COP supports communication capabilities
helping to get in touch with people involved in current relief
work. Tasks can be assigned to field units, updates on tasks

can be communicated by field units, text messages can be
sent, or voice calls initiated.
The COP and most of the applications introduced above
are running on hardware infrastructures specifically designed
for IDIRA. This includes the so-called Fixed Infrastructure
and a transportable compound called Mobile Information and
Communication System (MICS).
The Fixed Infrastructure is a cloud computing
infrastructure intended for high availability operation. It is
located in a data center and reachable from the disaster area
with permission as soon as there is access to the Internet. The
Fixed Infrastructure together with the applications it is
hosting acts as a central information hub where all disaster
related information is stored and all persons and devices in
disaster relief actions can access these data. The advantage of
such a central data hub is that all users have the same view
on the current state of a disaster.
While the Fixed Infrastructure is only accessible when
Internet uplink is available in the disaster area and the Fixed
Infrastructure itself is not affected by the disaster, a
transportable version of this central information hub was
designed with the MICS. The MICS can be shipped directly
on-site and hosts the same services applications as the Fixed
Infrastructure and runs them locally at the disaster area. This
makes the need of an Internet uplink optional and the system
is fully functional in absence of it. Nevertheless, if an
Internet uplink is present the MICS establishes a VPN
connection to the Fixed Infrastructure that is running an
OpenVPN server. For the uplink, any broadband
communication technology existing at the MICS location can
be used. Likewise the Fixed Infrastructure, the MICS
provides access to external expert systems locally (or via
Internet – if accessible).
The IDIRA information system is the central information
hub where disaster related information is accessible for relief
workers and authoritative personnel. The second crucial part
of the system is the communication system that grants access
to the IDIRA information system and allows transmitting all
meaningful information to mobile devices of field operators
in action and will be presented in the next section.
IV.

IDIRA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

The IDIRA communication system is intended to connect
devices at command and control centers as well as mobile
devices to the IDIRA disaster information system. The
IDIRA communication system fulfils a series of
requirements, either brought in by first responder
organizations or having its basis in the design principles of
IDIRA itself.
The following requirements are the results of end user
surveys and a detailed requirement analysis done during the
project:
(1) The first requirement regards a largely unlimited and
almost worldwide valid operation permission of the
communication system. This is necessary as it would be a
time-costly process to apply for operation permissions after a
disaster has struck somewhere in the world. (2) Furthermore,
the system should allow for integrating locally existing (and
functional) broadband communication networks into the
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IDIRA communication system. (3) The usage of open
standards should ensure that a broad variety of end devices
can easily be integrated into the communication network
being able to exchange data with the IDIRA disaster
information system. (4) Usually, relief organizations only
have a few IT experts. This entails the requirement that
especially the field components of the communication
system can be easily installed and handled (even by non IT
experts). (5) One further requirement concerning especially
end devices is basic offline functionality. When the
connection to the information hub is interrupted, users of end
devices must be able to work with the system without great
limitations. (6) The last requirement regards the provided
bandwidth of the communication system. The system must
provide enough bandwidth to guarantee a seamless
interaction with the information hub (i.e., at least 2 Mbit/s
for operating the COP on a mobile device). These
requirements are described in more detail in [1].
With regard to the requirements for international
operating permissions and the usage of open standards, the
mobile communication system has been designed to use
802.11 based network technology. Additionally, 802.11
technologies are widely spread nowadays, thus, does not
require high acquisition and operating expenditures. On the
other hand, two major drawbacks were needed to overcome:
• Relief forces are not experienced in setting up a
802.11 communication network and,
• 802.11 provides communication coverage for small
areas only.
This section presents a communication solution for a
transportable 802.11 based communication network, which
is intended to be installed right after a disaster strikes,
bringing communication coverage to almost every place
within a disaster area and, additionally, is fulfilling the
requirements stated above.

A. Mobile Communication Equipment
The central element of the proposed communication
solution is a set of so called Wireless Gateway (WGW)
devices.
The central ideas behind the WGW are that (1) multiple
Wireless
Gateways
(WGWs)
get
automatically
interconnected using directional antennas and 802.11
equipment. In comparison to omnidirectional antennas with
directional antennas the signal quality between 2 WGWs can
be improved. If two directional antennas are exactly aligned
to each other the ratio between signal strength and noise
level (SNR) increases and results in a higher possible
throughput or larger distances between two WGWs. (2) After
powering on, a WGW autonomously connects to other
WGWs and starts building a meshed WLAN backbone
network, which finally connects to the IDIRA disaster
information system. (3) Additionally, each WGW provides
communication coverage with a wireless hotspot and/or
Ethernet LAN for end devices. (4) WGWs are designed as
transportable devices and only need to be mounted on a pole
and tripod before being powered on.
Following these 4 ideas, a system was designed that
finally provides a solution for the two major drawbacks and
the imposed requirements.
The main building blocks of the wireless gateway are
presented as schematic in Figure 2. The system is mounted in
a modular plastic housing consisting of four stacked layers.
The top three layers (also referred to as modules) are equally
built up. Each one is composed of a WLAN station, a
directional antenna and a motor - all mounted on a turntable.
The WLAN station supports wireless client mode and access
point mode and is connected to a ~16 dBi directional
antenna. The DC gear motor allows rotating the turntable by
360° on the horizontal plane. Keeping WLAN station,
antenna and motor altogether on the turntable simplifies
cabling of the devices and reduces the risk of entanglements
when the turntable is rotating.
The bottom layer contains the control hardware and
software of the WGW. A 5 port 100 Mbps Ethernet Switch
connects the 3 top layer WLAN stations to a central router
board containing the control logic, which is in charge of
building the backbone connections to remote WGWs.
Figure 3 shows a schematic overview of the prototypes,
which were developed based on this concept. The Routerboard is an industrial grade embedded PC called Avila from
manufacturer Gateworks. It is based on an Intel IXP425 CPU
and features two 100 Mbit/s Ethernet ports and 4 MiniPCI
slots. As operating system OpenWRT is running on the
router board.
Furthermore, two out of the four MiniPCI slots of the
router-board are equipped with CM9 MiniPCI WLAN cards
from manufacturer Wistron NeWeb. The cards are based on
Atheros AR5213A chips, one is operating in the 5 GHz band
used for establishing the backbone connection between
WGWs and the other operates in the 2.4 GHz band and is
used for connecting end devices in the environment operated
in the wireless cloud around the WGW.

Figure 2: Schematic of the Wireless Gateway.
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Figure 4: Nanostation M5 radioation pattern [22].

Figure 3: Prototype schematic overview.

The WLAN stations on the top three layers were
implemented using a commercial product called Nanostation
M5 from manufacturer Ubiquiti Networks [22]. For easier
integration the plastic housing of the Nanostation M5 was
removed and only the bare electronics were mounted on the
turntables. To provide protection against physical influences
the housing of the WGW covers all mechanical and
electronic parts. The Nanostation M5 provides a built in
100 Mbit/s Ethernet interface used as data-link between the
Nanostation M5 and the Router-board. The antenna inside
the Nanostation M5 has a non-symmetrical radiation pattern
of about 42° azimuth angle and 15° elevation angle. The
devices are mounted 90° rotated so that the relevant radiation
angle for the mechanical antenna alignment process is now
the narrow 15° angle. The directional antenna is dualpolarized to support the MIMO feature of the 802.11n
wireless interface. The installed MIMO antennas promise to
enhance the signal quality and allow for higher bandwidth
[23]. Figure 4 shows the radiation pattern of both
polarization planes for the 15° beam width (green horizontal
elevation, blue vertical elevation).
The Nanostations are configured to operate as router and
run a modified Ubiquiti firmware supporting the OLSR
routing protocol that is also used on the Avila router board.
The OLSR configuration has been modified such that
Ethernet links are generally preferred over wireless links.

Additionally, an Arduino Leonardo microcontroller is
connected to the router-board, which itself interfaces the
motors of the top three layers to perform their rotation. The
microcontroller tracks the position of each turntable by a
light barrier. The light barrier is attached to the turntable
itself together with a reflector attached to the outer housing
of each layer. As soon as the light-barrier reaches the
reflector the turntable is in home position.
The feedback signal of an incremental rotary controller
(directly attached to the DC gear motor) is used to determine
the exact position of the turntables. The rotary controller
generates 2 signal patterns in order to determine both, the
rotation direction of the turntable and to measure the
turntable’s alignment by counting the number of rotation
steps.
The microcontroller is programmed to interpret text
commands received over a serial interface. Furthermore,
status information such as the current alignment can be
requested from the microcontroller software. When the
WGW is powered up, all turntables are aligned to their home
position. During normal operation the microcontroller
controls the DC motor and counts the pulses from the rotary
encoders until the desired position is reached.
The microcontroller is not aware of cardinal directions.
Instead it is only aware of the angular displacement of each
turntable compared to its home position. The software
accepts additional commands to store the actual turntable
positions in a non-volatile memory. This stored position is
recovered when the device powers up and the homing
procedure is finished. The microcontroller is connected to
the prototypes main logic board via serial interface.
The Switch on the base layer also provides power over
Ethernet to the Nanostations on the 3 top layers. The
microcontroller, the motors and the sensors are power
supplied by a 5V DC/DC converter installed at the base
layer.
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Figure 5: Building blocks of the Communication Field Relay.

The second part belonging to the mobile communication
equipment is the so called Communication Field Relay or,
for short, COFR. COFR and WGW are intended to be
installed as a compound that provides connectivity to the
MICS or Fixed Infrastructure for relief workers at any
arbitrary location in the disaster area. The Communication
Field Relay is positioned at the foot of the pole the WGW is
mounted on, and it is connected to the WGW by Ethernet
LAN and, thus, connected to the backbone network spanned
by the WGWs. A schematic diagram of the COFR is shown
in Figure 5.
The COFR is intended to provide several services for the
IDIRA communication system. As a local communication
hub for field commanders the COFR can provide a SIP
service to allow for voice communication between field
commanders without the need of a connection to the Fixed
Infrastructure or the MICS – this grants more efficient
bandwidth usage. Furthermore, the COFR can act as a
communication proxy providing capabilities to cache data
exchanged between end device applications and the IDIRA
disaster information system. This guarantees a seamless
operation even in cases the direct data exchange between an
end device application and the central information system
suffers from limited communication quality. The proxy
service may also include a map server supplying geographic
data to end devices. This has the advantage that potentially
large map data are not needed to be transmitted multiple
times for multiple end devices over a potentially constraint
wireless backbone connection.

From a networking perspective the COFR offers a DHCP
server and DNS server capabilities granting simplified end
device configuration. End devices automatically get a valid
IP configuration (DNS, IP address, gateway address, etc.)
after the device is attached to the network. These services are
supplied to devices using the wireless connection to the
802.11 hotspot (spanned by the WGW) or to devices directly
wire-connected to the COFR via Ethernet. One Ethernet port
of the COFR is especially considered for this case. A second
Ethernet port is intended to be used as direct Internet uplink.
Any arbitrary Internet uplink technology such as DSL,
WiMAX, satellite-communication, UMTS, or LTE can be
used. This Internet uplink can be shared by all clients
connected to this COFR, to the local WGW or, to any remote
COFR or WGW. The route is distributed by the OLSR
dynamic gateway plugin. A third Ethernet port is used for the
connection to the WGW and is providing - beneath
communication capabilities - power supply to the WGW via
Power over Ethernet (PoE). Therefore, the COFR can be
connected to a power source either by a 230 V power socket
or, if a power line or power generator is not available, to a
battery via a 12 V cigarette lighter socket.
A COFR is assembled of several embedded Linux boards
(Raspberry PI) providing the software services mentioned
above. As data storage a fast and energy efficient solid-state
disk is included. Furthermore, a router allowing for
connecting different hosts via cable and ensuring the
connection to the Wireless Gateway (WGW) is part of the
system. The router is also responsible for the Internet uplink.
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Figure 6 shows a full-featured disaster communication
network based on the proposed components. The depicted
network consists of the MICS (installed at the Command and
Control Center on-site), several mobile communication sites
(WGW/COFR) and also the Fixed Infrastructure which is
connected over Internet. The figure also shows that
WGW/COFR compounds are using a variety of connection
methods either to the MICS (via Wireless LAN or WIMAX)
or to the Fixed Infrastructure (via various Internet uplink
technologies). A fully operational mobile communication
node consists of a WGW/COFR compound, a battery pack
with capacity for about 12 hours, together with a tripod and a
telescopic 6 m pole.
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Figure 6: IDIRA communication network.
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Figure 8: Remote Alignment Algorithm

Figure 7: Local Alignment Algorithm

B. Antenna Alignment and Networking Configuration
After powered on, the WGWs try to connect to remote
WGWs following an alignment algorithm. Figure 7 and
Figure 8 show a simplified flow-diagram of the alignment
algorithm performed by a requesting (local) WGW and a
responding (remote) WGW. Figure 9 shows the state
diagram the alignment algorithm is based on. The state
diagram shows the individual states of each of the three top
layers of the WGW. The alignment algorithm is executed on
the router-board on the lowest level of the WGW.
After supplying power to the WGW via PoE, the local
adjustment sequence (see Figure 7) starts an initialization
process. This initialization process identifies the home
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positions of the modules and performs a self-check of the
system. After the initialization, all three modules start to scan
for remote WGW signals radiated by their 5GHz omnidirectional antenna. For each module, individual start and
stop positions are defined with an offset of 120° to each
other. This allows for scanning the full 360° around the
WGWs as fast as possible. During the scanning process, the
antenna position is advanced by 5° in each step. One step
lasts about 10 seconds, which is mainly determined by the
time needed to execute the scan. The scan is stopped as soon
as a module reaches its stop position or a remote WGW has
been detected. When the stop position has been reached, the
antenna is rotated to its starting position and the scanning
process is restarted again.

Figure 9: Alignment process state diagram.

In case of the 5GHz remote signal has been detected with
signal strength greater than -87 dbm, one directional antenna
of the detecting WGW rotates to the position with the best
strength of this signal. This antenna may not be the same as
the one detecting the signal.

During the scanning phase, the Nanostations M5 are
configured to operate in access point (AP) mode as the
firmware of the M5 only allows in AP mode to execute
distinct scans for each scanning position. In station mode, in
contrast, scan results are cached by the firmware over several
scans. This, however, would make it impossible to map
certain scan results to distinct positions.
After the module has reached the best known position for
this signal, the module is configured in station mode to
connect to the omnidirectional antenna of the remote WGW.
As IP based communication is needed for the following
steps, also the IP configuration of the local WGW is done
such that the local module configures itself with an IP
address of the remote WGW. As for performance constraints
no DHCP server is running at the remote WGW and a
distinct mapping of IP addresses to WLAN SSIDs is used.
Each WLAN spanned by the omnidirectional antenna of the
WGWs is sending a distinct SSID. Based on this SSID, the
alignment and configuration algorithm knows the IP address
a connecting module needs to build up an IP based
connection. An example for a connection to an
omnidirectional antenna is shown in Figure 10. After a
connection is established and the corresponding IP
configuration is done, the local WGW sends a request to
connect to a directional antenna at the remote WGW.
At this time, the local WGW and the remote WGW are
following distinct algorithm steps to establish the directional
point-to-point connection. While the connecting WGW is
following the remaining steps shown in Figure 7 (starting
with checking if a request confirmation was received), the
remote WGW will follow the sequence shown in Figure 8, as
soon as a request has been received.
When a connection request is received, one module is
determined for the directional connection. If no module is
available (because all are used for other connections) a reject
is sent to the requesting WGW. Otherwise, the scan results
will be searched for results of the requesting WGW. If such a
result exists the determined module is rotated to the
corresponding position with the best signal strength and a
confirmation is sent to the requesting WGW. If such a scan
result cannot be found, all available modules starting a 360°
full scan beginning from their start positions. This scan is
executed until the requesting WGW is found or the stop
position is reached. If the signal of the requesting WGW has
been found, a confirmation is sent and a module is rotated to
the position with the best signal strength known. Otherwise,
the request is rejected.
When the requesting node receives the confirmation the
connection to the remote WGW omnidirectional antenna is
canceled, and the local WGW is configured to connect to the
remote directional module. The local module is configured in
station mode with the SSID of the remote module and the IP
address is set according to the SSID of the remote module
using a similar approach as when connecting to the omnidirectional antenna. Furthermore, also the IP address is set
appropriately for the remote module (see Figure 10). If the
request is rejected the module will continue scanning for
remote WGWs.
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Figure 10: IP addressing scheme when connected to the omnidirectional antenna (above) and after successful connection between two WGW devices
(below).

The alignment sequence typically lasts between five and
15 minutes. All established connections are monitored, and if
one of them is lost the module will be reconfigured and starts
to scan for remote WGWs again or connect to another
previously located WGW. Not connected modules will
continue to scan for remote WGWs. New scan results
(coming from modules in scanning state) are used to adjust
the position to ensure the best possible position to the remote
WGWs based on the signal strength.
Another view on the alignment procedure can be given
by the state diagram shown in Figure 9. This diagram shows
the states of each module and all transitions between them.
State transitions are executed by a central control instance
separately for each module.
After powering up and during node initialization, the
modules are in idle state. From the idle state, the control
instance may trigger to perform a scan, trigger to connect to
a remote WGW if a remote WGW is already known or being
ready to be assigned to a remote WGW if a connection
request is received from a remote WGW.

When a module completes a scan (after reaching the end
position) it returns into the idle state and is realigned and
triggered to start another scan. If a remote WGW is
identified, the control instance choses one scanning or idle
module that should connect to the remote node and switches
it to state “ready to connect”.
If a remote request is received, the control instance also
choses one scanning or idle module that is then used for
establishing the directed point-to-point connection. The
module is switched in state “ready for remote”. If the
requesting WGW has been identified the module is rotated
towards the remote node position and its state is changed to
“remote assigned”.
Once the connection is established, the module’s state is
changed to “connected to module” and this connection is
regularly checked. If the connection is lost it will change the
state to “lost connection module” and try to re-establish the
connection for y minutes. If it fails to re-establish the
connection, it will change the state to “reset” and finally to
“idle”.
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If a remote WGW has been identified in “scanning” state
without receiving a request from it (i.e., the local WGW
found the remote WGW first), one available local module
will be reconfigured with an appropriate IP address to be
able to connect to the 5GHz omni-directional antenna of the
remote WGW. Also, the module is set to state “connected to
omni” and the remote WGW is informed about the attempt
to establish a point-to-point connection. If the connection to
the remote WGW is lost, it is tried to re-establish the
connection for x minutes, afterwards it will change the state
to “reset” and finally to idle after all specific settings are
reset. In case that the remote WGW node answers the request
in a positive manner, the module is reconfigured and a
connection to the remote module will be established.
C. Node Positioning Support
To install a field communication site is easy as it only
requires mounting the WGW on a pole and connecting it to a
COFR and a power source. But before a communication site
can be established, one important question needs to be
answered: Which location is particularly appropriate to setup
a communication site where a WGW provide WLAN
coverage for relief forces and is able to build up a backbone
connection to other remote WGWs.
This section describes the Reachability Optimized
Positioning (ROP) application of IDIRA. ROP provides a
Web based interface, which is fully integrated into COP and
helps to find the best possible locations for setting up
communication sites. Commanding personnel can run
WLAN coverage simulations at arbitrary locations on the
COP map in order to evaluate the WLAN coverage at this
place regarding to range and signal quality of the directional
antennas. This information is then used by early responder
teams to identify the optimal location for a communication
site where a direct line of sight is available between multiple
WGWs.
ROP calculates the radio signal propagation based on a
digital earth surface model of the operational area. For this
purpose, an extension of the open source tool SPLAT! [24]
version 1.4 was developed, which uses a surface model with
a resolution of 1/10th of an arc second. SPLAT! provides
radio signal propagation based on a terrain analysis for the
electromagnetic spectrum between 20 MHz and 20 GHz. The
calculations are based on the Longley-Rice Irregular Terrain
[25] as well as the new Irregular Terrain with Obstructions
(ITWOM v3.0) [26] model. In its base version SPLAT! uses
the elevation data from the U.S. Geological Survey and
Space Shuttle Radar Topography Mission [27]. These data
have a resolution of 1 arc second for some areas of the
Earth’s surface and 3 arc seconds for the remaining areas.
To achieve precise results in a radio wave propagation
simulation this resolution is too coarse grained. To solve this
issue an Earth surface data basis with a high resolution of
1/10th of the Earth surface was chosen, which is available
from some satellite remote sensing programs such as
TerraSAR-X [28] or from local authorities for some specific
regions. This is where an extension of SPLAT! was
necessary, as higher resolved Earth surface data are not
supported by SPLAT!. To make highly resolved elevation

data usable in SPLAT!, the application had to be extended in
order to allow SPLAT! to read, use and visualize this kind of
elevation and surface data and also the algorithm to compute
radio wave propagation was slightly adapted to the new data
basis. With the increased resolution to 1/10th of an arc second
the distance between points with available elevation data is
approximately 3 m (for central Europe). This gives sufficient
accurate propagation models to have guaranteed
communication channels between WGWs. The coverage
simulation also considers the operating height of the WGW
of about 6 m and the results show if it is possible to establish
line of sight communication between two WGWs absent of
obstructions due to buildings, hills, or forests.
To find the appropriate places and areas, the
commanding staff starts a signal propagation simulation with
a pole at the location of the MICS. The result of the
calculation is a picture of the signal propagation simulation
shown in Figure 11 as an overlay of the COP map.
The white section in the circle indicates an area where it
is possible to deploy the wireless gateways and to establish a
communication channel to remote WGWs automatically.
The red or dark grey area indicates that it is not possible to
establish a communication infrastructure due to obstacles
between the directional antennas. In the middle of the circle,
the green or light grey area gives the commander the
information that it is possible to support mobile equipment
for communication in the incident area. These simulation
results are presented within COP together with incident
locations. Consequently, within one system tactical needs as
well as communication needs can be taken into account
when decisions for operational locations in the field of first
responder field commanders have to be defined.

Figure 11: Result of a radio signal propagation simulation.

ROPs usability and correct way of working were proven
in a validation test before it was used in multiple field trials
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of the IDIRA communication system. The result of the
validation test is shown in Figure 12.
Based on a simulation of the base area where the
command and control center was located, ten places were
defined to validate the possibility to establish a
communication channel fully automatically (Point 1 - Point
10).
After the wireless gateways were deployed to the
different places it was evaluated if a communication channel
could be automatically established by the alignment
algorithm:
• Wireless gateways placed on areas indicating a good
signal to noise ratio (green and yellow, respectively light
grey areas), could successfully setup a communication
channel: Yellow pins (Points 2, 4, 5, 9, and 10).
• Wireless gateways placed in red or dark grey areas
failed to setup a communication channel automatically:
Red pins (Points 1, 3, 6, 7, and 8).
These results show that the accuracy of the radio signal
propagation simulation was sufficient to give a reliable
answer to the question where communication sites should be
established in order to build a backbone network allowing
for a connection to the IDIRA information system.
More detailed performance evaluation results of the
IDIRA communication system can be found in [1][29]
[30][31]. These papers contain results of several performance
tests, end user training events, and large scale exercises held
in context of the IDIRA project.

dealing with the administrative coordination of various
disaster relief organizations, and technical aspects to find
technological solutions to enhance information interchange.
This paper focuses on the latter and presents various
applications referred to as the IDIRA information system,
which can help to find right decisions quickly and provide a
common sight on what is happening within the disaster relief
action. Furthermore, and with even more focus on details, a
mobile communication system is presented providing
wireless communication at almost any location within the
disaster area.
This communication system complies with several
requirements that have been introduced by action forces of
relief organizations, such as easy installation and
transportation, interoperability with existing communication
systems and, international operation permission. The core of
this system is the WGW/COFR compound to be installed out
in the field of a disaster area granting wireless
communication capabilities to field personnel. The field
personnel is able to access the central information system of
IDIRA. To allow this, in the background the WGW
establishes a wireless connection to the central information
system potentially using multiple other WGWs as wireless
communication hops. The COFR provides power supply and
Internet uplink to the compound. An additional application
was developed helping first responders to setup the
WGW/COFR compound at the right location, where it is
possible to build up a wireless backbone network and supply
an area near an operation site with a 802.11 wireless hotspot.
In several large scale exercises and user training events
the usability of the IDIRA system has been proven. In these
events, however, it was shown that several enhancements
could improve the systems performance and should be
considered in future. (1) Especially the WGWs mechanics
should be built in a more robust way in order to make the
system more capable for conditions in disaster operations.
(2) The extension of the alignment algorithm with manual
provided additional information could speed up the
automatic alignment process. (3) Additional software
interfaces to further existing disaster management tools and a
broader variety of sensor sources will be provided.
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Abstract—With Internet traffic ever increasing, network congestion should occur more and more frequently. During congestion
periods, some users contribute more than others to the congestion
in the network. It might be interesting for a network operator to
differentiate between users proportionally to the congestion they
induce, but the necessary information for this purpose is not
available at the network layer, and is exchanged at the transport
layer (e.g., Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) acks). This led
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to design Congestion
Exposure (ConEx), a new mechanism to expose to the network
the amount of congestion a user is responsible for, allowing the
network operator to improve the fairness between users. ConEx
is designed to limit the added complexity, leveraging already
existing mechanisms such as Random Early Detection (RED)
and Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN), plus a number of
modifications to the senders and receivers to be fully operational.
Nonetheless, ConEx can also be deployed in a simplified mode of
operation, relying only on loss information in DropTail queues to
estimate congestion. The objective of this paper is to provide an
in depth evaluation of ConEx mechanism. Firstly, we investigate
how the setting of ConEx parameters (e.g., congestion policer) and
the network configuration (e.g., router queuing, network delay,
etc.,) impact the behavior of ConEx and influence its ability
to improve fairness between users. Secondly, we compare the
level of performance, in terms of fairness improvement, provided
by different variants of ConEx of increasing complexity, i.e.,
from a simple implementation with modifications limited to the
sender to a “full” ConEx approach implementing all proposed
features. We show that, despite a reduced accuracy in congestion
estimation, a simple variant of ConEx is already able to provide
a good fairness improvement between users. This is particularly
interesting in the context of an initial deployment scenario,
allowing an incremental deployment of ConEx. Thirdly, we
investigate and discuss the limitations and weaknesses presented
by ConEx with regard to short-lived flows. Finally, based on
a YouTube traffic model, we illustrate how ConEx can help to
enhance the Quality of Experience (QoE) of video streaming users
during congestion periods, significantly reducing the number and
duration of stalling events.
Keywords-ConEx; Performance; ECN; Congestion; Policing;
YouTube; LEDBAT.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper complements the investigation of ConEx presented in [1], adding new simulation results and more detailed
discussions.
During the network’s busy hours, an amount of traffic
greater than what the network can handle leads to congestion,
affecting the quality of experience of many users. Yet, this
great amount of traffic is mainly caused by a small percentage
of users, often referred as “heavy” users. For example, in
Orange’s Fiber To The Home (FTTH) access networks, 80%

of downstream traffic is generated by 15% of the customers
[2]. In order to improve the user’s network experience, while
restraining the network costs, the aim is to convince these
heavy users to yield network resources during congestion
periods for the benefit of everybody.
Some traffic management approaches are already implemented by network operators, like rate-limiting traffic or defining Data-Volume caps above which the users are slowed down
or stopped. However, these solutions show limited efficiency
because they do not consider the network state, i.e., if it is
congested or not. A heavy user can be rate-limited even when
he does not hamper the experience of the others, or when there
are plenty network resources available, which would allow his
traffic to be far much faster. Similarly, a heavy user might
consume his allowed Data-Volume even when the network is
not in a congestion phase, which can be perceived as largely
unjustified. It would be fairer to limit the users according to
how much congestion they induced. For this, we would need
the information about the congestion encountered by the users.
This valuable congestion information is generally available to
the end-to-end flow control algorithms, for example, it can
be exchanged between the users at the transport layer (e.g.,
through TCP acks), but it is transparent for the network layer.
As the network elements operate at the network layer, they
cannot have access to congestion information.
To counter this lack of information at the network layer,
the IETF designed ConEx, which is a mechanism that allows
the sender to inform the network about the congestion encountered [3]. The amount of lost and congestion marked packets
exposed by a user defines a new metric called the CongestionVolume, which is a more useful metric than Data-Volume
because it reports directly the congestion in the network.
In order to minimize the implementation complexity,
ConEx largely relies on existing mechanisms (e.g., RED, ECN
capability on routers, TCP exchanges), and on new features
added to both the sender and the receiver to be fully ConExcapable. Considering the initial deployment of ConEx, we are
interested in whether or not ConEx still presents good performance without the use of ECN in the network and relying only
on minimal modifications to the user’s end devices.
The additions to [1] are the following: firstly, the impact
of the network configuration (e.g., router queueing, network
delay) on ConEx mechanism is evaluated to determine how
it may influence its ability to improve fairness between users.
The sensitivity of ConEx to its environment is a key factor
when considering its deployment in a real network. Secondly,
the introduction of a new step of deployment in the analysis
of the performance of ConEx variants with an increasing
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implementation complexity, is also a valuable addition. It
enhances the understanding of how all the ConEx components
interact to achieve the goal of improving fairness between
users.
We will first present in Section II the related work on
ConEx. Section III will describe the ConEx principle and the
mechanisms on which it relies. The performance evaluation
of ConEx with and without ECN using long-lived flows is
presented in Section IV while the short-lived flows issue will
be discussed in Section V. Our interest will be focused, in
Section VI, on how ConEx can be useful in the case of video
streaming traffic to enhance the users’ QoE, with scenarios
using a YouTube traffic model, and how heavy users can take
advantage in using a congestion control algorithm like Low
Extra Delay Background Transport (LEDBAT). Section VII
summarises the main outcomes of the study, finally, Section
VIII discusses the future work, still waiting to be covered.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The IETF has set up since June 2010 a working group
to develop experimental specifications of ConEx in IPv6
networks [3]. A Request For Comments (RFC) [4] discussing
the concepts and use cases has been published, and other
documents concerning the ConEx mechanism have also been
produced and are waiting for final adoption: the use of a destination option in the IPv6 Header to carry the ConEx markings
[5], a mobile communications use case for congestion exposure
[6] and the necessary modifications to TCP [7].
Re-ECN is a "pre-ConEx" implementation solution to
allow congestion exposure for IPv4 networks. A thorough
description and analysis of the Re-ECN mechanism has been
done under the Trilogy project [8]. This work had a great
influence for the emergence of the ConEx working group.
Some papers focused on the performance evaluation of
the congestion exposure mechanism through the evaluation
of Re-ECN in multiple scenarios. [9] developed a Linux
implementation of Re-ECN and performed several simulations
showing the great dependency of the Re-ECN information to
the flow size, the Round Trip Time (RTT) and the Active
Queue Management (AQM) parameters. [10] evaluates mobility issues with congestion exposure and shows that mobility
is not a major concern for Re-ECN. [11] evaluates Re-ECN
applicability in LTE networks and found that it can bring
a significant improvement for these networks unless they
experience a severe packet loss rate. All these papers rely on
the use of ECN to signal congestion; to our knowledge, no
performance evaluation of ConEx has been made solely based
on loss exposure.
III. C ONGESTION E XPOSURE
In this section, we will describe ConEx, how it operates to
expose congestion, along with the other mechanisms used to
collect congestion information and control the user’s traffic.
A. ConEx mechanism
Figure 1 shows the whole ConEx process and all the
elements involved with it, in case of TCP traffic, which is
the primarily target for ConEx. The ConEx mechanism works
as follows: a transport sender starts by sending a data packet
in the network, this packet might encounter one or several
congested routers along its path. The packet will either be
lost or ECN marked (by setting the Congestion Experienced

Figure 1. ConEx mechanism

(CE) codepoint in the IP header [12]) by the congested routers.
This information about loss or marking will be detected by the
transport receiver, and through the TCP acknowledgments, the
receiver will feedback this information to the sender. With the
use of ConEx, the sender will reinject this feedback to the
network in the IP packet headers (e.g., use of the RE bit in
Section III-D), which will hold the Re-Echo signals. Detecting
a loss will generate a Re-Echo-Loss signal from the sender,
while an ECN marked packet will generate a Re-Echo-ECN
signal.
The information provided by ConEx can then be used
by the network operator for traffic management through a
congestion policer for example. At the ingress of the network, a congestion policer counts the congested packets and
takes traffic control policy decisions (e.g., discard, deprioritize
packets using Differentiated Services (DiffServ)) if the user
has consumed the congestion-volume he was allowed. At the
egress of the network, an auditor might be used to ensure that
the senders are exposing the right amount of congestion to
the network. It helps as prevention from users understating the
congestion their flows encounter, to preserve their congestion
allowance and avoid policing. If the sources are trusted ones,
for example, if the sources are controlled by the network
operator or if there is an agreement between the sender and
the network, the auditor is unnecessary and can be omitted.
As reliable auditing is a complex task this greatly simplifies
the deployment of ConEx.
B. Random Early Detection
Random Early Detection is an Active Queue Management
technique, implemented on many routers, which was first
introduced in [13]. It allows to randomly drop or ECN mark
packets according to a probability that increases from 0 to
the maximum probability pmax when the mean queue length
increases from a minimum threshold to a maximum threshold
(see Figure 2). Above the maximum threshold, all packets
are either dropped or marked if ECN is used (the “gentle
mode” was introduced later on to fix the problem caused by
the discontinuity of the marking or drop probability when the
queue length exceeds the max threshold).
C. Explicit Congestion Notification
Explicit Congestion Notification [12] is a way to indicate
the occurrence of congestion in the network without having to
drop packets. It uses two ECN bits [ECT,CE] of the IP header
to signal congestion to the receiver.
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Figure 4. This field would act as a counter for the number
of CE marks seen by the receiver, which can feedback it to
the sender. The sender is then able to accurately follow the
evolution of ECN markings and report the right amount of
Re-Echo-ECN signals. The use of accurate ECN feedback is
negotiated during the TCP three-way handshake.

Figure 2. Random Early Detection dropping/ marking function

F. Congestion policer
The great advantage brought by ConEx is the possibility
for the network operator to police the users proportionally to
their contribution to congestion, thus to the impact they have
on other users. Based on the ConEx signal the policing can
be applied at the ingress of the network, which is far more
efficient than a policing at the egress by the auditor as it
prevents the heavy users from overloading the network.

Figure 3. Bytes 1 and 2 of IPv4 header

D. Re-ECN
Re-ECN is a candidate implementation of ConEx for IPv4
[8]. It uses the bit 48 (RE bit) of the IPv4 header to extend
the ECN field to a 3-bit field, allowing 8 codepoints. These
codepoints identify the ConEx signals as described in Table I.
TABLE I. ConEx signals with Re-ECN encoding

ECN field
00
01
01
11
11
10
00
10

RE bit
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1

ConEx signal
Credit (Used with the auditor)
ConEx-Not-Marked (ConEx-Capable)
Re-Echo-ECN or Re-Echo-Loss
ECN marked packet
Re-Echo packet and ECN-marked
ECN legacy (Not-ConEx)
Not-ECN (Not-ConEx)
Unused

E. TCP modifications

Figure 5. The congestion policer as a token bucket

The congestion policer can be implemented as a token
bucket, as in Figure 5, with a filling rate r (the allowed
Congestion-Rate) and a depth d (the allowed CongestionBurst). In a byte-based mode of operation, the policer removes
the same amount of tokens from the bucket as there are bytes
in the Re-Echo-ECN/Re-Echo-Loss packets sent by a user.
When the bucket empties, the policer proceeds to discard the
packets of the user who exceeded his allowed CongestionVolume. A packet-based policer, which does not consider the
size of packets, can also be used, resulting in a simpler but
potentially less accurate traffic control in case of heterogeneous
packet sizes.

Figure 4. Bytes 13 and 14 of TCP header

The classic ECN mechanism as described in [12] allows
the receiver to feedback only one CE mark per RTT. Indeed,
even if several packets of the same flow get CE marked
during one RTT, the receiver has only one bit (ECN-Echo
(ECE) flag in the TCP header) to feedback all the marks.
The information about how many packets have been marked is
valuable for ConEx but also for other mechanisms like DCTCP
[14], modifications to TCP are needed to provide more than
one feedback per RTT. [15] and [16] propose a solution to
achieve such a goal. They suggest overloading the three TCP
flags ECE, Congestion Window Reduced (CWR) and Nonce
Sum (NS) to form a 3-bit field, the ACE field as shown in

Figure 6. Drop function of the congestion policer

As shown in Figure 6, three levels of policing are used for
performance evaluation characterized by their drop function:
the strict policer discards all packets when the bucket is empty,
the mild policer discards packets with a probability linearly
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increasing from 0 to 1 when the bucket depth decreases from
0 to −d/10 and the soft policer discards packets with a
probability linearly increasing from 0 to 1 when the bucket
depth decreases from 0 to −d.
IV. L ONG - LIVED FLOWS
A. Simulated Network
To perform the simulations, we used the Network Simulator 2 (NS2) [17] in which we implemented ConEx following
the latest RFCs and drafts and we used the IPv4 proposal
presented in Section III-D. The simulated network is depicted
in Figure 7. There are 100 users on either side of the network,
each single user on the right receiving traffic from a single
user on the left. 90 of them are light users using only one
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) flow each as a traffic source.
The other 10 users are heavy users, they use 36 FTP flows
each as a traffic source, they will thereby be responsible
for 80% of the traffic on the bottleneck. The TCP senders
use cubic as a congestion control algorithm with Selective
Acknowledgments (SACK) and TimeStamps options. The TCP
receivers can feedback ECN markings in an accurate count
to the sender, which in turn will send a Re-Echo-ECN/ReEcho-Loss signal for every ECN-marked/lost packet. The TCP
maximum window value is equal to 64KB while the packet
size is equal to 1500 bytes.

can get more bandwidth share if he uses more flows. The
per user congestion policer does not consider the user’s flows
individually but only the aggregate traffic of the user to monitor
the amount of congestion induced in the network. The purpose
of ConEx is to improve fairness between users, especially
between the light user and the heavy user, which is useful for a
network operator, as providing fairness between its customers
in their use of the network is necessary. So, monitoring the
impact of the mechanism on the fairness between the users is
valuable. Therefore, we will be monitoring a metric defined in
[18]:
unf airness =

throughput of a heavy user
throughput of a light user

(1)

In the following sections, we will firstly evaluate the
impact of the internal and external parameters of ConEx on
its performance. The internal parameters are the ones that
come with the implementation of ConEx i.e., the congestion
policer configuration (filling rate, harshness of the policer
and bucket depth). The external parameters are the ones that
come from the environment in which ConEx operates: the
main network parameters (i.e., queuing strategy and delay)
and the TCP congestion control algorithm (i.e., cubic and
compound). Afterwards, we will compare the performance
of ConEx for a set of implementation variants of increasing
complexity, corresponding to increasing steps of deployment,
a very essential consideration for a network operator.
TABLE II. Parameter values summary

Parameter
Policer Filling Rate r
(packets/s)

Figure 7. Simulated network topology

Unless specifically mentioned, the following configuration
is used. All users have a minimum Round Trip Time of
100ms (due to the propagation time on the links) and share a
100Mbps bottleneck. At the ingress of the network, there is a
per user congestion policer, which is implemented as described
in Section III-F. The action taken by the policer is dropping
the user’s packets when the bucket, which has a depth of 64KB
(or 45 packets), is emptied. On the bottleneck’s router, there
is a RED queue with a length equal to the Bandwidth Delay
Product (BDP) in order to hold 100ms of the bottleneck’s
traffic. The probability of marking packets increases from 0
to pmax = 1 as the average queue length increases from 10%
to 100% of the total queue length. At the egress of the network,
there is an auditor that is deactivated because we use trusted
sources, i.e., sources that are fully compliant to the behavior
specified for ConEx.
Each simulation has a duration of 100s and is run 30 times
to have proper 95% confidence intervals for each point. For
greater visibility of the graphs, these intervals are not depicted
when their value is around 1% of the metric’s mean. The traffic
sources are saturated (i.e., sending at their maximum possible
rate) and each flow starts randomly and uniformly between 0
and 300ms.
TCP provides a flow-based fairness, meaning that a user

Policer Depth d (packets)
Policer Harshness
Fixed RTT (ms)
TCP Congestion Control
Queue Size q (ms)
Queue MinThresh mTh (%q)
Queue MaxThresh MTh (%q)
Queue Maximum
Mark/Drop Probability
ConEx Complexity

Values
1−2−3−4−5
10 − 15 − 20 − 25 − 30
45 − 90 − 120 − 180
5 − 12 − 23 − 45 − 90
Soft−Mild−Strict
20 − 50 − 100 − 150 − 200
Cubic−Compound
10 − 20 − 50 − 100 − 200
2.5 − 5 − 10 − 20 − 50
20 − 40 − 60 − 80 − 100
0.1 − 0.25 − 0.5 − 0.75 − 1
DTConEx−REDConEx
ECNConEx−FullConEx

Table II summarizes the evaluated parameters and their
values in the simulations. The value in bold represents the default value of the parameter, used when no value is specifically
mentioned in the text.
B. Policer harshness
Figure 8 represents the average unfairness versus the
allowed filling rate of a user in the simulation. Each curve
represents a level of harshness of the policer as explained in
Section III-F. The straight red curve on top is the unfairness
when no policing is applied (the policer is deactivated). Only
TCP is performing congestion control and TCP induces fairness between flows; as a heavy user has 36 flows and a light
user has only one, the unfairness is equal to 36 as expected.
When the policer is activated (the three remaining curves),
the heavy users are the ones that will be the most policed.
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unfairness between a light and a heavy user

unfairness between a light and a heavy user with a soft policer
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Figure 8. Unfairness between a heavy and a light user

C. Token Bucket Depth
The depth of the token bucket corresponds to the burst of
ConEx signals the network operator allows a user to send, it
conditions the quickness of the policer to take action against a
user inducing congestion. The token bucket depth is involved
in the dropping function of the soft and mild policer (the

40
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100
filling rate r (packets/s)

120
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160

180

Figure 9. Unfairness with different depth values (in packets) with a soft
policer
unfairness between a light and a heavy user with a mild policer
40

35

30

unfairness

As the heavy users are forced to reduce their throughput, the
light users occupy the freed bandwidth and the unfairness is
reduced.
In Figure 8, the unfairness presents a minimum value
suggesting an optimal filling rate. On the two sides of the
optimum, the unfairness increases but for two different reasons.
On the right side, as the filling rate increases, the heavy
users undergo less policing. They get a higher throughput
than with the optimal filling rate and the unfairness increases.
When the filling rate is high enough, the heavy users avoid
the policer’s intervention, so the unfairness reaches the value
obtained without policing (unf airness = 36). On the left
side of the optimum, both the heavy users and the light users
are policed because of the insufficient filling rate. The light
users are forced to reduce their throughput and the unfairness
increases compared to the unfairness obtained with the optimal
filling rate. Policing the light users is counter-productive if the
purpose is to reduce unfairness between light and heavy users;
one has to attribute filling rates, which will avoid the light
users from being policed while keeping the heavy users from
overloading the network during busy hours.
To evaluate the impact of the harshness of the policer, a
soft, a mild and a strict policer are used, which drop packets
with increasing aggressiveness. Figure 8 shows that the three
policers present the same optimal filling rate but are different
in decreasing the unfairness. The harsher is the policing, the
lower is the unfairness, because the heavy users will need
to further reduce their throughput due to the policer’s higher
dropping probability. The difference between the policers is
substantial because when the policer drops packets, the ConExenabled source will react by sending more Re-Echo-Loss
packets, which will eventually lead to more policing. With a
severe policer, the risk is to have a user continually decreasing
his throughput because of the policer’s actions, even when the
network becomes uncongested. This potential artefact should
be taken into account in the design of the policer’s algorithm.
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Figure 10. Unfairness with different depth values (in packets) with a mild
policer

smaller the bucket, the steeper the dropping function) as shown
in Section III-F, thus the depth also represents the progressivity
of the policing in relation to the congestion induced. Figure 9
and Figure 10 represent the unfairness between users versus
the filling rate for different depth values in the case of a
soft and a mild policer respectively. In both cases, as the
token bucket depth decreases, policing becomes more reactive
to congestion, and less permissive towards heavy users, so
the unfairness decreases as the heavy users react to dropped
packets by reducing their throughput.
When the drop function is independent of the bucket
length, like in the case of a strict policer (cf. Figure 11),
only the reactivity of the policing is affected by the depth
of the bucket, the harshness is not. As noticed in Figure 11,
there is almost no difference in the decrease of the unfairness
between the different depth values: long-lived flows can react
to congestion by adapting their throughput, thus they induce
a steady rate of congestion signals. If this congestion-rate is
greater than the filling rate, it is only a matter of time for the
bucket to be emptied completely, and for the policer to start
taking action against the congestion inducing user, with the
same harshness whatever the bucket depth. In the long run, the
unfairness decrease would not be affected by the bucket depth
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as much as by the filling rate and the dropping probability. So
the reactivity of the policing, conditioned by the depth of the
token bucket, is less significant than the harshness, conditioned
by the filling rate and the dropping function steepness, in
reducing the unfairness.
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Figure 12. Unfairness with different RTTs
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Figure 11. Unfairness with different depth values (in packets) with a strict
policer

To proceed in the performance evaluation of ConEx, we
use a mild policer and vary the values of the other parameters
involved in the control of the mechanism or likely to influence
its behavior. We will evaluate next the effect of the Round Trip
Time.
D. Round Trip Time
We vary the minimum RTT (due to the propagation time in
the links) of the users from 20ms to 200ms in the simulations.
Having a short RTT allows a flow to quickly increase its
congestion window, reaching a high throughput over a short
time period. It also increases the probability for its packets to
get marked or dropped: in a single second a flow have many
“round trips” of traffic in the network, potentially resulting
in many packets queued at the bottleneck and marked or
dropped in case of congestion. This could drastically increase
the number of Re-Echo-ECN and Re-Echo-Loss packets sent
by a flow over a given time period. The user could then
experience a high congestion-rate, rapidly consume the tokens
in the token bucket when compared to the allocated filling
rate, leading to a more severe policing. As shown in Figure
12, the unfairness significantly decreases with the RTT, and
the difference observed between the curves is important,
particularly for a RTT below 100ms. For the shortest round
trip times (RTT below 100ms), even the highest filling rate
(r = 180packets/s) is not sufficient to allow the heavy users
to deal with the congestion-rate they induce in the network,
so the unfairness is still low even with a high filling rate. The
results presented here clearly show that the round trip time is
a very influential parameter for ConEx mechanism, especially
in the design of the congestion policer algorithm.
E. TCP congestion control algorithm
In Figure 13, two popular TCP congestion control algorithms are compared, cubic and compound. Cubic is a
more aggressive algorithm than compound that occupies more
bandwidth, and can lead to more congestion on the bottleneck.

As a consequence, similarly to what was observed for a
short RTT, it can be expected that cubic consumes more
tokens, leads to more sanctions towards the heavy users hence
results in a lower unfairness than compound TCP. On the
contrary, the results show that compound TCP manages is more
effective in reducing unfairness between users. In addition,
the difference between cubic and compound remains almost
constant when the filling rate varies, meaning that they do
not have a significant impact on the behaviour of ConEx.
The results show that the aggressiveness of cubic algorithm
leads to more losses and markings during congestion, even for
light users, forcing them to reduce their throughput more often
and leading to a less effective unfairness reduction than with
compound.
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Figure 13. Unfairness with cubic and compound

Regarding more specifically ConEx, the obtained results
show that both congestion control algorithms have a very
similar behaviour in the presence of ConEx, resulting in
roughly the same level of performance. This means that in the
presence of ConEx, the users should be treated in the same way
by the network, whatever their congestion control algorithm
is, resulting in a relative independence regarding the type of
device and/or the type of operating system.
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queueing delay without congestion policing is close to the
value of the queueing delay when r = 180packets/s, as with
this filling rate, the heavy users are almost not policed.
For a given filling rate, the queueing delay exhibits important variations, which is natural as the queues varies in size,
but compared to the impact on the unfairness, the impact of
the queue size on the delay is much more significant. Thus,
it can be considered that the impact of the queue size on the
delay is much more a concern than its impact on ConEx.
unfairness between a light and a heavy user
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F. Queue parameters
Many Active Queueing Management techniques and
queueing algorithms can be used in a network depending on the
objective the network operator aims at (reducing the queueing
delay, the jitter, etc.), and these algorithms might have many
parameters of their own, which will affect the behaviour of
ConEx. In the case of the Random Early Detection algorithm,
four parameters are involved: the queue size, the minimum
threshold, the maximum threshold and the maximum marking
probability. In this section, we will investigate the impact of
each parameter on the behaviour of ConEx and try to quantify
how it affects the effectiveness in reducing the unfairness.
In our evaluation the RED queue is used to mark packets, it
only drops packets when it overflows. An ECN marked packets
has two effects and provides two way to reduce the traffic load
in the network. Firstly, it forces the traffic source to reduce its
window size to lower its sending rate at a maximum rate of
one time per RTT, similarly to what is done when detecting
a packet loss. Secondly, it forces the traffic source to send
a Re-Echo-ECN packet, consuming tokens at the policer and
increasing the probability for the source to be policed.
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Figure 15. Unfairness with different minimum thresholds
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Figure 14. Unfairness with different queue sizes

1) Queue size: We vary the queue size to hold from 10ms
to 200ms of the bottleneck traffic. A small queue quickly
overloads, leading rapidly to an important number of packet
drops. In the case of RED, as the marking probability increases
with the mean queue length (cf. Section IV-A), the fraction of
marked packets also increases rapidly for a small queue. Thus,
the congestion induced by a user increases as the queue size
decreases, with more and more Re-Echo-Loss and Re-EchoECN packets sent by the heavy users. These heavy users are
policed and forced to reduce their throughput, and, as shown
in Figure 14, the unfairness decreases significantly with the
decrease of the queue length. It should be noticed that the
decrease of the unfairness is also affected by the shorter RTT
due to the shorter queue, as it is explained in Section IV-D, a
short RTT leads to a reduced unfairness.
Policing the heavy users at the ingress of the network
reduces the congestion in the network and allows the light
users to have a greater share of the available bandwidth, but it
also reduces the delay in the bottleneck queue. As the filling
rate decreases, making the policing harsher, the mean queueing
delay decreases, as shown in Figure 14. The value of the

2) Minimum Threshold: The minimum threshold determines when the queue will start marking packets. It can be
expected that the sooner the marking will begin, the more ReEcho-ECN packets will be sent by the users inducing congestion, consuming more tokens and being more severely policed.
In Figure 15, the unfairness effectively decreases with the
decrease of the minimum threshold, however, the unfairness
is only slightly affected by the variation of the minimum
threshold, particularly for the values of filling rate leading to
the lower unfairness, making ConEx relatively insensitive to
the minimum threshold setting. This can be explained by the
fact that as the maximum threshold and the marking probability
remained unchanged, a low minimum threshold results in a
more reactive but less aggressive marking process.
On contrast the queueing delay is largely influenced by
the variation of the minimum threshold, as already observed
previously for the queue size variation case. This is quite
natural as one of the main motivations for introducing RED
was to control the queuing delay. Here again it can be
concluded that setting the minimum threshold is primarily
a question regarding the control of the queuing delay, with
limited influence on the behavior of ConEx.
3) Maximum Threshold: When the mean queue length
exceeds the maximum threshold, all packets are marked, so
the lower the threshold the greater fraction of Re-Echo-ECN
packets that will be sent by heavy users inducing congestion.
Thus, the policer is more severe towards these heavy users
and forces them to reduce their throughput. In Figure 16, the
unfairness decreases with the decrease of the maximum threshold, because of the higher fraction of ECN marked packets in
the queue, but as already observed for the minimum threshold,
the unfairness is only slightly affected by the variation of the
maximum threshold. The queueing delay also decreases with
the maximum threshold, and here again, the queueing delay is
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Figure 16. Unfairness with different maximum thresholds

widely impacted by this variation. From these results ConEx
appears as also relatively insensitive to the maximum threshold
setting. The drawback with a low maximum threshold is that
the light users also experiment a high ratio of ECN marked
packets in the queue. As they have to react to these marked
packets, they are unable to increase their throughput when the
heavy users are policed and the bottleneck freed.
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Figure 17. Unfairness with different maximum marking probabilities

4) Maximum marking probability: The maximum marking
probability is reached when the mean queue length is equal to
the maximum threshold, the higher the probability the more
packets are marked so the more Re-Echo-ECN signals are
sent by heavy users, making the policer harsher towards their
traffic. As presented in Figure 17, a higher maximum marking
probability decreases the unfairness, and it also decreases the
queueing delay because of both the marking in the queue and
the heavy users’ policing at the ingress of the network.
The queueing delay is greatly affected by the variation of
the marking probability. For a low marking probability the
users experiment only small limitations and can largely (e.g.,
for a marking probability equal to 0.25), or completely (e.g.,
for a marking probability equal to 0.1), fill the queue, resulting
in a high queuing delay. As the marking probability increases
the user’s limitation is more severe, resulting in a less loaded
queue and a reduced delay. For low filling rate congestion

policing is more severe and the queuing delay reduction is
emphasized.
On contrast, unfairness exhibits a smaller sensitivity to
the maximum marking probability. For a low filling rate (i.e.,
below 20 packets/s), the allowance of Re-Echo-ECN packets
is so small that the marking probability has a limited impact
on the unfairness reduction. For a high filling rate, on the
opposite, the allowance is so important that here again the
marking probability has a limited impact. It can even be
observed that for a filling above 90 packets per second and
a low maximum marking probability (i.e., below 0.25), the
maximum rate of marked packets becomes close to the policer
filling rate, resulting in heavy users being almost not policed.
From the investigation of the RED queue presented here,
a trend can be observed: there is certainly an impact of the
queue’s parameters on the fairness improvement provided by
ConEx, but it always goes with a significantly more important
impact on the queuing delay. Thus, tuning of the RED parameters should focus much more on delay control, than on the
influence of these parameters on ConEx. Additionally, whatever is the chosen tuning of the RED parameters, congestion
policing can always provide a further reduction in the queueing
delay, because of the traffic load reduction resulting from its
action at the ingress of the network.
G. ConEx with increasing complexity
The deployability of ConEx is a major concern for both
content providers and network operators. If a content provider
can easily upgrade its servers, it does not control the traffic
queuing mechanisms implemented on routers, nor the IP stack
of receiving devices. On its part the network operator can
modify the queuing strategy in its network but it does not
control the IP stack on the senders and receivers. In that context
the possibility of minimal modifications is a key factor for an
introduction phase. ConEx allows incremental deployment by
requiring only a few modifications to be operational. It can
afterwards be upgraded, step by step, increasing the implementation complexity to provide a more and more accurate
feedback of congestion information.
TABLE III. ConEx with increasing complexity

Case
DTConEx
REDConEx
ECNConEx
FullConEx

queue
DropTail
RED
RED
RED

sender
No ECN
No ECN
Accurate ECN
Accurate ECN

receiver
No ECN
No ECN
Classic ECN
Accurate ECN

The minimum modifications needed for ConEx are the
modifications to the sender, which will react to a loss detection
by sending a Re-Echo-Loss signal. In this case, ECN support is
needed neither on the sender nor on the receiver and the RED
queue can be replaced by a simple DropTail queue, which will
drop packets when it overflows. In the next paragraphs, this
case is referred to it as the DT ConEx case. The next step of
modifications is when a RED queue is used on the router to
improve reactivity to congestion appearance. ECN is not used
and ConEx will react only to dropped packets by the RED
queue. This is referred to it as the REDConEx case. Another
step of modifications is when ECN is activated on both the
sender and the receiver, but the receiver does not provide an
accurate account of the congestion signals it receives from the
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network (cf. Section III-E), so only one congestion notification
can be sent to the sender per RTT. This case is referred to it
as the ECN ConEx case. The ultimate step of modifications
is when ECN is used by both the sender and the receiver
along with the modifications to the receiver to allow accurate
ECN feedback (cf. Section III-E). This is referred to it as the
F ullConEx case. The four cases are summurised in Table III.
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restrained by the policer.
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Figure 18. Unfairness with DTConEx, REDConEx, ECNConEx and
FullConEx

Figure 18 depicts the average unfairness versus the filling
rate in four scenarios where we vary the number of flows per
heavy user (9, 18, 27, and 36), while the light user remains
with a single flow. In each scenario, the red curve represents
the unfairness without policing, while the four other curves
represent the four cases explained above. As the number of
flows of a heavy user increases, its contribution to congestion
also increases. The user has to send more Re-Echo packets,
he consumes more tokens and is more severely policed. As
a consequence the range of filling rates allowing fairness
improvement is widened.
In all scenarios, we see that F ullConEx and
ECN ConEx have a similar behavior and decrease the
unfairness more than REDConEx. The reason is that the
two former cases provide the congestion information via both
ECN and losses, which makes the policer more accurate than
with REDConEx, which only provides the information on
lost packets. In the same way, F ullConEx is slightly more
effective than ECN ConEx in decreasing the unfairness,
because it provides a more accurate congestion signal,
particularly when the level of congestion increase (27 and
36 flows per user), allowing the congestion policer to more
accurately restrain the heavy users.
The DT ConEx case provides even less congestion information than the other cases (i.e., only when the queue
overflows), but manages to decrease more the unfairness in
all scenarios in a range of filling rates around the optimum.
DT ConEx is effective because it does not force the light
users to reduce their throughput as early as for the other cases.
Indeed, for REDConEx, ECN ConEx and F ullConEx, the
queue starts dropping or marking packets when its mean length
exceeds a minimum threshold, forcing the heavy users, and in
a smaller proportion the light user, to reduce their throughput.
On opposite the DropTail queue only drops packets when the
entire queue is filled, which gives the opportunity for the
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Figure 19. mean queueing delay and queue loss rate of a light user

Figure 19 represents the mean queueing delay and the loss
rate that a light user encounters as a function of the filling
rate (scenario with 36 flows per heavy user). Unlike RED, a
DropTail queue does not allow reducing the queueing delay
observed by the users, as we can see for the DT ConEx case.
The DropTail queue is entirely filled when it starts dropping
packets, so the users experience the highest delay equal to
100ms. For REDConEx, ECN ConEx and F ullConEx,
the queueing delay is reduced by the action of the RED
queue. REDConEx reduces the queueing delay more than
ECN ConEx and F ullConEx, because the RED queue drops
packets while the two others only mark packets, leaving them
in the queue. The congestion policer also contributes to the
reduction of the queueing delay by limiting the amount of
traffic entering the network. This effect is more visible as the
filling rate decreases.
By reducing the traffic pressure on the bottleneck, the
congestion policer also reduces the loss rate encountered by
light users, especially in DT ConEx and REDConEx, which
are based only on losses in order to notify congestion. In
both cases, the light user’s loss rate drastically decreases as
the filling rate decreases. For all filling rates, REDConEx
results in a higher loss rate than DT ConEx because the RED
queue begins dropping packets earlier than the DropTail queue.
Finally, ECN ConEx and F ullConEx, in which packets are
ECN-marked rather than dropped, results in a similar and
significantly lower loss rate for light users than the two other
cases.
TABLE IV. Performance summary

Case
DTConEx
REDConEx
ECNConEx
FullConEx

Fairness
****
*
**
***

Loss rate
**
*
****
****

Delay
*
****
**
***

Deployability
****
***
**
*

Table IV summarises the advantages and drawbacks of
each implementation variant in terms of fairness improvement,
loss rate, queueing delay and deployability.
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V. S HORT-L IVED FLOWS
Short-lived flows represent a great number of flows that
cross the Internet (e.g., Domain Name System (DNS), Web
objects). These flows are just a few packets long, they finish
during the slow-start phase (in few RTTs) before reaching their
fair-share rate [19]. This section aims to see how ConEx, which
is a closed-loop mechanism requiring a number of RTTs to
gather congestion information, behaves with short-lived flows
and if it does bring an improvement to the completion time of
these flows.
For performance evaluation, we use the same topology as
in Section IV but modify the traffic sources from saturated
long-lived flows to short-lived flows lasting only 10 packets.
We use the aggregated traffic model described in [20], which
uses a gamma distribution for the flow inter-arrival time, with
a newly generated flow every 6ms on average. The 10 heavy
users will generate 80% of the flows while the light users will
generate the remaining 20%. In order to experience congestion
in the network, a Not-ConEx cross traffic of 90Mbps over the
100Mbps bottleneck is generated. A strict policer is used as
described in Section III-F. We monitor the flow completion
time as a performance metric.
Each simulation lasts 600s, 30 simulations are performed
to obtain a single point with a 95% confidence interval that is
depicted on the graphs.
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Figure 20. Completion time of a light and a heavy user’s flow

Figure 20 represents the average completion time of a
heavy user’s flow and a light user’s flow with and without the
use of ConEx (FullConEx implementation in this simulation).
The flows have an initial window of 2 segments and can be
completed in 3 RTTs (300ms), which does not allow them to
provide much congestion information for ConEx. Nevertheless,
a heavy user can be policed when the filling rate is low
enough (r < 15packets), increasing greatly the completion
time of his flows. The completion time of a 10-segment flow
ranged from 380ms without policing up to 1.64s when policed.
This is supposed to free the bottleneck for the light users’
flows. Indeed, we see that when the heavy user is delayed,
the light users benefit from a reduced completion time, but
the decrease is only a few milliseconds, which is hardly a
significant improvement.
Neither ConEx benefits from the use of short flows nor
short flows benefit from ConEx. Short flows are not suited

to retrieve congestion information for ConEx as they finish
in few RTTs. In addition, these flows also finish before they
can react to policing. When short flows lose packets, they can
see their completion time increases dramatically from a few
milliseconds to several seconds because they might need to
wait for an RTO to perform retransmissions and complete. As
expected, ConEx behaves poorly in presence of short flows,
and it should be even less interesting if, as [19] suggests, the
initial window is increased to 10 segments, which represents
a less favorable scenario than the simulated one. However,
the poor behaviour of ConEx observed with short flows does
not lessen the interest of the mechanism considering that
long flows are the main source of congestion. If a per user
congestion policer is used, it should be more profitable to focus
on long flows, which can retrieve congestion information and
can efficiently react to policing.
VI. V IDEO S TREAMING T RAFFIC : YOU T UBE USE CASE
We have observed over the last years an impressive growth
of the video streaming traffic in both Orange’s fixed and
mobile networks (36% for FTTH, 26% for Asymmetric Digital
Subscriber Line (ADSL) and 39% for mobile downstream [2]).
This led us to analyse how ConEx can alleviate the pressure
caused by video streaming traffic and we chose as a use case
the very popular YouTube plateform.
A. YouTube server model
Many papers analysed the YouTube traffic generation.
Among them, [21] [22] propose an algorithm to reproduce
the behaviour of a YouTube server, which we implemented in
NS2.
A server sends a video in two phases: the first phase is
called the Initial Burst where 40s of video data is sent at
maximum rate to provide sufficient buffering to the player.
The second phase is called the Throttling phase, where the
server sends the rest of the video data in chunks with a
sending rate = 1.25 × encoding rate of the video. The
chunk size is 64KB and the chunks are sent over a TCP socket
with a 2MB sending buffer.
B. YouTube player model
We used the most precise monitoring approach proposed
by [23] to implement a YouTube player in NS2. It is based on
the status of the video buffer on the client player. The player
starts playing the video when the buffered length exceeds a
first threshold θ0 = 2.2s. If the buffer is depleted and the
buffered length goes below a second threshold θ1 = 0.4s, the
video stalls until the buffered length exceeds θ0 , then the video
can start anew. We retrieve from the video player the number
of stalling events N and their average length L to compute the
QoE following a model suggested by [24] with the following
equation:
QoE(L, N ) = 3.50 exp−(0.15L+0.19).N +1.50

(2)

C. YouTube results
The same topology as in Section IV is used to perform
the simulations with 10 heavy users and 50 light users. The
simulated scenario is the following: in the first 100s of the
simulation, the heavy users have 20 FTP flows downloading at
the maximum rate they can reach. No light user is present yet,
the 10 heavy users can equally share the bottleneck. During
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the next 100s, the light users begin requesting, randomly
and uniformly over the 100s, a video from the servers. This
video has a 300s duration and a bitrate of 1128kbps, which
corresponds to the recommended bitrate for uploading 360p
videos to YouTube (1000kbps for the video bitrate and 128kbps
for the stereo audio bitrate [25]). The heavy users, which are
responsible for 80% of the traffic, now have to share the
network with the newcomers. At t = 500s, all light users
should have finished watching their 300s video if no stalling
events hampered the viewing, and the heavy users should be
able to continue using the bottleneck until the end of the
simulation 100s later. The mean QoE of the light users is
computed at the end of each simulation.
A simple DropTail queue is used at the bottleneck. The
policer is a strict policer as described in Section III-F and all
users use cubic as a congestion control algorithm.
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Figure 22. QoE of light users, the number of stalling events and the duration
of a single stalling event
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Figure 21. Throughput of heavy and light users versus time

Figure 21 shows the throughput of the heavy and the light
users versus time. The three time periods of the simulated
scenario are shown: before the arrival of the light users (0s100s), during the light users’ presence (100s-500s), and after
the presumed departure of the light users if they watched the
videos smoothly (500s-600s).
Figure 22 represents the computed QoE, the number of
stalling events and the duration of a single stalling event for
a light user in the following three cases: using cubic as a
congestion control algorithm for heavy users without policing,
using cubic for heavy users with ConEx policing and using
LEDBAT as a congestion control algorithm for heavy users
without policing.
1) Cubic without policing: When no policer is used, TCP
with cubic will share the bottleneck equally between flows.
The heavy users get 80% of the bottleneck and the light users
will not be able to watch the video before the end of the
second period. The light users will still be active during the
third period, reducing the throughput of the heavy users when
compared to the first period. The light users see their video
stall many times and for a long duration, close to 10s, as shown
in Figure 22, resulting in a QoE = 1.5, which is the lowest
obtainable value with equation (2). It can be anticipated that
in real life the users with such a low QoE would have stopped
watching the video when the first stalling events occurred.

2) Cubic with ConEx: ConEx is activated in order to
restrain the heavy users and improve the QoE of video users.
Figure 22 shows that ConEx perfectly achieves this objective:
as the filling rate decreases, the light users’ QoE significantly
increases due to a drastic reduction of the number of stalling
events. For a filling rate below 15 packets/s video users benefit
from a very good values (QoE > 4). The gain in QoE for
the light users results from the heavy users reducing their
throughput, in response to congestion policing, during the
second period as represented in Figure 21. As represented for a
filling rate of 15 and 5 packets/s, tuning the filling rate allows
to finely control the bandwidth reparation between the heavy
and light users. The light users are then able to finish viewing
their video before the end of the second period. As the light
users leave the bottleneck, the heavy users can increase their
throughput during the third period.
3) LEDBAT without policing: The heavy users could avoid
policing by being less aggressive towards video traffic. They
could either postpone their activities until a less congested
period, or they could use a less aggressive congestion control
algorithm, which yields the network resources when encountering congestion. LEDBAT [26] is such a congestion control
algorithm. It is designed to use the available bandwidth in
a bottleneck and yields rapidly in presence of standard TCP.
When LEDBAT is used (implementated in NS2 by [27])
instead of cubic for the heavy users, results in Figure 21 show
that, without requiring any policing, the heavy users rapidly
decrease their throughput when the video users become active.
The light users are then able to watch their video with a very
good QoE (Figure 22), similar to the results obtained by using
cubic and ConEx policing (r = 5). In the same way when the
light users’ videos finish, LEDBAT is able to use the freed
resources in the bottleneck.
The behavior observed with LEDBAT may raise some
questions: what is the usefulness of ConEx? Why not jumping
directly to LEDBAT? In fact, the use of a congestion control
mechanism like LEDBAT for bulk data transfers could be seen
as a target, but to favor its adoption it is necessary for the
network to find a way to acknowledge the users who adopt
a TCP-friendly behavior. As suggested in the ConEx charter
[3], ConEx can be deployed in order to incentivize the heavy
users to migrate a LEDBAT-like congestion control mecha-
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nism. The use of LEDBAT prevented the heavy users from
consuming tokens for applications like file transfer, preserving
their congestion allowance for more critical applications, while
allowing the light users to have a good quality of experience.
In this study, we have decided to use a progressive download mode of video delivery as it allows accurately quantifying
the benefits of ConEx and LEDBAT. If the video delivery
relies on HTTP-adaptive streaming, similar behavior can be
expected: the light users would decrease the resolution of their
video when encountering congestion, but after the heavy users
have reduced their throughput using LEDBAT or in response
to ConEx policing, the light users could increase the resolution
of their video and benefit from a higher video quality.
VII. S UMMARY AND CONCLUSION
ConEx is a new mechanism that allows a user to inform
the network of the amount of congestion encountered. This
allows the network operator to implement congestion-based
policies proportionally to the amount of congestion a user has
contributed to.
In Section IV, we have seen that ConEx allows us to
differentiate between a light and a heavy user to improve the
fairness between users. Many parameters (congestion policer
parameters, RTT, TCP congestion control algorithm, RED
queue) are involved in ConEx mechanism, and can influence
its ability to improve fairness between users.
ConEx might be very sensitive with the harshness of the
policing because of its interaction with the sent Re-EchoLoss packets, as explained in Section IV-B. Tuning the policer
harshness allows to precisely control the unfairness reduction
for all level of congestion allowance (i.e., for all level of
filling rate). Setting the token bucket depth allows to control
the policer aggressivity without significantly impacting the
level of performance. As for all mechanism operating in a
close-loop mode between the sender and the receiver, the
quickness of the congestion information retrieval, through a
short RTT, also have a great impact on the behavior of ConEx
and on its ability to improve the fairness between users. The
results obtained with cubic and compound shows that ConEx is
relatively insensitive to the TCP congestion control algorithms
implemented by the end devices, meaning that users should
be almost equally treated, whatever their congestion control
is, resulting in a relative independence of ConEx regarding
the type of end devices.
Finally, the investigation of the queuing strategy implemented by routers (i.e., RED queue) shows that the queue
parameters have a limited impact on ConEx behavior, particularly on the fairness improvement through congestion policing,
compared to their greater impact on other characteristics of the
traffic like delay. The RED queue setting can then be optimized
to control the queuing delay, with a limited impact on ConEx
performance. We have also shown that ConEx can still improve
fairness even with minimal modifications (the ability to react to
lost packets by sending a Re-Echo-Loss signal) and the use of
simple DropTail queues. So, an efficient initial deployment is
possible, as suggests [4], before considering the deployment
of a more accurate ConEx relying on ECN, which requires
modifications to both the senders and the receivers, and the
use of RED queues. The advantages and drawbacks of each
step of modifications are summarized in Table IV.
In Section V, we illustrate the poor behavior of ConEx in

presence of short-lived flows. We argued that neither ConEx
benefits from the use of short flows nor short flows benefit
from ConEx. Indeed, the short flows do not provide enough
congestion information to ConEx, and policing them is not
beneficial for their completion time. It is then more profitable
to focus on policing long and responsive flows.
In Section VI, we have seen how video streaming like
YouTube can benefit from ConEx. The results show the improvement that can be obtained by using ConEx alone, but also
the benefits that can be expected from the combined used of
ConEx and LEDBAT. ConEx can be used to restrain the heavy
users who do not yield voluntarily under congestion, while
leaving unpoliced those who do through a congestion control
mechanism like LEDBAT. This should provide incentives for
the heavy users to be more cooperative during congestion
periods. The use of LEDBAT can protect the heavy users from
being policed through ConEx while allowing the light users to
have a great QoE.
To conclude, ConEx could be considered as a credible
approach to improve user’s fairness in case of high network
loads, while being transparent otherwise. If ConEx operation
is influenced by its environment (e.g., parameters setting, network topology, traffic demand, etc.), in all tested configurations
its behavior remains robust, suggesting that reasonable margins
exist for a network operator to deploy and provision ConEx
in a real network. Considering its poor behavior when applied
on short flows and the fact that long flows are the main cause
of congestion, ConEx should be focused on long flows. In
order to minimize the introduction cost, ConEx should be
deployed first in a simple implementation mode, i.e., using
only packet losses to estimate congestion. In that mode only
the traffic sources (i.e., servers) have to be modified to be able
to generate the ConEx signal. In a second phase, if a better
level of performance is required, in particular regarding delay,
upgrading ConEx could be envisaged, preferably for a full
ConEx mode.
VIII. F UTURE W ORK
Implementing a per user congestion policer requires the
determination of the policer’s parameters, the filling rate (the
allowed Congestion-Rate) and the bucket depth (the allowed
Congestion-Burst). Different kinds of flows with different
behaviours need to be policed with the same allowance rate,
which makes the determination of these parameters challenging. Further studies are required on this subject.
The congestion policing function is the key to improve
fairness between users and to enforce some users to yield
if they do not voluntarily. Designing a policer algorithm that
achieves the goals we set is a crucial point in the deployment
and is one of the main objectives of our future work.
Finally, the auditor can be necessary if there is a risk that
the sources do not report the right Congestion-Volume they
encounter. If auditing is relatively easy when ECN is used,
ConEx on loss is more challenging as it requires detecting
lost packets in the auditor. To address these issues, we can
harness the substantial work concerning the auditor that has
been done under the Trilogy project [8].
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Abstract — Real-time content delivery services have
recently achieved high popularity in Internet, both for
professional communities and also for entertainment. In
contrast with some complex architectures like Content
Delivery Networks, or Content Oriented Networks, this paper
considers a light architecture, working on top of the current
networking IP multi-domain infrastructures. It enhances the
real-time (video) content delivery, by exploiting the cases
where the content object exists on several servers. The system
performs an initial content server selection (based on multicriteria) considering the servers’ load status and network
conditions. Then it performs in-session media dynamic flow
rate adaptation. Additionally, if necessary, a server handover
is triggered. All above functionalities are assembled in a
unified solution. This paper is a preliminary work, to identify
the main requirements and then to develop the design for a
family of implementations. Different design decisions variants
are analyzed and explored, proving the solution flexibility.
Currently the proposed system is under implementation in the
framework of a European project.
Keywords — content delivery; multi-criteria decision
algorithms; server and path selection; media adaptation,
monitoring, Future Internet; content-aware networking.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The content-related real-time services are more and more
present in the current and Future Internet, leading to recent
significant developments [1][2]. Dedicated infrastructure like
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) improve the services
quality [3], by distributing the content replica to caching
servers, located close to groups of users; they are largely
used in the real world. Content/Information Oriented/Centric
Networking (CON/ICN/CCN) approaches [4][5], decouple
names from location and introduce novel paradigms such as
content-based routing, in-network (in routers) caching, etc.
However, all the above solutions involve highly complex
architectures, high CAPEX and significant modifications in
Service/Content Providers and Network Providers/Operators
systems.
As an alternative, Service Providers (SP) might deliver
services in over-the-top (OTT) style, over the current best
effort Internet as a significantly cheaper solution. An OTT
Service Provider (SP) could act as a separate entity from the
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traditional Internet Service Provider (ISP). Also, combined
solutions could exist, with OTT-like SPs using the CDN
Providers infrastructure to improve the quality of delivery.
When transport problems appear in the network, the OTT
approach to preserve or even improve the quality, are
frequently based on adaptive solutions for media streams or
servers. The overall goal is to maintain a good or at least an
acceptable degree of the quality of experience (QoE)
perceived at receiver side.
A light architecture (OTT-like), for content streaming
systems is proposed by the European DISEDAN Chist-Era
project [1][6], (service and user-based DIstributed SElection
of content streaming source and Dual AdaptatioN, 20142015). The business actors involved are: Service Provider
(an entity/actor which deliver content services and might
own or not a transportation network); End Users (EU) which
consumes the content; a Content Provider (CP) could exist,
owning Content Servers (CS). DISEDAN does not deal with
CP/SP contractual relationships; we may assume that the
content servers are owned by the SP.
This paper is an extension of a previous one [1] presented
at CONNET 2015 Conference, dedicated to develop the
design of a flexible system in the framework of DISEDAN
project.
An initial assumption is that a given content object is
present on at least one, or several content servers,
geographically distributed over one or several network
domains. In such conditions, a novel concept is introduced
by DISEDAN, based on:
(1) two-step server selection mechanism (initial at SP
and then at EU sides) using algorithms that consider contextand content-awareness and
(2) dual in-session adaptation mechanism, consisting in
media flow adaptation (based on Dynamic Adapative
Streaming over HTTP – DASH recent technology [7][8][9])
and/or content source adaptation (by streaming server
switching) if quality degradation is observed at the EU
Terminal (EUT) during the media session.
An effective solution is constructed in DISEDAN for the
multi-criteria selection (hard problem) of the best content
source (server), while considering user context, server
availability and requested content. The DISEDAN OTT-like
architecture is attractive since it avoids the complexity of
CON/ICN or CDN.
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This work is mainly dedicated to identify the
requirements, specify the architecture and then analyze
several design decisions variants. Details on server/path
selection, optimization algorithms and adaptation process
combined with server switching are treated in other works
[15][16][18].
Also it should be mentioned that this paper does not have
as objective to detail the internal procedures of the functional
blocks. These elements (i.e., algorithms, active or passive
monitoring procedures, QoS/QoE evaluation, DASH details,
design details and low level description of interfaces, SP or
EU policies, etc.) are (or will be) the targets of other works,
during the project development.
The DISEDAN system can be flexibly implemented in
several variants, depending on the complexity/constraints
envisaged and the EUs and SPs requirements. We explore
different design decisions and trade-offs, versus the cost and
implementation complexity. This work is preliminary;
currently, the system is under its implementation.
Section II is a short overview of related work. Section III
outlines the overall architecture, based on different sets of
requirements. Section IV analyzes various design decisions
and implementation-related implications. Section V is a new
contribution of the extended paper; it considers the previous
design decisions and develops the functional architectures of
the three main entities: Service Provider, End User Terminal
and Content Server. Section VI contains conclusions and
future work outline.
II.

RELATED WORK

Adaptation techniques enhance the quality of streaming
media at the consumer side when the transfer conditions
deteriorate. They also support efficient network resource
utilization, device-independent universal media access and
optimized Quality of Experience (QoE). Many Service
Providers apply adaptation, to solve the network variations
[7]. Adaptation may act on media flow [7][8][9], and/or on
Content server. The latter means in-session new server
selection and switching (handover), depending on the
consumer device capabilities, consumer location and/or
network state [10][11].
Recent solutions for media adaptation use the HTTP
protocol, while minimizing server processing power and
being video codec agnostic [12]. Relevant examples are:
Adobe Dynamic Streaming, Apple’s HTTP Adaptive Live
Streaming and Microsoft’s IIS Smooth Streaming and open
HTTP-based protocols like Dynamic Adaptive Streaming
over HTTP (DASH) [9]. The DASH continuously selects,
on-the-fly, the highest possible video representation quality
that ensures smooth play-out in the current downloading
conditions. The DISEDAN novelty [6] consists in “dual
adaptation” by combining in a single solution the initial
server selection (result of the initial cooperation between SP
and EU) and in-session dual adaptation.
The initial server selection is based on optimization
algorithms like Multi-Criteria Decision Algorithms (MCDA)
[13][14], modified to be applied to DISEDAN context

[15]16], or Evolutionary Multi-objective Optimization
algorithm (EMO) [17]. The decision variables considered for
selections are related to servers’ load, network paths
characteristics, SP and EUT policy related parameters.
In [15][16] several scenarios are proposed, analyzed and
evaluated. The initial content selection problem is a multicriteria one, given the different degree of availability of
parameters of interest at SP, CS and respectively EUT levels.
In particular, the availability of different static and/or
dynamic input parameters for optimization algorithms is
considered. Therefore, several designs are possible, different
in terms of performance and complexity. It is the objective of
this paper to analyze these variants, seen as design/
implementation decisions.
The main advantages of the DISEDAN approach versus
others solutions are: simple architecture, working in OTT
style and avoiding complex (as needed in ICN, CDN)
management and control; multi-domain capabilities;
embedding in a single solution the initial server selection, insession dynamic media flow adaptation and/or server
switching; backward compatibility versus current content
streaming systems; low cost for implementation.
The principal limitation of the DISEDAN solution
consists in its OTT-style of working; no strong QoS
guarantees are offered to the end users.
III.

DISEDAN SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
GUIDELINES

While considering the above general concepts,
assumptions and requirements should be identified, to
provide inputs for the system design.
A. General framework and assumptions
The main business entities / actors have been mentioned
above: SP, EU, CS. The connectivity between CSs and EU
Terminals (EUT) are assured by traditional Internet Services
Providers (ISP) / Network Providers (NP) - operators. Due to
its OTT-style, DISEDAN does not consider, in its
management architecture the connectivity – related
relationships between SP and ISP/NPs. Note that some
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) might exist, related to
connectivity services, but they are not directly visible at our
system level. The DISEDAN solution is also applicable to
other business models, e.g., involving CPs, CDN providers,
etc. The relationships between SP and such entities could
exist, but their realization is out of scope of this study. The
system works on top of the current TCP/IP mono and/or
multi-domain network environment.
The EUTs might not have explicit knowledge about the
managed/non-managed characteristics of the connectivity
services. Network level resources reservation, or in-network
connectivity services differentiation might exist, but they are
not mandatory supposed. This approach shows the system
flexibility: it can work in OTT low cost style, with no direct
control of the connectivity services (from QoS point of view)
or, in a more complex deployment, over a network having
managed connectivity services. Therefore, in principle, the
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SP envisaged in DISEDAN cannot offer strong QoS
guarantees to EUs. Consequently, DISEDAN does not
manage (but it does not exclude) possible EUs/SPs SLA
contracts/relationships. However, it is assumed that a Media
Description Server exists, managed by SP, to which EUT
will directly interact.
The media streaming operations are independent from
networking technology. The client-side streaming system,
acts as a standalone application, (no mandatory
modifications for SP are required); however, DISEDAN
assumes that SP should provide some basic information to
EUT, in order to help the initial server selection by the EUT.
Then, the in-session decisions about dual adaptation are
taken mainly locally at EUT, based on the real time delivery
evaluation of the quality seen by the receiver. Based on the
above approach, a complex EUT-SP signaling is avoided.
In a general case, several CSs exist (containing replicas
of media objects), known by SP (geo-location, availability,
access conditions for users), among which the SP and/or
EUTs can operate server selection and/or switching. No
restriction is imposed either on the geo-localization of EUTs
or of CSs. Note that the proposed system does not consider
how to solve network failures, except attempts to perform
media flow DASH adaptation or CS switching. The terminal
devices are supposed to have all the required subsystems and
peripherals for video/ audio display and device control.
Note that several assumptions and requirements are
general ones – needed in a content delivery system and they
are not specific to only DISEDAN system.
B. End User Requirements
These requirements are expressed as End User needs, and
are derived from user scenarios - when selecting and
consuming media content - related services. The EUT
(basically) but also the rest of the system should be designed
as to fulfill the requirements coming from EU.
 The system must admit the usual user profiles. EU
should be able to identify itself and login into the
system through a controlled environment.
 The EU must be able to select among several SPs and
among content items, servers and classes of quality –
in the limits offered by the selected SP.
 The DISEDAN system must allow to EU: initial
(optionally automatic or manual) server selection; insession dual adaptation will be automatically
enforced, to maximize the Quality of Experience
(QoE).
 The EU should receive information from SP (on
servers and possibly on network paths) to help him in
selection. The EU should also have the possibility to
finally decide on server selection/switching or amount
of adaptation actions initiated and/or performed.
 The EUT must be still able to work by using only
minimal information on server and network (e.g.,
server capacity or download bandwidth from the
server) delivered by the SP. The final content server
selection decision is basically locally taken, while
avoiding complex signaling between user and SP.

 The EU should have the possibility to be informed
about of QoE level delivered by the system.
 The client SW installed on the EUT should have
maximum independence from the operating system
running on the terminal.
C. Service Provider Requirements
These requirements are expressed as SP business and
technical needs. The DISEDAN system:
 Should allow SP to develop multimedia content-based
services, e.g., live - streamed IPTV services, Video
on Demand (VoD) and its derivatives (e.g., streamed
VoD, downloaded / pushed content).
 Must allow SP to filter the control information
delivered to the EUs, but should not impose major
architectural modification in the common SP
Management and Control (M&C) architecture.
 May allow SP to apply different policies in its server
selection (e.g., to maximize CS utilization and/or
improve QoE)).
 Should be able to use in a flexible way the SP
static/dynamic (monitored) information on servers
and (possibly) on network paths status and
availability, in mono or multi-domain contexts.
 Must not restrict the networking technologies (QoS
capable or not) used by SP.
 Must support the SP-EU cooperation for dual
adaptation purposes.
 Should offer to the SP the minimal capabilities to
manage the Content Severs (if no distinct Content
Provider business entity exists).
D. General System Requirements
These requirements are derived from the previous
requirements for End User and Service Provider. They are
related to the overall DISEDAN system, which:
 Must work in the traditional TCP/IP mono and multidomain, in OTT style, on top of arbitrary network
technology; the EUTs or CSs can be placed
everywhere.
 Should provide a simple management with minimal
architectural modifications at SP side or at EUT side.
 Must optimize multi-criteria content source selection,
and then dynamic dual adaptation, considering user
context, servers’ availability, network conditions and
content distribution mode. It will apply: a. two-step
server selection (at SP and then at EUT) based on
context/content - aware algorithms; b. dual
adaptation, (media adaptation and/or server
switching).
 At EU side, a standalone client application must exist.
No mandatory modifications at SP M&C side are
required; however, SP M&C should provide
information to EUT, to help it in initial server
selection.
 Should provide flexible possibilities to assign/balance
the decision power between SP/EU, regarding sever
selection/switching and dynamic adaptation.
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Other, more specific EUT, SP and CS system
requirements have been derived from the general ones but
they are not detailed here.



E. General Architecture
Fig. 1 shows the high level – described, general
architecture. The Service Provider entity includes the
following functional modules:
 Media Description generator – dynamically
generates Media Description (MD) XML file,
containing media segments information (video
resolution, bit rates etc.), ranked list of recommended
CSs (for a given EU request) and possibly - CSs
current state information and even information on
network state (if applicable).
 CS Selection (step 1) algorithm - exploits MCDA or
EMO, to rank the CSs and media representations,
aiming to optimize servers’ load and to maximize the
system utilization.
 Monitoring module – collects information from
Content Servers and estimates their current states.
The End User Terminal entity includes the modules:
 DASH – parses the MD file received from SP and
handles the download of media segments from
Content Servers.
 Content Source Selection and Adaptation engine –
implements the dual adaptation mechanism.
 Selection (step 2) algorithm. - exploit MCDA,
EMO, or other algorithms to select the best CS
from the list recommended by SP.
 Monitoring module – monitors the local network
conditions and – possibly - the server conditions.
 Media Player – playbacks the media segments.

Streaming module – sends media segments
requested by End Users.
Monitoring probe – monitors CS performance
(CPU utilization, network interfaces utilization,
etc.). In a complex implementation of the CS, the
monitoring probe could be replaced by a more
capable monitoring module, to supervise both the
active
sessions
and
some
connectivity
characteristics from this CS to different groups of
users.

The following (macro) procedural steps are:
1. The EUT issues a media file request to SP.
2. The SP analyzes the status of the CSs (involved in the
request parameters) and runs the selection algorithm
(optionally the SP could make first, a current probing of
the CSs). Some SP policies could be enforced in this
phase.
3. The SP returns a candidate CS list to EUT.
4. The EUT performs the final CS selection (by
considering additional local information) and starts
asking media segments from the selected CS.
5. During media session, the EUT measures the quality
and evaluates the context. It applies DASH adaptation or
if necessary, CS switching is decided.
When the user requests a Multimedia content, the SP
sends an xml file containing Media Description (MD). This
file is updated (from the static xml file) for each user request
by considering the user profile, the SP policies for this user’s
class and other information at the SP side (e.g., state of the
servers and possibly network-related information). The list of
candidate CSs and other information are written inside the
xml file. Also caching server url addresses can be added. The
list may be ordered, following some desired metrics.

The Content Server entity includes the modules:

Media
Description
generator

End User Terminal
Monitoring

Selection
algorithm
MD file

Content source selection
and Adaptation engine

MD file
Request

Selection
algorithm

Service
Provider

Monitoring

Network
Status

Media
Player

Data Segment
Request
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Data Segment

Content Server 1
Streaming
module

Monitoring
probe

Media adaptation
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Figure 1. DISEDAN general architecture; DASH - Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
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When the user’s application receives the MD file, it
performs the final CS selection and possibly the network
path choice (note that this last choice is not always possible
in the current Internet with regular routing and forwarding).
This decision can be based on user context, i.e., a MCDA
can be run or, the EUT can simply select the first CS in the
ordered list returned by the SP. Generally the CS selection
achieves the final step of multi-objective optimization.
After final CS selection, the EUT starts to ask segments
from the selected CS. During the receipt of consecutive
chunks, the user’s application can automatically change the
rate of the content stream (DASH actions) or, if still
problems exist, it can switch the CS.
The EUT performs measurements of the parameters of
download process. If EUT detects deterioration of
downloading rate, it can use SP information about alternate
CSs and/or it can start probing CSs. After probing, the EUT
decides on media or server adaptation.
IV. DESIGN DECISION VARIANTS
The DISEDAN architecture is intended to be flexible.
Several variants/versions of designs can be considered, i.e.,
basic ones or more complex, essentially depending on the
roles of the business entities and their capabilities,
interactions and also on SP and EU policies.
A. Monitoring procedures
The types and amount of static and dynamic monitoring
data collected by various entities have a significant impact
on the solutions. Consequently, the MCDA/EMO algorithms
will have different sets of input parameters. Apart from static
information available at SP, three types of monitoring
contexts and possible policies can be identified.
An important component of the Control Plane is the
Monitoring
subsystem
(MON@DISEDAN),
whose
components are distributed at SP, CS and EUT sides.
Apart from DASH defined metrics (in-session observed),
the MON subsystem may collect information though its
respective components, at each DISEDAN entity, as
described below:
 MON@EUT: CS accessibility (probing); EUT local
dynamic context; historical and prediction data on
servers and paths utilization.
 MON@SP: CS status (collected from CS); active
Users (i.e., those who are in-session) status; current
load on some paths (here the network monitoring of
the NP should cooperate); other dynamic,
characteristics of some paths (e.g., loss, jitter);
historical and prediction data on servers and paths
utilization.
 MON@CS: CS status (load); CS environment data
(network paths, dynamic characteristics of
connectivity paths from CS to different groups of
users - evaluated at overlay level; EUTs data, active
user groups data.
The overall MON design is flexible, since it can combine
different features of the above components.

Several types of monitoring activities can be performed.
 Proactive monitoring: executed in continuous mode;
the monitoring information becomes input for the CS
selection algorithm (Phase 1), when some new
content requests arrive from a given EU to SP. At SP,
this means supervision of different servers, maybe
networks, and user communities, depending on its
policies. SP/CS cooperation on this purpose is
envisaged. Such data can be also used to construct a
history and updated status of the environment
envisaged by the SP. The CSs could be involved in
proactive monitoring, provided they are capable to
probe their connectivity characteristics towards
different groups of users (indicated by the SP). At EU
side, proactive monitoring might be performed,
depending on capabilities of the EUT and its
software. In some more complex scenarios the EU
can construct history, dedicated to its usual content
connections (if they are estimated to be repeated in
the future). The terminal context can be evaluated by
such measurements, including its access network
status.
 In-session monitoring: monitoring is performed on a
flow and data are collected in real time, to assess the
level of QoS/QoE observed at EU side. These actions
are basically performed by the EUT, in two ways:


collected by the DASH mechanisms, to serve
internally as real time inputs to adaptation
decision engine at EU,

collected by the MON@EUT, which can be
consolidated with those produced by the
DASH, thus offering a more complete view,
not only about the reception of he media flow
but also on general status and environment of
the EUT.
In more complex DISEDAN variants, the SP and/or CS
can be involved in such monitoring, at least in being aware
of results (note that no SLA concerning mutual obligations
of SP/EUs, related to QoE are established in DISEDAN
system): for all active users or subsets; for all monitored data
or summaries; full or summary monitored values.
 Opportunity related monitoring: measurements
essentially performed by the EUT to test the
opportunity of switching the CS that delivers the
content to EU. An example of such category is the
Probing of some CS candidates if a CS switching
action is prepared.
B. Possible Roles of the Business Actors
The DISEDAN project outlines a set of optional Provider
side modifications (w.r.t. useful information and metrics
provided by SP to the client) that can further optimize server
selection. The design can be backwards-compatible, ensuring
that each modified client or SP can cooperate with the other
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side, if the latter is using existing common content
distribution solutions. Consequently, a range of solutions are
proposed in this paper for SP, CS and EUT roles, i.e.,
several variants (named “use cases”), that are listed below.
Tables I, II and III illustrate different design choices,
listed in increasing order of complexity and, consequently, in
increasing order of performances and costs, for SP, CS and
EUT. Note that, although the Monitoring subsystems could

TABLE I.

SP-V1

SP-V2

SP-V3

SP-V4

SP-V5

SP-V6

SERVICE PROVIDER - DESIGN VERSIONS

Information known (by SP)
about:

Obtained
from

Type
of
information

CS list and their locations
Content files (objects) mapping
on different servers
CS status (current load)
User groups
Active (in-session) users
(information is based on EUT
request accounting only)
Idem as SP-V1, plus below
items
Potential user groups
Basic connectivity paths (from
different CSs to different groups
of users) static characteristics obtained at overlay level
Idem as SP-V2, plus below
items
Current loads of the paths
(bandwidth availability)

Mgmt@SP
Mgmt@SP

Quasi-static
Quasi-Static
or dynamic
Dynamic
Quasi-static
Dynamic

Idem as SP-V3, plus below
items
Other dynamic paths
characteristics (delay, loss, jitter,
etc.)
Idem as SP-V4, plus below
items
SP Policy Information
Idem as SP-V5, plus below
items
Historical and prediction data on
servers and paths utilization

CSs
Mgmt@SP
EUs

be included generally in the architectural Management Plane,
the Mon@SP, Mon@CS or Mon@EUT are specified in the
tables in a distinct way, in order to emphasize the dynamic
character of the data collected. Depending on the specific
requirements and constraints, different variants can be
selected as design/implementation choices of the DISEDAN
system.
Note also that the tables do not detail the monitoring
capabilities embedded in the DASH adaptation subsystem.

Is Monitoring system
involved?
(in collecting the
Column 2 information)
No
No
Yes
No
No

Mgmt@SP
Mgmt@SP/
CSs

Quasi-static
Quasi-static

No
No

CSs

Dynamic

Yes

CSs

Dynamic

Yes

Mgmt@SP

Static

No

Mgmt@SP
+ Mon@SP

Dynamic

Yes

TABLE II.

Remarks on SP role

SP solves the user requests.
SP is involved in initial server selection, or
during media session (to help switching
decision at EUT), based only on ordered
list of servers and depending on their
load. (minimum complexity)

Idem as in SP-V1 but more qualified
assistance in selection of the initial
(server-path) pair.
Problem: how can a given user invoke
usage of a selected path if multiple paths
are available? Usually the choice can
address only the inter-domain paths.
Idem as in SP-V2 but more assistance in
selection of the initial (server-path) pair,
given the paths current load information.
This is a powerful but expensive solution
involving strong CS-SP interactions.
Idem as in SP-V3 but more assistance is
available in the selection process of the
initial (server-path) pair.

Idem as in SP-V4, but more flexibility
from business point of view. The SP
offered services can be better customized.
Idem as in SP-V5, plus more powerful set
of knowledge on system history.
( maximum complexity)

CONTENT SERVER –DESIGN VERSIONS

Information known (by CS)
about:

Obtained
from

Type of
information

CS-V1

EU authorization data
EU requests
CS status (current load)
Active (in session) users

Mgmt@SP
EUTs
Mgmt@CS
EUs

Quasi-static
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic

Is Mon@CS
involved?
(in collecting the
Column 2 nformation)
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

CS-V2

Idem as CS-V1, plus below
items
Potential user groups
Static characteristics of

SP
Mon@CSs

Quasi-static
Quasi-static

No
Yes

Remarks on CS role

The selected ( by the EUT) CS solves the
user content requests.
CS status info is delivered to SP.
CS info on active users can be also
delivered to SP.
Idem as in CS-V1 but more assistance in
offering (via SP) additional information
for selection of the initial (server-path)
pair.
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CS-V3

connectivity paths (evaluated at
overlay level) from different CSs
to different groups of users
Idem as CS-V2, plus below
items
Active User groups
Connectivity paths dynamic
characteristics (evaluated at
overlay level) from different CSs
to different groups of users

Mgmt@CS
Mon@CS

TABLE III.

EUT-V1

EUT-V2

EUT-V3

EUT-V4

Dynamic
Dynamic

Yes
Yes

END USER TERMINAL – DESIGN VERSIONS

Information known about:

Obtained
from

Type of
information

EUT local static context

Mgmt@EUT

Quasi-static

Is Mon@EUT
involved?
(in collecting the
Column 2 nformation)
No

MD file
QoE quality during session
CS accessibility (basic
probing)

SP
Mon@EUT
Mon@EUT

Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic

No
Yes
Yes

Mon@EUT

Dynamic

Yes

Idem as EUT-V1, plus items
below
EUT local dynamic context

These data can be be sent to SP to help for
more efficient management of EU
connections.
If multiple paths are available, the CSs
should have some source routing
capabilities in order to force the stream to
follow a given path.

Remarks on EUT role

EUT issues content requests to SP.
For server selection it uses the MD file
sent by SP and its local static context
information.
For dual adaptation it uses the monitored
data (including the DASH embedded one)
and basic probing information.
EUT issues content requests to SP.
For server selection it uses the MD file
sent by SP and its static context
information.
For dual adaptation it uses the monitored
data and probing information.

CS accessibility (advanced
probing)
Idem as EUT-V2, plus items
below
Local Policy information

Mon@EUT

Dynamic

Yes

Mgmt@EUT

Static

No

Possible local policy data are used in
server selection and dual adaptation.

Idem as EUT-V3, plus items
below
Historical and prediction data
on servers and paths utilization

Mgmt@EUT
Mon@EUT

Dynamic

Yes

Possible history and prediction data are
used in server selection and dual
adaptation.

V.

DESIGN DECISIONS DETAILS

This section will refine the functional blocks introduced
in the previous one, in order to prepare the software
functionalities specifications. We recall that objective of this
section is limited to refine the architecture and proceed to
design of the functional blocks, in such a way as to respond
to the flexibility features proposed initially. The validation
and performances of the system will be treated in other
complementary works during the project.
The functional blocks inside each DISEDAN actor are
presented in high level view, in the following subsections.
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the complete architecture
(functional blocks and the relationship between them).
However, in the basic version of the DISEDAN system,
only the most important ones are actually implemented –
i.e., those needed to prove the innovative concepts.
Figures 2, 3 and 4, use three marking types for functional
blocks:

- the functions mandatory implemented in the basic
DISEDAN version are depicted in dark gray color boxes;
- the light gray colour boxes can be implemented as
static versions in the basic DISEDAN system and extended
with dynamic capabilities for advanced SP versions;
- the white color boxes represent functionalities which
could exist in advanced versions of SP (i.e., complete real
life system implementation, with advanced functionality, in
order to provide the best possible QoE).
A. Service Provider Functional Blocks
Figure 2 shows the SP functional blocks.
The (lightweight) SP functional blocks implemented for
DISEDAN basic version are:

Comm Agent –used for communication with
external entities (in particular EUT and CS). It can
also be used by the monitoring system. The Comm
Agent will serve only the Management and Control
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Plane communications between SP and EUTs and
CSs.
MPD File generator – dynamically generates
Media Presentation Description (MPD) XML file,
containing media segments information (video
resolution, bit rates etc.), ranked list of
recommended CSs and, optionally - current CSs
state information and network state (if applicable).
MCDA - performs the selection algorithm – i.e.,
runs Step 1 of the server selection process.
Monitoring module – basically it collects
monitoring information from CSs and performs the
processing required to estimate the current state of
each CS. If some EU-related information should go
to SP, then this information are collected by the CS
from EUT, and then aggregated and transited
towards SP.
Data Base - contains the static and dynamic
information about CSs, EUT communities and
profiles, etc. In the basic version these static
information are filled offline into DB. In advanced
SP implementations, the DB can be split in two
modules Run-time DB and Quasi-static DB,
containing respectively fast volatile data and
respectively mid-long term data.

Comm
Agent

Monitoring Module





CS Discovery - it has the role to discover the CSs
locations, their main characteristics and content
items available (mapping of the content objects - to
- CS). In the basic version of SP these data can be
statically introduced by the administrator.
EUT Discovery- it has the role to discover the EUT
groups locations and their main profiles. In the
basic version of SP these data can be statically
introduced by the administrator.

In advanced versions of SP implementations, other
blocks can be added and also some of the existing ones are
enhanced to have dynamic capabilities:
 CS Dynamic Discovery - it has the role to
dynamically discover the CSs locations, their main
characteristics and content items available (mapping
of the content objects – to – CS). Periodical updates
are necessary. This module should be existent in the
SP-V2…SP-V6 versions of SP.
 EUT Dynamic Discovery- it has the role to
dynamically discover the EUT groups locations and
their main profiles. Periodical updates are necessary.
This module should be existent in the SP-V2…SPV6 versions of SP.

Forecast
Module

Policy
Manager

EUT
CS Discovery
CS
Location

CS

Content
Mapping

DB

Service
Provider
(SP)

EUT Discovery
EU Groups

MPD file
generator

MCDA
algorithm

Connectivity
Module
Paths

Figure 2. The Service Provider software architecture
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 Connectivity Module – is an optional functional
block, collecting and maintaining updates about
connectivity
characteristics
(paths,
QoS
parameters) between the CSs of interest (list of
them is delivered by the CS discovery module) and
different groups of EUTs. If this module exists,
then the SP level selection decision of the content
server can be more powerful. The reason is that in
such case not only CSs are selected but also some
lists of “good” pairs {CS, path} could be selected
and proposed to the EUT, in response of its
request. A scalable solution (given the multidomain characteristic of DISEDAN) for such a
block implementation is to consider only overlay
paths crossing one or several network domains.
This module should be existent in the SP-V2…SPV6 versions of SP.
 Policy Manager – is a module that can apply
various policies at SP level (e.g., related to
business and/or technical aspects). The effect will
be the modification of the selection produced by
MCDA, and, consequently, of the list returned to
the EUT. This module should be existent in
advanced SP-V5, SP-V6 versions of SP. Such

Monitoring
Module

Comm
Agent

policies can provide inputs to the MCDA process
(see [15]), in two ways:
o by assigning different weights to the existing
decision variables – depending on policy
considerations,
o by defining new decision variables (derived from
policies) to the MCDA matrix.
 Forecast Module – A module that can make
educated predictions based on various data like
history, communication preferences with other
similar modules in places, like SP and CS. This
module should be existent in the SP-V5…SP-V6
versions of SP.
B.

End User Terminal Functional Blocks
The EUT high level architecture is presented in Fig. 3.
The End User Terminal control logic contributes (by
cooperating with SP) to the selection of the best available
Content Server in order to provide the best possible
experience to the user. On the request of the human End
User, the EUT will send the request to the SP. The SP
response contains an ordered list of preferred (after SP
evaluation) Content Servers. The order of the CS in the list
represents the preference of the servers from SP point of
view.

DB

CS
Local
Context
Module

QoE

SP

CS
status

DASH

Forecast Module

End User
Terminal
(EUT)

Local Policy
Module

Source
Selection

MCDA
Alg.

Player

Figure 3. The End User Terminal software architecture
(DASH and Player boxes represent libraries of already existing software)
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The functional blocks implemented in the DISEDAN basic
version are:

Comm Agent – used for communication with other
external entities (in particular, SP and CS). It can
also be used by the monitoring system.

CS status – it can be seen as a monitoring system
part, but here it is depicted as standalone, to
emphasize its role in proof of concepts. This block
finds out (considering the path from CSs to EUTs)
the Round Trip Time (RTT) and Number_of_Hops
towards each CS selected by the SP and reachable
by the EUT. This information can be used later in
the MCDA algorithm inside EUT (when making
the final CS selection).

MCDA alg – it runs the MCDA algorithm. A subblock not represented in the figure does exist inside
MCDA algorithm. This bloc creates the input data
for the algorithm, ie., the matrix of values (see
[15][16]), constructed from data like RTT, hop
count and the priority as set by the SP. The result
provided by the MCDA is sent to the Source
Selection block.

Source Selection – based on the decision of the
MCDA algorithm this block creates the URL
request for the elected CS and calls the DASH
player.

Monitoring Module – it can monitor various local
aspects of the network or of the terminal itself.
Note that it can be a simple block fed with static
information – for the basic implementation;
however, it could perform real monitoring in
advanced EUT versions.
DB – A data base used to keep EUT staic and volatile
data.Special blocks are coming form open source software
that DISEDAN uses for the proof of concept:

DASH – The Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over
HTTP library. It is the DASH client that gets the
movie from the CS where the DASH server is
running.
 Player – the VLC media player is the ones that
finally displays the movie content on the EUT
screen.
The following blocks can be implemented in
DISEDAN advanced versions, e.g., for some complete
commercial implementation:

QoE – Quality of Experience block; it is part of
monitoring but is depicted separately in Fig.3,
given its importance (recall that the final goal is to
contribute to achieve the highest possible QoE).
Additionally, the DASH subsystem itself has
various internal mechanisms to adapt to
environment conditions.

Local Module Policy – it is a module that can apply
various policies at the EUT level (e.g., related to

business aspects and/or some special policies like
for example parental-child control-related policies).

Local Context Module – it is an agent that can
gather information about the terminal (by
aggregating static EUT information and dynamic
monitoring information.
Forecast Module – makes based-on–learning predictions
based on various data like history, preferences,
communication with other similar modules in
places like SP and CS.
C.

Content Server Functional Blocks

The CS high level architecture is presented in Fig. 4. The
functional blocks implemented for DISEDAN basic version
are:

Comm Agent – used for communication with other
external entities (in particular SP and EUT). It can
also be used by the monitoring system.

Data Plane - DASH Streaming module – sends
media segments requested by End Users.

Monitoring module – monitors the basic CS
performance metrics (CPU utilization, network
interfaces utilization, etc.).

Current State module – contains the main
parameters describing this CS status (EU served,
number of sessions, load, etc.).
 Data Base – contains information produced by the
monitoring and also the data about currently EUs
served by this CS and maybe some potential ones.
The following blocks can be implemented for advanced
DISEDAN versions of the CS:

Advanced Monitoring module - in a complex
implementation of the CS, the monitoring can
evolve from a simple probe to an advanced
monitoring module, capable to supervise not only
the active sessions but also some connectivity
characteristics from this CS to different groups of
users.

EU Module – determines data about the EUs
(status, groups) by using communication services
offered by the communication agent.

Connectivity Module – optional functional block,
collecting and maintaining updates about
connectivity
characteristics
(paths,
QoS
parameters) between the CS and different groups of
EUTs. If existent, this module would provide
additional information to the Connectivity Module
of the SP.

AAA
Module
–
performs
conventional
Authentication, Authorization and Accounting
functions. It is not essential for DISEDAN proof of
concepts.

Forecast Module – can make based-on–learning
predictions based on various data like history,
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preferences, communication with other similar
modules in places like SP and CS.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented an analysis of design decisions for
implementation variants of a novel and flexible lightarchitecture content delivery system, working on top of the
current Internet networks. The system involves a Service
Provider, End Users and Content Servers owned by the SP.
The novelty consists in including in a single solution of
initial content server selection, (based on collaboration SP EU, and multi-criteria optimization algorithms like MCDA,
EMO, etc.) and session-time DASH adaptation and/or
intelligent server switching (if the quality of the flow is
degraded at the End User).
Several versions of designs are proposed, illustrating the
architectural approach flexibility and comments are given on
the associated complexity.
The main DISEDAN advantage consists in avoiding to
develop complex M&C planes and signaling, while still
offering sufficient QoE (due to adaptation capabilities) to the
end users, in a cheap and fast implementable OTT-style
solution. Note that the price paid for this lower cost solution

Comm
Agent

is paid by the fact that DISEDAN cannot provide contracted
(via SLA) hard QoS/QoE guarantees for its users.
However, the DISEDAN architecture is flexible, in the
sense that it can benefit, if existent, of better managed
connectivity services in the network; as well, it can benefit
from information related to network static characteristics and
dynamic monitoring data, possible to be collected by the
Control Plane. In such cases the MCDA-based server
selection algorithm can provide better solutions and
consequently, higher QoE perceived by the End Users.
Preliminary results assessing the validity of the solution
and performance of the algorithms are already reported in
[15][16][18].Ongoing work is currently performed, to
implement the described system (in the DISEDAN project).
In parallel with design and implementations, simulations
have been performed (see extensive results in [18]),
including large scale network environment, to prove the
capabilities of the proposed architecture.
Details on the implementation of the functional blocks
will be reported in future papers.
Complete results and performance evaluation of the
implemented system, obtained for different use cases, will be
also reported in some future papers. Comparisons with
existing systems will be also provided.

Monitoring
Module

DB

EU
Current State
Module

EU Module
SP

State

Forecast
Module

AAA Module

Content
Server
(CS)

Groups

Streaming
Module

Conectivity
Module
Path

QoS

s

Figure 4. The Content Server software architecture
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